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FOREWORD
Three appendixes in support of Volume VII - SPS Program Plan
and Economic Analysis, are contained in this document. This work
was completed under the SPS Concept Definition Study (Contract
NAS8-32475), Exhibits A and B. The three appendixes are:
Appendix A - Satellite Power System Work Breakdown Structure
Dictionary
Appendix B - SPS Cost Estimating Relationships
Appendix C - Financial and Operational Concept
Other volumes of the final report that provide additional
detail are listed below,
Volume
	
I	 Executive Summary
	
II	 SPS System Requirements
	
III	 SPS Concept Evolution
	
IV	 SPS Point Design Definition
	
V	 Transportation and Operations Analysis
	
VI	 SPS Technology Requirements and Verification
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SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM WORK BREAKDOWN
STRUCTURE DICTIONARY
SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAlC, CONCENTRATION RATIO (CR)-2.
INTRODUCTION
The Satellite Power System (SPS), because of its magnitude, duration,
dollar costs, and in.terrelation.ship with other programs and users, is a very
complex program. To establish a work .breakdown structure (WBS) that properly
encompasses the multiple facets'o'f this effort requires some innovative adjust=
men'ts to the normal WBS display. At the same time it is important'tiat the
AS retain, as nearly as possible, the standard WBS format with which managers
are f am i 1 i a,r.
Generally a work breakdown structure is thought 'co be a product oriented
family tree composed of all the ha-rdware, software, services, and other tasks
necessa:r .y to define the program. It offers visual display, relates project
elements, and defines the work to be accomplished. The WBS is then a.tooi
for facilitating communications and understanding of a complex program by
dividing this program into less complex, more manageaable subdivislons or
elements. To maximize this effectiveness, the WBS must be consistent and
logical.
The greatest shortcoming of a single WBS is its inability to be all
things for all people. it is most desirable that the WBS provide a. uniform
basis for management and control, cast estimating, budgeting. and reporting,
scheduling activities, organizational structuring, specification tree genera-
tion, weight allocation and control, procurement and contracting activities,
and serve a.s a tool for program evaluation. To do all these things and at
the same time meaningfully relate elements of the p-ro.giram in an optical dis=
play and define the total work to be accomplished places demands upon the
WBS that usually necessitate compromises.
Therefore, the WBS developed and defined herein is primarily tailored
to the unique cost, economic, and programmatic requirements of SPS. Other
use:rs of the WBS may find some shortcomings with the structure, but it should
serve all users reasonably well.: This M is designed to allow a.standard .
and logical format for estimating SPS project cost, while at the same time
permitting cost and economic comparisons of 5PS to alternate and competitive
candida.te .s for producing power.
A,l
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WBS MATRIX
The total WBS matrix shown in Figure 1 is a three =d i-men s i ona l structure
that shows the interrelationship of (1) the hardware and activities dimension,
(2) the accounts and . phases di.mension, and (3) the elements of costs dimen-
Sion. This latter dimension is not further developed at this time but is
provided to show the overall expansion capability built into the WBS matrix.
This dimension will become more important in Pater years when the SPS program
approaches a Phase C/D start and is defined to the extent that the elements
of cost can be. planned and estimated with realism.
here is, of cou:rse, the fourth dimensiien of time which cannot be
graphically shown but must be considered also. Each entry on the other three
dimensions varies with .time, and it is necessary to know these cost values by
year for budget planning and approval, and to establish cost streams for dis-
counti.ng purposes.
While a multiple-dimensional approach may at first appear unduly complex,
'it actually provides benefits that far outweigh any such concern. This
structural interrelationship provides the capability to view and analyze the
SPS from a number of d:ifferent.'financial and management aspects. Costs may
be summed by hardware groupings, .phases, 'functions, etc. The WBS may be used
in a number of three-di-mensional., two- diimensional, or s €ngle = listing format
applications.
ACCOUNTS AND PHASES D IMNS I'ON
The accounts and phases dimension differs somewhat from the typical
breakout for government ae-rospace pr.og 'rams in that it ha.s been: developed to
also accommodate the financial involvement of the private sector, hence, the
inclusion of the breakout of financial divisiions or "accounts." Entries for-
taxes and insurance have been provided, and distinctions have been made
between capital expenditures, which are recoverable by annual depreciation
charges and are not deductible as expenses, and ope'rat'ion and mai,ntena.nce
charges against income, which are deductible as expenses in the year incurred.
To accompl is'h this objective five financial accounts -have been establish•-
ed. Research and experimental (RW expenditures include the costs fe.r
directed supporting research and tethnology (SRT), advanced studies, and
design development, test, and evaluation (aDT&E). initial capital investment
i`ncludds the costs associated with iinitia.l procurement. and emplacement of the
SPS plant and e.qui.pment. Replacement capital investment includes the costs
a:sseci:ated with capital asset replacements over the operating life of the SP.
V
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(e.g., subsystem spare parts, overhauls, etc.). Operations and maintenance
(OEM) includes the -osts of expendables (e.g., propellants for the propulsion
subsystem thrusters), m inor maintenance, repair crews, etc. Other expenses
include the costs of taxes and insurance. The €nterrelationship of the
financial accounts to the normal aerospace program phases of DDT&E, investment,
and operations are also shown in this dimension of the WBS matrix to permit
traceability to these more commonly recognized terms.
It should be noted. that the R&.E expenditure account is subdivided ' into
several separate DDT&E accounts. This appears desirable because of the
expected long duration of the SPS DDT&E phase and because it will likely be
funded in steps. Each of these subdivisions actually constitutes a mini-.
program in itself anal, when viewed in this Tight, again breaks down into
design and development, investment, and operations phases just as the total
SPS program does. The number and timing of these steps are not ;eet known,
and the four subdivisions presently designated are meant only to suggest
probabl e development and test programs. leading to the full scale SPS develop-
ment. They undoubtedly will ch^.nge as the definitio n of the development
program matures. Some of these -tees may well be accomplished as a means of
deveiioping space-to-space power fcr. NASA and may not then be considered a
part.of the SPS DDT&E as such.
HARDWARE AND ACTIVITIES WBS DIMENSION
The-hardware and activities WBS dimension contains all the presently
defined SPS hairdware elements of the satellite system and ground system sub-
divided into subsystems and as semblies. inherent within this dimension is
the capability for further sub d1vis€on to Iowe:r bevels of deta.I1 1: lm i , ted
only by the realA sm of the requirements.
Required support hardware, possibly developed under the sponsorship of
other programs, is also displayed here for completeness and inc.l`udes such
:items as space stations, assembly and support equipment, and transportation
Vehicles. Some o ,r all of these support e l ement s may be developed for multiple
project applications. A determinati on will be made later as to how much, if
any, of the development costs of these support elements should be displayed
under the SPS banner.
Each of the elements of support hardware is broken out only at a summary
level within the SPS WBS. However, they each have their- own aeta.iled work
breakdown structure which could be displayed in depth under the SPS WBS if
required.
f=inal ly, the hardware and activities. WB.S dimension also includes the
necessary system level and project level activities of program management,
systems enginee ring. and integration (SW), operations, etc., required to
accomplish the overall SPS missl,ons.
A-4
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DICTIONARY ORGANIZATION
The SPS dictionary is divided into;
1. A graphic display of the three-dimensional WBS matrix (ReferenLe
Figure 1).
2.. The definitions of terms of the accounts and phases dimension.
3. The definitions of terms of the WBS ha:rdwa .re and activities dimension.
A systematic numerical coding system coordinates the rows of the hardware and
activities dimension to the columns of the accounts and phases dimension such
that all matri x locations a:re identifiable by WBS number.
In figure 1 a dot signifies each matrix position that corresponds to an
identifiable task that must be completed in the SPS program. Therefore, each
dot also corresponds to a cost that will be incurred and must be accounted.
Since each dot corresponds to one particular row of the ha:rdwa.re and activities
dimension and also to one particular column of the accounts and phases dimen-
sion, a complete definition of any dotted matrix position is constructed by
combining the definitions from the two applicable dimensions. That is, to
avoid repetit-ion, definitions are provided only once for each hardware and
activities dimension row and only once for each accounts and phases dimension
column, and a complete definition for any dotted matrix positi on. is a combina-
tion of these two defi nitions.
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DEFINITIONS OF ACCOUNTS
WBS TITLE:	 SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM
WBS NUMBER: 1000-
This element is the total SPS project including all accounts and phases
as well as all hardware and activities.
WBS TITLE:
	
RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTAL EXPENDITURES
WBS NUMBER: 1100--
This element is an account of the SPS project.
The R&E expenditures account is a summation of those expenditures
incident to the research, design, and development of techniques, processes,.
hardware, systems, etc., that are required and necessary to establish a viable
SPS. This account includes costs of SRT efforts directed toward SIPS applica-
tion, costs of advanced studies (prior to Phase C/D), and the DDT&E costs
(Phase C/D): of the SPS:p;roj:ect. These subac:counts are defined later in this
document and are graphically displayed on the WBS matrix (Figure 1). Costs
of general supporting research .and technology work that would be perfo-rmed
regardless of the SPS project are not included, even though the SPS project
may indirectly benefit from that work.
This account includes costs of all the elements a'ppea .ring in. the hardware
and activities dimension of the WBS matrix (Figure 1) for which a dot appears
in any of the Rtt expenditures columns.
For SPS income tax purposes, R&E costs may be deducted in the year
incurred in the same manner as business expenses.
FUil
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WBS TITLE:	 INITIAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT
WBS NUMBER: 1200
This element is an account of the SPS project.
The initial capital investment account is a summation of those plant and
equipment expenditures made for the initial procurement and installation of
each full scale SPS. That is, this account collects the production, assembly,
installation, transportation, test, etc., costs of each individual satellite
and ground station that is associated with, and necessary to, bringing the
power .plant on -line (in government aerospace terminology, this corresponds to
costs in the investment phase). Examples of costs collected in this account
are the procurement cost and launch cost of the satellite system itself, the
procurement cost of the ground system (including installation), and all other
necessary costs to achieve this end such as those attributable to spree
stations, haunch vehicle fleets, etc. Also included in pro rata share of
such functional costs as program management. SE&I, etc., related to the fore-
going systems	 Only costs incurred.after the end of the DDT&E phase and prior
to the initial operational capability .(IOC).of each SPS are collected in this
accoun t.
This account includes costs for all the elements appearing in the hard-
ware and activities dimension of the WBS matrix (Figure 1) for which a dot
appears in the initial capital investment column,
For SPS income tax purposes, the investment costs in this account are
recovered by annual depreciation charges.
WBS TITLE:	 REPLACEMENT CAPITAL INVESTMENT
WBS NUMBER: 1300-
This element is an account of the SPS project.
The replacement capital .investment account is a summation of those plant
and equipment exper_d.itures made for capital asset re;pl'acement and major
maintenance overhauls that are expected to last more than l year and result
in an improvement to the operating system. Examples of costs collected in
this account are the costs of spares, their installation and associated'
launch costs or ground transportation costs, permanent improvements in the
system such as rotary joint replacement, installation of improved design
satellite control equipment, etc., as well as pro rate shares of functional
costs. These ex.pet:d1tures begin at the bbC and continue over the life of
each SPS.
This account includes costs for all the elements ap.pearing in the hard-
ware and activities .dimension. of the.W$S matrix (Figure 1) for which a dot
appears in the replacement capital investment column.
For SPS income tax purposes, the investments in this account are
recuve,red by. annual depreciation charges;
A-7
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WE^ y , iT1:E:	 OPERATi?ONS AND MAINTENANCE
Wk',S NUMBER: 1400-
,'his element is an account of the SPS project
TNa 0.M account Js a summation of those expenditures incurred in the
day-Wl-day operations beginning with the [OC and continuing over the life of
each SPS. Examples.:-,f costs collected in this account are wages of ope,' ations
and ma i.ntenance pe.rsonne 1 , mi nor , repa i rs and adjustments -to systems to main tai n
an ord-i-nari.ly efficient operating condition; expendables and consumabl'es, launch
costs for transfer of on-orbit personnel and resupply of expendables and con-
sumables, etc.
This account includes costs for all the elements appea-ring in the hard-
wa.re and activities dimension of the WBS matrix (Figure 1) for which a dot
appears in the O&M eolumn.
For SPS income tax purposes, the costs collected in this account are
deductible as business expenses in the year in which they are incurred.
WBS TI TLE i	 OTHER EXPENSES
WBS NUMBER: 1500
Th is element is an account of the SPS project.
The other expenses account is i;: summation of .those expenditures incurred
for taxes and insurance a nd casualty losses 'beg :inni,n g with the IOC an d
continuing over the life of each SPS. Examples of costs collected in this
account are federal and state income taxes, property taxes, property insurances
payload and launch vehicle losses, etc.
This account includes costs for all the elements in the hardware and
act i vi t les; d i mAns i on of the WBS mat r.i x (Figure 1): fo.r- which a dot appea r: s :in
the other expenses column.
For SPS income tax purposes, the costs col lected in this account are
dedecai:b7e as :bust-n.essXpenses in the year in which they are incurred.
A-8
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WBS TITLE:	 DI RECTED SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
WBS NUMBER: 1110-
This element is a subaccount of the R&E expenditure account.
The directed SRT.phase is an SPS discipline-oriented activity very basic
and fundamental in nature that is pursued in a step-ly =step manner, but is in.
general not schedule oriented o:r related. Directed SRT is designed to reveal
a fundamental truth or aspect of natural law or an element of a physical
science related to the SIPS project. The product is usually data rather than
hardware. However, the %results may be applicable to speci fic SPS 'hardwa:re
developments and result in improved means of accomplishing the SPS mission.
An example of directed SRT is a study of the likely effect. of orbital
space debris on the SPS satellite - An example of general SRT not accoun ted. .
for in the .SPS AS is an Air Force Study to catalog such objects in Earth
orbit, if the study would have been undertaken with or without the SPS.
WBS TITLE:
.
	 ADVANCED STUD'i ES
AS NUMBER: 1120=
This element is.a subaccount of the R&E expendi ture account.
The objective of the advanced studies phase is :to conduct efforts and
system studies that examine the future direction of the SPS project. New
space systems, new operational concepts, and advanced uses of ex isting
systems evolve from these studies i:n terms of conceptual designs,.trade
studies, and requi-ement definitions. Emphasis is given to both the utiliza-
tion of existing systems that can be used to advance the SPS project capabil-i-
ties at a minimum cost and studies of :potential new systems and operational
concepts,
Examp les of advanced studies are P re=Phase A, Phase A, and Phase B
studies. Pre-Phase A and Phase A studies are concerned with the analysis of
alternate overall SPS project approaches. or concepts, the identification of
`	 maJor project elements, and the consideration of the feasibility of the SPS
objectives. i,n these phases, contracted effort is often !limited to auxiliary
studies  i n support of in-house activity. Pisa§e B effort involves more detail
ed study, analysis, and :prelA minary systems design directed toward facilitat-
ing the choice of a. single project ap,proach from the al te rnate approaches
selected through Phase. A. In Phase S, the maJor effort is normally accomplish=
ed by contracted studies.
F^
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WBS TITLE:	 SOS SUBSYSTEMS DDT&E (AUTOMATED)
WBS NUMBER: 9130-
TW s element is a subaccount of the R1E expenditure account.
The SPS subsystems DDTsE (automated) subaccount has been included as a
generic subaccount only and is subject to modification as the definition of
the SPS deve`l ,opment program evolves. This subaccount is meant to include
any Shuttle automated payload developments defined as part of the overall
SPS DDTSE and is subdivided into 3 areas:
1.) WBS Number 1131 - DDT&E. The DDTsE area consists. of .ore-ti-me costs
associated with the design, development, and evaluation of comport=
ents, subsystems, and systems required in subsystem support of
Shutti a automated pay] oad . developments def 1 n.ed as a :part of the
overall SPS-DDUE phase.
3) WBS Number 1132 - INVESTMENT. The 'Investment area consists of
one-time post DDTEE efforts required. for the initial procurement 3
and installation utilA ing Shuttle automated payloads. i
3) WBS Number 1133 - OPERATIONS. The Operations area consists of the
effort required to operate and maintain the SPS p-rojec.c utilizing
Shuttle automated payloads over the operational lifetime.
r
As established, the SPS WBS includes four such generic subaccounts, WBS
numbers 1130,.114.0, 11$0, and 1.16.0. Together, these four subaccounts comprise
the DDT&E phase of the entire SPS project.
A-10
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iWBS TITLE:	 SPS SUBSYSTEMS DOVE (SORTIE)
WBS NUMBER: 114o-
This element is a subaccount of the R&E expenditure account.
The SPS subsystems DDT&"E (sortie) subaccount has been included as a
generic subaccount only and is subject to modification as the definition of
the SPS development program evolves. This subaccount is meant to include
any Shuttle sortie payload developments defined as part of the overall SPS
DDT&E and is divided into 3 lower level areas:
1) WBS Number 1141 - DDT&E. The DDUE area consists of one-time costs
{
	
	
associated with the design, development, and evaluation of compon-
ents, subsystems, and systems required in subsystem su,p.port of
Shuttle .sortie payload developments defined as part of the overall
SPS-DDT&E phase.
2) WBS Number 1142 = INVESTMENT. The Investment. area consists of
one.`-time post DDT&:E effort required for the initial procurement
and installation utilizing Shuttle sortie payloads.
3) WBS Number 1143	 OPI RAT10NS. The Operations area consists of the
effort :required to operate and maintain, the SPS Shuttle sortie pay-
loads over the operational l ifetime.
As e'stabli.shed, the SPS WBS includes four such generic"subaccounts, WBS'
numbers 1130,. 114o, 1150, and 1150 that comprise the D'DT&E phase of the
r	 entire SPS project.
f
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WBS TITLE:	 SPS DDTEE (Sl1BSCAEE)
WBS NUMBER.: 1150-
This element is a subaccount of the R&E expenditure account.
The SPS DDT6E (s.ubscale) subaccount has been .included as a generic
subaccouh.t only anal is subject to modification as the definition of the SPS
development program evolves. This subaccount is meant to include any sub-
scale developments (beyond Shuttle) defined as part of the overall SPS DDT&E
and is divided into 3 subareas:
1.) WB5:Number 1151 - DDT&E. This DDT&E area consists of one-time costs
associated with the design, development, and evaluation of components,
subsystems, and systems requ-1red isn any subsc.ale d.evelo.pments (beyond
Shuttle) defined as :part of the overall SPS DDT&E phase.
2) WSS Number 1152 - IWESTMENT The investment area consists of one-
time post DDT&E effort required for the initial procurement and
i. nstallation of subscale developments (beyond Shuttle).
3) WBS Number 1153
	
OPERATIONS. The Operations area of this element.
is. included as a part of SPS--WBS element numbers 1300, 1.400, and
1500 within the Operations Phase of the SPS commercialization
program.
As e.steb-lIshed, the SPS WS includes four such generic subaccounts,:WBS
numbers 1130, 1144, 1150, and 11:60. Together, these four subaccounts comprise
the DDT&E phase of the entire SPS proJect.
A-12
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WBS TITLE:	 SPS DDUE (FULL ,SCALE)
WBS NUMBER: 1160-
This element is a subaccount of the R&E expenditure account.
The SPS DDT&E (full scale.) subaccount has been included as a generic
subaccount only and is subject to modification as the definition of the SPS
'	 develiopment program evolves. This subaccount is meant to include the develop-
ment' s defined for the operational full scale SPS. project and is divided into
!	 3 subareas
1) AS Number 1161	 DDTEB. The DDT&E area consists of onev-time costs
associated with the Phase CID design, development, evaluation and
test of components, subsystems, and systems (satellite, ground
system., HLLV, etc.) required to complete DDT&E developments as
defined for the operat;onal full scale SPS project.
20 WBS Number 1162 - I.NVESTMENT. The investment area consists of
one-time ,post DDUE e ffo:rt required for the initial p rocu .remen t
and installation of defined developments (technology advancements)
and their validation on an operational full scale SPS. project.
3) AS Number _1163 w OPERATIONS. The Operations activity of this
element (and associated costs)-become a part of SPS-WBS elements
(Numbers :1300, 1400and 1:500 -) .withl.n the ©peratirons Phase of the
SPS commercialization plan.
r	 '
t A's established, the SPS WBS l;nciudes four such generic subaccounts, WBS
numbers 1:130, 114.0:, 1150, and 1160. Together, these four subaccounts comprise
the DDUE phase of the entire 'SPS :p,roj.ect.
i
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DEFINITION'S OF PHASES
WBS TITLE. DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, UST, AND EVALUATION
WBS NUMB-ER: N/A
This element is a phase of the SPS project.
The DDT&E phase consists of the.6ne-time costs associated with designing,
developing, and evaluating the components, subsystems, and systems requ-Ired
for the SPS project. It includes the development engineeri:ng,. testing, and
support necessary to translate a performance specification into a design.
It encompasses the preparation of detailed drawings for system hardware fab-
rication, system integration, and (depending on the system, subsystem ., or
Component) structural environmental, and other requ ,ired tests. It includes
all ground tests, sortie tests, subscal-e and full scale SPS tests, and all
ha-rdware feb.rication required for such tes-ts. Atso included are the analysis
of data and whatever redesign and retest activities are necessary to meet
specifications.	 It also inctudes ground support equipment, special test
equipment, and other program peculiar costs not associated with repetitive
Production. All SPS related s.upport systems such as transportation, assembly
and support facilities, and assembly/support equipment necessary to accomplish
the DDT&E phase are 'included at present for compl:eteneas. It may later be
determined that some of these support systerns will exist with er without SPS;
therefore, they may not be chargeable to .theSPS p.roject,
As mentioned earlier in this report, the SPS DDT&E phase is actually com-
posed of several min ,ip,rog :rams. Generic subaccounts have been-provided for
these minipirog rams , and these were defined previously. Some of these m!ini -
programs may materialize for reasons other than SPS and, hence, may not be
chargeable to the SPS project.
:(For a graphic d1s. plby of the equ.ivalen:cy.of the R.&E expendi.tares account
and the D:DT&,E phase, 'see the AS matrix illustrated in Figure
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WBS TITLE:	 INVESTMENT
AS NUMBER: N/A
This element is a phase of the SPS project.
The investment phase consists of the one-.time post-DDT1E efforts req.u:i red
for the initial procurement and installation of each operational full scale	 i
SPS. The costs of this phase are collected in the initial capital investment
Account (WBS number 1200). (For a graphic display of the equivalency of the
initial capital investment account and the investment.phase, see the WBS
matrix illustrated in Figure 1.)
This element includes :plant and equipment expenditures made for the
initial procurement and installation of each full scale SPS including costs
attributable to the satellite system itself, ground system, space assembly
and support facilities, Launch vehicle fleets, and supporting functions such
as :program management and system engineering and integration.
WBS TITLE:	 OPERATIONS
WSS NUMBER: N/A
This element is a phase of the SPS project.
The operations phase consists_ of the effort's requ-iced to operate and
maintain the SPS project over its operational lifetime. This phase includes
the recurring prov ,isloning of spare parts for unscheduled repair, refurbish-
ment, and major maintenance operations, the costs-6f:,whic-h are collected in
the replacement capital investment account (WBS mummer 1300. Also included
in this phase are the day-to-day mission operati-ons, minor maintenance,
adml.nistration.., and other a.ctivi, ties such as training .requi red .to effect the
cost:in`uous operation of the SPS, the costs of which are collected In the
operations and maintenance account (WBS number 1}00). In addition, insurance
and taxes are covered in this phase, and the costs are collected in the other
expenses ac. o..unt (WBS number 1500). (For .a g!raph.ic display of the accounts
i.ncluded`withi.n the operations phase, see the WBS matrix i llust rat ed in
Figure l.)
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RDEFINITIONS OF HARDWARE AND ACTIVITIES
WBS TITLE:	 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
WBS NUMBER: -01-00-0.0
This functional element includes efforts and material required to direct,
manage, and control the project. This element encompasses the following
functions:
1. Program Administrat.Ion
2. Program Planning and Control
3. Contracts Administration
4. Eng,ineering.Management
5. Manufacturing Management
6. Support Management
7. Quality Assurance Management
8. Configuration Management
9. Data Management
This element sums all of the direct effort required to provide management
control including planning, organizing, directing, and coordinating the project
to ensure that overall project objectives are accomplished. These efforts
overlay the functional v.,c:r1c areas (e.g., engineering, manufacturing, etc.) and
assure that they are properly integrated. These element also.i.nclud'es the
efforts required in the coordination, gathering, and dissernination of manage-
ment information.
WBS TITLE:	 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION
WBS NUMBER: -02-00-00
Thais functional element includes the engineering efforts related to the
'-
	
	
establishment and maintenance of a technical baseline for a system by genera-
tion of system configuration parameters, criteria, and requirements.. It
includes requi-rements analysis and integration, system definition, system
test definition:, interfaces, safety, reliability, and main tainahi]ity. It
also in.ci.udes .those efforts requi red to coon i for the system development and
operations to ensure that the design conforms to the b:asellne specifications.
i
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WBS TITLE:	 SATELLITE SYSTEM
WBS NUMBER: -03-00-00.
This element is a system of the SPS project.
This element in, r:.;iudes the hardware and activities that comprise the
satellite subsystem utilized to convert solar energy to electrical energy.
1
	 and for transmitting this energy by microwave to the ground station system.
i
	
	 The following subsystems are included in this element:
I. Program Management
2. SEMI
3. Structures
fit. Power Source
i
5. Microwave
6. Propulsion
7. Avionics
8. Thermal Control
9. Ground Assembly and Integrationa
10. System Ground Test Hardware
I
11. System Ground Test Operations
K	 12. Operations
13. Ground Support Equipment (GSE).
I 
	
9
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WBS TITLE.:
	 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
WBS NUMBER:-03-01 -o0
I` This element is a subsystem of the satellite system.
i
This functional element
	 includes efforts and material
	 required to direct,
manage, and control
	 the project.	 This element encompasses the following.
functions:
1.	 Program Administration
2.	 Program Planning and Control
I
3.	 Contracts Administration
4.	 Engineering Management
. 5.	 Manufacturing Management
i
6.	 Support Management
7.	 Quality Assurance Management
8.	 Configuration Management
9.	 Data Management.
This element sums all of the direct effort required to pruvide management
control
	 including planning,
	 organizing,	 directing, and coordinating. the pro-
Ject to ensure that overall project objectives are accomplished.
	 These efforts
ove-rIay the functional work.areas 	 (e,g:.,
	 engineering,
	 manufacturing,.etc.)
	 and
assure that they are properly
	 integrated.	 This element also includes the
efforts	 required in the cooirefl nation, gathering, and dissemination of manage-
ment information.
,,n
WBS TITLE:	 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION
WBS NUMBER: &.03-02=00
This element is a subsystem of the satellite system.
i
I
	
	 This fu .nct i ona l element includes the eng4 n ee r i n g efforts related to the
establishment and maintenance of a technical baseline for a system by genera=
tion of system configuration parameters, criteria, and requirements.
	 It
includes requirements an:alysi.s and integration, system defi:n . ition, system test
definition, interfaces, safety, reliability, and maintainability.	 It also
includes those efforts required to mon i tor- the system development and opera-
tions to ensure that the design conforms to the baseline specifications.
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WBS TITLE:	 STRUCTURES
WBS NUMBER: -03-03-00
This element is a subsystem of the satellite system.
This element includes the mechanical members that form the basic frame-
work for the S'PS satellite as well as the secondary structure utilized to
mount equipment. Also included in this element are rotary joint structure
and mechanisms that allow the antenna to change orientation relative to the
main satellite body, and any mechanisms for positioning and actuating that
are not an integral part of another subsystem.
The following assemblies are included in this element:
1. Antenna Structure
2. Power Soorce Structure
3. Rotary Joirit
'4. Mechanisms
5. Secondary Structure.
WBS TITLE:
	 ANTENNA STRUCTURE
WBS NUMBER:. - 0.3- 03-01
This element is an assembly of the structures subsystem.
This element includes the basic sup
	 i ng . framework for the-mi c rowave
antenna from the interfa ce with the rotary joint. The antenna structure
provides support anl'does not include the wa.veguides or the radio frequency
assemblies associated with the microwave subsystem. This element is limited
to the .primary load carrying elements and does not include secondary structure
such as equipment mounts, platforms, and space support equipment supports.
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WBS TITLE:. POWER SOURCE STRUCTURE
WBS NUMBER: -03-03-02
This element is an assembly of the structures subsystem.
This element includes the basic supporting framework for the energy
conversion section of the satellite up to the interface with the rotary
joint including the none-rotating inner ri.ng
 structure that interfaces with
the rotary joint. The power source structure provides support and does not
include any power source subsystem elements. This element is limited to the
primary load carrying elements and does not include secondary structure such
as equipment mounts, platfo.rms, and space support equipment supports. This
element includes that portion of the power distribution function where the
primary structure serves as an electrical conductor.
WBS TITLE:	 ROTARY JOINT
WBS NUMBER: -03-03-03
This element is an assembly.of the structures subsystem.
The rotary joint allows
_ the antenna to rotate relative to the satellites
main body so as to maintain a fixed attitude relative to the ground station/
rectenna. This element includes the movable interface. between the power
source structure and the antenna structure excluding brush boxes, brushes,
and slip rings as included in WBS element 03-04-03.
WI3S TITLE:	 MECHANISMS
WBS NUMBER:
	 03=03-04
This element is an assembly of the structures subsystem.
Thls element includes all mechanical, electromechanical, hydraulic, and
pneumatic devices that position, actuate, or articulate elements of the
satellite. This element includes the sc.rewjacks that align the microwave
antenna subarrays:
SD 78-AP-0.023-7
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WBS TITLE:
	 SECONDARY STRUCTURE
WBS NUMBER: -03-03-05
This element is an assembly of the structures subsystem.
This element includes all structure required as an interface between the
primary structure and the mounting attach points of components, assemblies,
and subsystems. It also includes any structure required between two or more
components or assemblies. Excluded are any mounting brackets that are
provided as an integral part of a component, assembly, or subsystem.
WBS TITLE:	 POWER SOURCE
WBS. NUMBER: -03-A oo
This element is a: subsystem of the satellite system.
This element includes the components for the generation of electrical
power using a solar energy source. This element includes the distribution
and conditioning of the electrical power up to the interface with the rotary
joint. The following assemblies a:re included in this element.
1. Solar Cell Blankets
2. Concentrators
3. Power Distribution and Conditioning
WBS TITLE:	 SOLAR CELL BLANKETS
WBS NUMBER: -03-04-01
This element is an assembly of the power source, subsystem.
This element converts solar energy to electrical energy and provides
power to the buses in the power distribution and conditioning assembly. It
includes the solar cells, cell covers, substrate, interconnects, filters and
thermal : coatings, integrated power conditioning equipment such as switching.
diodes., if applicable, and mechanical attachments for mounting to the power
source structure. Excluded are the tool's -and support equi.pment required for
deployment of the blanket.
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WBS TITLE -- CONCENTRATORS
WES NUMBER: -03-04-02
Their- elemen -t is an assembly of the power source subsystem.
This element conccLnt,rates the solar energy onto the solar cell 'blanket
or solar energy absorber. It includes the reflector substrate and reflective
coating, plus any attachments required for mounting to the structure. Exclud=
ed are tools and support equipment required. for deployment.
WBS TITLE:	 POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONDITIONING
r,	 WBS NUMBER: -03-04-03
This element is an assembly of the: power source subsystem.
This element includes power conductors and sWritches necessary to trans-
mit electrical power from the power source to the rotary joint. Also
included are the slip. : rings, brushes:, and brush boxes required to conduct
power across the rotary (movable) Joint; and energy storage provisions such
as these provided by batteries. The slip ring_ /brush serves two functions:
1) to transmit power across the movable joint and 2) to act as a bearing for
loads from :the stationary to :the rotating structure. Conductors. that wo:uad
be an integral part of another assembly or subsystem, such as in the case of
structures, are not ;included.
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WBS TITLE:- MICROWAVE
WSS NUMBER: =03=05-00
i
This element is a subsystem of the satellite system.	 E
This element includes the components of the microwave power transmission
subsystem. T^lis subsystem, whose interface begins at the rotary joi nt, is
utilized to mivert the power source output to high power microwave energy
for transmission to the ground =based receiving station.
ti
The fol lowing assemblies are included in this element:
1. Radio Frequency (RF) Generation and Beam Control
2. Waveguides
3. Power Distribution and Conditioning.
WBS TITLE:	 RF GENERATION AND BEAM CONTROL_
WBS NUMBER: X03-0$=01
This element is an assembly of the microwave subsystem.
This element includes the electronics necessary to convert the direct
current (de) electric power provided by the .power distributi-on.a:nd condition
in.9 assembly to R1= microwave power: Included are the .high power RF transmit-
ting devices such a-s klystrons and other related equipment including driver.
amplifiers, frequency control electronics, and phase control electronics.
This element a... lso includes the computer interfaces, software, and elect.ronic.s
equipment for retrod-irective beam control.
r'
WBS TITLE:	 WAVEGUIDE
WBS NUMBER. -03-05-02
This element is an assembly of the microwave subsystem.
This element includes the wave power from theuide that receives the RFi	 g	
RF .gene-ration and beam cgn roa, assembly and radiates it to. the ground-based
rectenna.
A-^3
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WBS TITLE: •
 POWER DISTRIBUTWN AND CONDITIONING
WBS NUMBER: =03-05-03
This element is an assembly of the microwave subsystem.
This element includes the power conductors, switches, and conditioning
equipment that conduct dc or low frequency alternating current .jac) electric
power from the rotary joint and provide regulated dc power to the -KF gener-
ation and control equipment and any other power consuming equipment located
on the antenna,
WBS TITLE:	 PROPULSION (ATTITUDE CONTROL AND STATIONKEEPING SURSYSTEM)
WBS NUMBH: 
-03-06106
This element is a subsystem of the satellite system.
This element inctudes all the propulsion components required to effect
and, maintain the SPS satellite specified position and orientation in space.
The fol lowing. assembi !as afire inctuded , in this element:
1. Attitude Control
2. Orbital: Kaneuve.ri:ng (Scat iionkeeping).
Hordwa ,re which :is common to both attitude control and orbital maneuvering
shall be included in orbit6l ;maneuvering.
WBS TITLE:	 ATTITUDE CONTROL
WBS NUMBER . ., -03 o6-0:l
This element is an assembly of the propulsion subsystem,.
This element includes the propulsion hardwaire . that provides the torques
required to orient the satellite and maintain its required attitude relative
-1 propulsion and electrical propulsionto the Sun. Both chemica	 n may be re-
qu i red, and hardware elements include thrusters, tankage, lines and valves,
propellants, support structure, and electronics. Excluded ace attitude
sensors and reaction wheels that are included in the avionics subsystem..
A-24
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WBS TITLE-.. ORBITAL MANEUVERING (STAT I ONKEEP I NG)
WSs NUMSI R: 03 -06-02
This element is an assembly of the propulsion subsystem.
This element includes the propulsion hardware that provides the thrust
required to transfer the satellite from its assembly orbit to its required
operational' position in geosynchranous.Earth orbit (GE.0). Satellite station=
keeping is also maintained by this assembly. Both ahemieal and electrical
propulsion may be required, and hardware elements include chemical engines,
thrusters, tankage, lines and .valves, propellants, support structure, and
electronics. This element is required only when the ,propulsion units are
an integral part of the satellite and are not intended . for reuse on other SPS
satellites.
WBS TITLE:
	
AV -IGN'ICS
WBS NUMBER: =03.607-00
TKIs element is a subsystem-of the satellite system.
This element includes those electrical and electronic components requir-
ed for the communications (including telemetry)., tracking, data handl`i;ng,
signal formatting, and attitude sensing and control for the satellite.
The following assemblies are included in this element:
1. Data Management
2. Communications and Tracking
3. Iinst rumen tat icon:
4	 A-tti.t.ude Controb
AS TITLE:	 DATA MANAGEMENT
WBS NUMBER:	 03-07=01
T ! i s element is an .assembly of the avionics subsystem.
1hia.element includes those eorponents.t:hat process i:nforma:tion onboard
the satellite. This includes signal conditioning, formatting, computations,
and signal routing.
WBS TITLE:: COMMUN[ CAT IONS AND TRACKING
WBS NUMBER: -03=07-02
is
This element. is an assembly of the avionics subsystem.
This element includes these components Of the satellite that transmit
signals to and/or receive signals from other or,biting stations and the
ground: stattons.
Included are communications, telemetry, tracking, and command equipment.
:j
WBS TITLE -	 1INSTRUMENTATION
WBS NUMBER: -03 ---07-03
This element is an assembly of the avionics subsystem.
This element includes these components that measuire various parameters
on board the satellite such as temperature, Voltage, flow rates, etc. This
element 1:ncliudes the sensors, remote signal condi-tloning equipment, and the
signal routing and dist.ributi-on equipment. Excluded
    
from this element are
those sensors that measure the attitude of the satellite.
WBS TITLE:	 ATTITUDE CONTROL
WBS NUMBER: -03-07=04
This element is an assembly of the avionics subsystem.
This etement. 1hclude-s any onboa-rd components that sense the attitude of
the satellite. Th-is element also includes any control moment gyros (CMG) or
reactiion wheels that are used for attitude control plus figure- control
sensors and actuators, but excluding MW figure control actuators
{contained' in 03-03-o4).
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WBS TITLE: THERMAL CONTROL
WBS NUMBER: -03-08-00
This element is a subsystem of the satellite system.
This element includes any onboard equipment for dissipating or acquiring
heat that is not an integral part of another subsystem:.. Included in this
element are insulation, radiators, heaters, and heat transfer devices such
as 'heat pipes that a!r:e used to contr-;-I the temperature of another subsystem.
WBS TITLE:
	
GROUND ASSEMBLY AND INTEGRATION
WBS NUMBIER: .03-09-00
.This element is an activity of the satellite system.
This element includes the ground-based assembly and physical integration
of flight subsystem and assembly hardware. It includes the assembly, test,
and checkout required to integ.rate assemblies into an accepted flight article.
Included are ground assembly and integration of the SPS subsystems de-vetep
menu satellites such as the automated., sortie, subscale, and full scale
satellites as well as the full scale operat-ionai satellite system. The degree
of assembly varies with the flight system. For example, the automated pay-
toads and possibly some sortie payload-s are completely assemb.l>ed on the
grpund; however, because of the large size of the subscale and full scale
satellite systems, only certain subsystems and/or assemblies may be assembled
prior to launch.
WBS TITLE:	 SYSTEM GROUND TEST HARDWARE
WBS NUMBER: -03-10=00
This element is a subsystem of the satellite system.
This element includes the satellite system hardware required for ground-
based systems tests including. qualification tests and other development tests
involving two or more subsystems or assemblies. It includes the production,
assembly ., i nte.g ration, and checkout
.
of the ha:rd.wa!re into a full or partial
system test article. Th;is element excludes hardware that will subsequently
be used as operational proteflight or flight hardware. This element also
excludes test facilities or test fixtures required for the tests.
Ar27.
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WBS TITLE:, SYSTEMS GROUND TEST OPERATIONS
WBS NUMBER: -;-03-11 .00
This element is a subsystem of the satellite system.
This element includes the effort required for conducting ground-based
systems tests i:.ncIvaing qua li	 ification and other development tests involvng
two or more subsystems or assemblies. It includes the planning, decui.enta-
tion, and actual test opera.tioms. This element also includes design, develop-
ment, and manufacture of special test equipment, test fixtures, a:nd test
facilities that are not included in other elements such as GSE.
WBS TITLE:	 OPERATIONS
WBS NUMBER:	 03=12-00
This element is an activity of the satellite system.
This element includes the planning, development, and conduct of opera-
tional sequences for ground support of assembly and checkout, payload :launch,
orbital assembly and checkout, and operation of the assembled SPS.
The following subordinate elements are included in this element:
1. Ground Operations
2. Orbital Operations.
I
WBS TITLE:	 GROUND OPERATIONS
WBS NUMBER: =03-12-01
This element is a subac.tivity of operations.
This element includes the planning, development, and conduct of ground
operations required in support of the satellite orbital assembly and check-
out.: Ground operations regui.red in support of satellite. orbital transfer
and satellite operations and maintenance are included in ground station
system operations. For the early DDT &E programs such as automated (WBS
number 1100) and sortie (WBS number 1200)., this element includes the ground
mission operations required to accomplish the orbital tests and evaluations,.
Excluded are the launch vehicle mission operations that are included in
element numbers 1100=08-02 and 1200-08--02.
0,
WBS TITLE:	 ORBITAL OPERATIONS
WBS NUMBER: -03-12-02
This element is a subactivity of operations.
This element includes the planning, development, and conduct of the
on-orbit operations associated with orbital assembly and checkout, orbital
transfer, and the orbital operations and maintenance of the SPS. It
includes the on-orbit personnel and expendable maintenance supplies to
support these activities, plus the Satellite operations and maintenance.
base located on the operational satellite.
WBS TITLE:	 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
WBS NUMBER: -03-13-00
This element is a subsystem of the satellite system.
This element includes all ground s-based hardware required in support of
handling, servicing, test, and checkout. of he satellite subsystems. :It also
includes special hardware
.
e required for simulations and training.	 Included
are the costs for design, development, manufacture, acceptance, qualification,
and maintenance of the GS'IE equipment. It is recognized that various equip-
menas can serve multipu. rposes. For example, a: deve.lio,pmental mockup may
later serve as a training aid after it has served its original purpose. 	 In
these instances, the original acquisition cost is charged to the original
or first purpose use, and su-bsequent usage will incur only the recurring
operational and maintenance costs.
1c.
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WBS TITLE:. GROUND STATION SYSTEM
r	 WBS NUMBER: - o4-oo-ooF
'	 This element is a system of the SRS project.
E	 This element includes the land, facilities, and equipment that comprise
the ground subsystems utilized to receive the radiated microwave power beam
and --) provide the power at the required voltage and type of current for
l	 entry into the. national power grid. Also included are the equipment and
facilities necessary to provide operational control over the satellite.
The following subsystems are included in this. element:
.
	
	 F	 1. Program Management
t
2. SE&I
3. Rectenna
4. Sate 3lite Control
5. Utility Interface
.6. Site and Facilities
7 . O pe ra-t ions.
WSS TITLE:,
	 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
WBS NUMBER: =04-01-00
This element is a subsystem of the ground station system.
This functional' element includes efforts and material required to direct,
manage, and control the project. This element encompasses the fold owing
functions:
1. Program Administration'
2. Program Planning and Control
3. Contracts Administration
4. Engineering Management
5. Manufacturing Management
5. Support Management
]. Quality Assurance Management
8. Configuration Management
9. Data Management.
This element sums all of the direct effort required to provide management
control including planning, organizing, directing and coordinating the pro-
ject to ensure that overall project objectives are accomplished. These efforts
overlay the functional work areas (e.g., engineering, manufacturing, etc.) and
assure that they are properly l:ntegrated. This element also includes the
efforts required in the coordination, gathering, and dissemination of manage-
ment information.
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WBS TITLE:. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION
WBS NUMBER: -04-02-00
This element is a subsystem of the ground station system.
This functional element includes the engineering efforts related to the
establishment and maintenance of a. technical baseline for a system by genera-
tion of system configuration parameters, criteria, and requirements. It
includes requirements analysis and integration, system definition, system
test definition, interfaces, safety, reliability, and maintainability. 	 It
also includes those efforts required to monitor the system development and
operations to ensure that. the design conforms to the baseline specifications.
WBS TITLE&	 771TENNA
z	 WBS NUMBER: -04-o3-oo
This element is a subsystem of the ground station system.
This element includes those assemblies that receive the m1c:rowave power
radiated from the satellite systems to the ground. This element; consists
of the antenna array elements, the power busses and switching elements, and
the supporting structure and ground plane.
The following assemblies are included in this element:
i. Dipole Rectifiers
2. Power Distribution. and Conditioning
3. Support and Ground plane Structure.
Was TITLE:	 D I POLE RECTIFIER ELEMENTS
WBS NUMB 1ER: 
-04+ 03-01
This element is an assembly of the metenna subsystem..
This element inc'lud'es the dipoles that are the antenna array elements
a.ssocia-ted with the actual reception and rectification of the microwave radia-
tion. These elements are in se:r'ies and parallel.a:s. requ-1 red .to deliver the
desired output voltage.
I
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WBS TITLE:-	 POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONDITIONING
WBS NUMBER: -04-03-02
This element is an assembly of the rectenna subsystem.
This element includes those components that accept the do signals from
the dipoles and route, control, and switch this.power which includes power
conditioning and power boosting. This element, therefore, covers those
components that process information within the Rectenna perimeter including
signal conditioairi,g, formatti!n.g, computations, and signal routing.
I
WBS TITLE:	 SUPPORT AND GROUND PLANE STRUCTURE
5	 WBS NUMBER: -04-03-03
This element is an assembly ofthe rectenna subsystem.
This element includes the components that provide the physical support
to the rectenna elements and form an electrical ground plane for the an tenna
elements
WBS TITLE:	 SATELLITE CONTROL
AS NUMBER: -o4-04-00
This element is a subsystem of the ground station system.
This element includes the hardware that will be used to monitor and
control the satellite from the ground:. The subsystem will- track the satellite
and monitor the microwave beam characteristics, compute phase corrections and
provide frequency standard signal's for the satell ite, and communicate with
the GEO space station crew.
The following assemblies a:re included in this element:
1. Tracking
2. Beam Monitoring and Control
3. Data Management
4. Communications
A--33
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WBS TITLE* , 	TRACKING
WBS NUMBER: -o4-o4-ol
This el-ement is an assembly of the Satellite control subsystem.
h.,
This element will include the ground-based radars or lasers employed
to monitor the orbital stability of the satellite.
I
WBS TITLE:	 BEAM MONITORING AND CONTROL
WBS NUMBER:	 o4-04-02
This element is an assembly of the satellite control subsystem..
This element includes the ground equipment for ad-aptive or command:.
control of the satellite microwave beam.
WBt TITLE:	 DATA MANAGEMENT
Was NUMBER:	 o4=o4-03 -
Th-is element Is . an assembly of the satellite control subsystem.
This element includes the equipment needed to analyze signals and data
from the sateflA to artd ground :-'based systems to compute control Signals . and
correction data to maintain .safe and optimum performance. This excludes
rectenna power distribution monitoring and signal routing (see 04-03 -02)
A-34
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WBS TITLE: ,	COMMUNICATIONS
WBS NUMBER: -A -o4=04
This element is an assembly of the satellite control subsystem.
This element includes the ground-based equipment required to maintain
communications between the ground station and the SPS satellite. Included
are the communications with the space station crew, and telemetry and command
equipment not included in the beam monitoring and control assembly.
WBS TITLE:	 UTILITY INTERFACE
WBS NUMBER: -Amu-oo
This element is a subsystem of the ground station sy,.,tem.
This element iincludes the power conversion equipment that receives the
energy from the rectenna and conditions it for input into the electrical
power distributi-on networks.
WBS TITLE:	 SITE AND FACILITIES
WBS NUMBER-
	 04-06a-00
This element is a subsystem of the ground station system.
This element encompasses the sire and facilities for the ground station
system which includes the rectenna, utility inte.rface, and satellite control
subsystems.	 Included are the land, site preparation, roadis, fences, utilities,
buildings, and maintenance equipment required to house and . support the other
ground' station subsystems..
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WBS TITLE: . OPERATIONS
WBS NUMBER: -04-07-00
Thds element is a subactivity of the ground station system
This element includes the planning,. development, and conduct of all
operations associata, d with the ground station system activities.
	 Included
are the personnel required for satellite system support and for operation
and maintenance of the rectenna, satellite control subsystem, utility inter-
face, and site : ar.u . facilities. This element also Includes the expendable
ma intenance suppfi e ^5 required to accomplish these acti v ities.
WBS TITLE:	 SPACE ASSEMBLY & SUPPORT FACILITY
WBS NUMBER: -05-00-00
This element is the space assembly and support facility project.
This element ! includes the space base and construction facilities requir-
ed to assemble, check out o.pe:rate and marnta.in the . satei.l1te system through
1 , O'Q . The followi ng subordinate elements are included in this e lement:
I. LEO Base
2. G80 Construction Base
WBS TITLE:	 LEO BASE
WBS NUMBER: -05-01-00
This element is a system of the space assembly and support facility
prroJect.:
Thl-s e1`ement inCl!udes the DDT&E, investment, and operations of the be9e
(powe r, crew/hab, operations, and support mbd.ules) 'located in low earth orbit
(L:EO).: Included are crew life su;p.port facilities, the central control/stag-
ing facility, and power generation facilities, required supervisory activities
for the direct transfer" of crew and equipment 'between the HLLV and OTV's for
upand down payload traffic. Excluded are facilI-Li.es
 and equi.pme.nt u.ni:que
to t he assethbl:y of the S'PS, since 't hese. are 'included in the assembly and
s'u 'pport equipment protect.
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WBS TITLE.- G80 CONSTRUCTION BASE
WBS NUMBER: -05-02-00
This element is a system of the space assembly and support facility
project.
This element includes the DDT&C,. investment, and operation of the
construction base required 1'n GEO to support the assembly, fabrication,
and construction activity and to p-revlde safe crew habitability/support
provisi :or>s for resident crew members. Excluded aire the facii1ties and
equipment that are unique	 support equipment, azsembly and s 	
	 since these are
Included in WBS el . ement 06-00-00.
WBS T17LE:	 ASSEMBLY AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT PROJECT
WBS NUMBER. -06-00-00
This element Is the assembly and support equipment project.
This element includes the DDT&E, investment, and operations of all SPS
unique assembly and support equipment. Included are beam machines, assembly
jigs, rriani:pulators, teleoperators, cargo handling equipment, propellant depots,
maintenance and repair facilities, and other special equipment required in the
assembly, q'ieckout, orbit transfer, and operation and maintenance of the satel--
lite system. Thi%s element excludes equipment provided by the space assembly
and support finility project (WBS Element 05-00-0,0).
WBS TITLE:	 HEAVY LIFT  LAUNCH V-811 I CLE (HLLV) PROJECT
WBS NUMBER: -07"00-00
Thts element is the HLLV projecti
Th.is element
.
 i,ncludes th-e DDT&E., investment, and operations of the HLLV
v eh, i e- I 'd S . -requ1red to support the satellite system assembly and operation.
Included is the HLLV cost per flight which covers the launch to LEO of all
space assembly and s:uppo.rt facilities,  space assembly and support equ I pment
satellite system. hardware,. orb 
I 
ta I :transfer vehicles, p-ropel] ants, and othe re, 
d.onsurnables required throughout the satel I 
I 
te lifetime. Also included are
the payload launch operations that consist of the physi ,cal integration of the
payload onto the HLLV payload bay and any payload unique repair and/or check-
out activity at the launch site durin. g launch preparations. The followl.ng
systehis are included in this el . etimnt:
1. HLLV Fleet
2. HLLV Operations.
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WBS TITLE:. HLLV FLEET
WBS NUMBER: -07-01,--00
This element is a system of 
the 
KLLV project..
This element provides a hardware and activities dimension row line item
agalnst which to -charge the necessary HLLV DDT&E and fleet (vehicle) procure-
Mena required to support the SP G project. HLLV.DDT&E is charged against the
aceount or subaccount dimenslon column that corresponds to the first user.
That .1s, for example, if the . SPS DDT&E (full scale) has the first requirement
f o
.
 r the. HLLV, the HLLV DDUE is charged against the WBS matrix position that
corresponds to the HLLV fleet row and the HUE column of the SPS DDUE (full
scale) subaccount. S ism ila:rly, the HLLV vehicle inventory required by the
SPS DDT&E (full scale) is charged against the matrix position that corresponds
r to the HLLV fleet row and the investment column of theSPS DDT&E (full scale)
subaccount.
WBS TITLE:	 HLLV OPERATIONS
WBS NUMBER: =07 02-00
This element is an activity of the H :LLV project.
Th , 's element provides a hardware and activities dimension row line item
against
. 
Which to charge the necessary HLLV operations (u.sercharge per f I ighit
including payload integration) required to support the SPS project: HLLVe . H
operations are charged ,against the matrix position that corresponds to the
HLLV operations row and the operatient column of the account or subaccount
for which
. 
the. operati ,ons were Incurred.
WBS TITLE:	 SPACE T111,10SPORTATION SYSTEM (STS) PROJECT
WBS NUMBER: =08=00-00
This element Is the SPS pec .ulia.r portion of the STS project.
This element includes the oeprations of the STS vehicles (shuttle and
u-Peer .5-cages) required to support the SPS project.	 Included a,re the STS
vehicle.s. costs per flight which cover transportation to orbit of all personnel
and critical hardware items. Also included a-re the payload launch operations
wKich consist of the physical integration of the payload into the shuttle pay-
load bay and any payload- unique repair and/or theckout activity at the launch
site during la.unch preparationis..
The following systems alre included in this element:
I .	 STS Fleet.
2. STS Operations,
A-38
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This element is. a system of the STS project.
This element provides a hardware and activities dimension row line item
against which to charge the necessary STS fleet (vehicle) procurement. For
example, vehicle inventory required by the SPS DDUE (full scale) is charged
against the matrix position that corresponds to the STS fleet row and the
investment column of the SPS DDT&E (full scale) subaccount.
WBS
.
 TITLE:	 STS OPERATIONS
WBS NUMBER: -03=02-00
This element is an activity of the STS project.
This element p-rav i des a hardware and act i V i t tes dimension  row Line  i tem.
against
'
wKich to charge the necessary STS operation (u;se,r charge per flight
i,ncl : uding payload integration) required to support the SP$ protect.ject. STS
operations are charged against the matrix position that corresponds to the
STS operations row and the operations column of the account or
.
 subaccount for
which the operations were incurred .
AS TITLE:	 CARGO ORB ]TAIL. TRANSFER VEMCLE (COTV) PROJECT.
WBS NUMBER: 49-.00=00
This element is the COTV project.
This el . ement ncl:ud-es the DDT8, E, investment, and: operation of the COTV
vehicles required to support the assembly (if assembled in GEO) and the
operations and maintenance of the SPS project. Included are the CTOV costs
per flight which cover. the QE. .O to GEO tran.sfer of replacement. hardwa:re
spb!res), propellants, and consumables required throughout the SPS project
lifetime.
The following systems are. included in this element.:
1.	 COTV Fl:ee:t
2.. :COTV Operations.
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WBS TITLE: , CGTV FLEET
WBS NUMBER: "09-01-00
This element is a system of the COTV project.
This element proOdes a hardware and activities dimension row line item
agaifinst which to charge the nece:ssa iry COTV DDT&E and fleet (vehicle) procure-
ment required to support the S-PS project. COTV DDT&E is charged against the
account or su .baccount dtmenst.on column that correspond 's to the first useir.
That is, for _example, if the SPS DDT&E (full scale) has the first requirement
foor the C.OTV j
 the COTV DOT&E is charged agrainist the WBS matrix Positi.on that
corresponds to the COTV fleet row and the SPS DDT&E (full scale) subaccount
DOT&E column. Simila,rly, the COTV vehl,cte inventory required by the IFS
DDT&E (fu.1.1 scale) is charged against the matrix position that corresponds
to the COTV fleet  tow and the investment column of the SPS DDT8,E (full scale)
WBS TITLE:	 COTV OPERATIONS
WBS NUMBER: -09-02-00
This e1ement is an activity of the COTV project.
Thl s element :provi des a hardware and activities d i:men . s 1 on row l ine  1.tem:
against which to charge the necessary COTV operat i on (uset, charge per fl ight
including payload integiration) required, to support the SPS project. COTV
operations acre charged against the matrix position that corresponds to the
COTV operations row and the operations column of the account or subaccount
for whildh the osperat1ons were iricu,rred.
WBS TITLE:	 PERSONNEL ORBITAL TRANSFER V!EHI : CL:E (POTV) PROJECT
WBS NUMBER: -10-00-00
This element 
is 
t,-Lc-..POTV project.
This element includes the DDT&E, investment, and operation of the POTV
veh:lcles re"ired to support the checkout and the ope,ratiions and maintenance
of the SPS p1roject. Included are the POTV costs per fl ight  which cover the
LEO to G;E.0 transfer of all personnel and critical hairdw&re items :required
throug,hout the SPS project l ifetime.
The folliowing systems are included' in this e1ement.:
I. POTV Fleet
2. POTV Operations.
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WBS TI.TLE-..	 POTV FLEET
Was NUMBSIR: -10=01-00
This e1ement. is: a system of the POTV project..
This element :provides a hardware and  activities dimension row line item
agai;nst which to charge the necessairy POTV DDUE and fleet (vehicle) procuire-
ment required to support the SPS project. POTV DDUE i : s charged against the
account or su :baccount dimension column that corresponds to the first user.
That.is, for example, if the SPS DDT&-E (full. sea l:e) has the first require-
ment for the POTV, the POTV DDUE is charged against the WBS matrix position
that corresponds to the POTV fleet row and the SPS DDTS-E (full scale) sub-
account HUE column. S tml I air I y, the POTV vehicle inventory required by the
SPS DDUE (full scale) is d-hairged a.gainst the matrix position that cor-res.pondt
to the POTV fleet and the investment column of the SPS DDT&E (full scale) sub-
acco,unit.
WBS TITLE:	 POTV OPERATIONS
WBS NUAREA: -10-02-00
This element is an activity of the POTV project.
ThIs element provides a hardware and activities dimension row line item
against which to chargeirge the necessary POTV operations (useir charge per flight
including payload Initegration) required to support. the SPS project. POTV
opera t i on:s are charged against the matrix position that corresponds to the
:POTV operations row and the ope:ration:s column of the account or subaccount
fo:r which the operations were incurred.
WBS tITLE:	 FACILITIES
WBS NUMBER:. -.1.1-00-00
THs element is the facilities p-roj ect
This element inc
.
ludes major ground facilities required to support D.DT&:E,
production and assembly, and operation -s of the SPS project systems. Included
;4 this element are the HLLV 'Launch and recovery facility, the space construz-
tion base ground support facility, major test facilities such as test stands,
and major :production fac
.
ilities :re"ired. specifically for the SPS project..
Excluded a fire facilittes: that are included in other systems such as the ground
start i ,on system site and facilkles.
'Ar"
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WBS 111LE.- TAXES
WRS NUMB !Ek: ---12-00-00
This element is a system level cost of the SPS project.
This element incl : ydes the taxes that are directly paid by the SPS ownerr..
and passed on as part of the SPS ellectricity generatiien costs. the tax charges
that are included are those that are SPS concept dependent. Both property
taxes and income taxe-s may. vary :between SPS concepts. Sales taxes, on the
other hand, are not concept dependent and, therefore, heed- not :be considered.
The following su mbel ,ements are included in this element:
1. Piropeirty Taxes
2. I-neome Taxes.
WBrS TITLE:
	
PROPERTY TAXES
WBS NUMB.ER: -12-01-00
Thl-s element is 6 subelemenk of taxes.  ,
This e leme nt f—l"A	 6= ground station system:.
WBS TITLE:	 INCOME TAXES
WB :S NUMBER: -12-02-00
This element is a subel-ehient of taxes.
This element includes the state and. federal corpooration income taxes on
t he revenue from the SPS electricity generation.
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WBS TITLE: , 	INSURANCE
WBS NUMB ER: -13-00-00
This element IS a system element cost of the S'PS project.
This element includes the insurance directly paid by the SPS owner on
SPS property and space transportation of that property, and passed on as part
of the SPS electricity generation costs.
The following subelements are included in this element:
1. Property Insurance
2. Launch 'I nsuran.ce (Losses).
WBS TITLE:	 PROPERTY INSURANCE
WBS NUMBER: - 13.- 0 1 -00
This element is a su-belement of insurance.
Tlis element includes casualty and liability property insurance on the
ground station system and the operating satellite system (not including launch
iRsurance)..
WBS TITLE:	 LAUNCH INSURANCE (LOSSES)
WBS NUMBER: -13-02-00
This e l ement i s a subel eme:nt of l nsu.raince.
This element includes casualty and: liability insurance on payloads and
space transportation vehicles during transfer from the Ea'rth's surface to LEO
or GE.'O and return. (Casualty losses resulting from tra.ns,porta;tion vehicle
fatlu,re ma y be assumed to be absorbed b y the SPS owne r . These losses can
be calcul:at.ed- from. vehicle reliabl lity estimates.)
1
i
i
r
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APPENDIX B
SPS COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS (CE.R`$.)
B.0 INTRODUCTION
This section provides a brief narrative description of each CER utilized.
in the SPS computer cost module, its application, input parameters, and com-
puter calculated cost for CD (DDT&E); CLRM (cost of lowest repeating module);
CTFU (cost of theoretical first unit); CIPS (investment cost per satellite);
CRI (replacement capital investment cost), and CO&M (operations and maintenance
cost). Also included are the costing ground rules and assumptions, costing
methodology and deta4 l ed cost breakdowns. Table B-1 prov:i des definitions of
computer cost model elements.
Ta'bl'e B-1. Definitions of SPS Cost Model Elements
C = COST	 IN M!ILLiONS OF 1977 DOLLARS
Cp = DDTEE COST
CDCER 0 DDT&E COST ESTI'MATI'NG 'RELATIONSHIP	 (CER)
CDEXP - DDUE SCALING EXPONENT
CER COST ESTIMATING RECATIONSKIP
CF n COMPLEXITY FACTOR
CKER + 1 1 NITIAL CAPITAL	 I : NV:ESTMENT COST ESTIMATING RELATION-
SH.:I'P 	( .CER)	 .
'CIEXP I	 ITIAL CARITAL.I''NVESTMENT`COST SCALING EXPONENT
CI 'PS 11N.VESTMENT PER SATELLITE COST
CORM LOWEST REPEATING MODULE COST
CO&M OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COST PER SATELLITE PER
YEAR
CRCI REPLACEMENT CAPITAL INVESTMENT COST PER SATELLITE
PER YEAR
CTFU THEORETICAL FIRST UNIT COST
DDT&E DESIGN,	 DEVELOPMENT, TEST . A.ND EVALUATION.
OF DEVELOPMENT FRACTION
E _ 1.0 + LOG	 ('PHI)	 : LOG	 (2.0)
11C _ IN 1 TIAL CAPITAL	 INVESTMENT
I!NV.	 PER SAT. a AVERAGE UNIT INVESTMENT COST (2 THRU N)
M _ MASS POWER., AREA OF :LOWEST REPEATING MODULE.
Am _ NUMBER OF REPEATING MODULES
OPS OPERATIONS
O&M = ' OPERATIONS E MAINTENANCE COST PER SATELLITE PER YEAR
PHa _ PROGRESS FRACTION
R ANNUAL SPARES FRACTION
RC I _ REPLACEMENT CAPITAL I'NVi STMENT COST PER SATELLITE
PER YEAR
T TOTAL (MASS, POWER, AREA)	 PER SATELLITE
Tf = TOOLING FACTOR
'TFU M THEORETICAL F IiRST UNIT
21 = TFU REQU!I REMENT
Z2 = SPS OPTION QUANTITY
Z3_ y TOTAL SPS REQUIREMENT
f
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I B.]	 COSTING'GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS-
The Following major ground rules and assumptions were considered	 in
devel.oping.SPS cost data during the study:
1.	 Cost estimattas ara	 in constant mid-1977 dollars.
2.	 Costs are roc ;ted by WBS level 	 in terms of:
a.
	 Development cost and TFU 	 (theoretical	 first unit)
b.	 H itial
	 capital	 investment average cost per satellite
(Satellites TFU and No. 	 2 through No.	 120)
. c.	 Replacement capital investment (RCI) cost and operations
and maiintenance cost (O&M)	 per sate ll ite per year	 (assumed
i SPS operational	 lifetime of 30 years with maintenance)
3.	 Assumed 1985 t.ec'hnotogy base and resources supply/demand
conditions.
i 4.	 Assumed 90% launch vehicle load factor 	 in calculating cost of
mass fl ow to LEO.
5.	 A 30-percent satellite mass contingency Is 	 reftect.ed	 in only
those satellite costs wi th
 mass dependent cost calculations.
B.2	 COSTING METHODOLOGY
The satellit e and ground station costs were developed utilizing . the NASA/
M. SFC computer cost Model with certain CER variatlio.ns. 	 Costing of the remaining
WBS' elements such as the space station elements, 	 launch vehicles, orbital
vehicles,	 space equipment, 	 facilities,
	 taxes,	 and	 insurance utilized the MSFC
model but with slight modifications in some areas
	 In order to exercise a more
s -Imp]ifled direct function.
	 Therefore, much of the methodology discussion and
the CER rationale and descriptions are based upon that developed by MSFC for
the computer cost :model'.
There a!re basicall y four types of cost equatlons 	 in the model	 correspond-
i ng to the fouir WBS accounts—D.DT&E, 	 initial	 capi ta l	 investment,	 replacement
capital
	
investment, and operations and maintenance.
The DDT&E equation	 (CD) estimates the cost of the design, development test
and evaluation,	 nonrecurring	 (excluding ground test hardware), ground test
operations,
	
program management '(RM), and systems engineering and	 integration
(SE&1).
	
Program management and	 SEEP	 are shown as separate line items 	 in the
WBS at p1roject level. and :
 at system level . Separate factors are :provided for
calculating the project and system .program management and S'E&I 	 costs.	 In view
of the gross na tu ,re of the level of information  availahie at this Mme on the
ground test hardwaite and the ground test operations,. the cost of these two WBS
items has been assumed- to be the equivalent of one-half the satellite system
first =unit	 costs.
The appirop-ri-ate	 inputs for the DDT&E C:ER.'s are the applicable total 	 system
mass, area, or power. 	 A development factor is provided	 in, 	 the equation	 (D'F)	 to
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fadjust the cost to reflect only that portion of the total system mass, area or
power considered necessary for development of the complete system where it is
not required to develop the total mass, area, or power. The CD cost equation
also allows for the application of a complexity factor (CF) to adjust the cost
results when it is determined that the item being estimated is either more or
less complex than the CER base data.
The initial capital investment (ICI) cost equations estimate the initial
capital investment-cost of hardware items as a function of their' mass, area or
power. The IN cost equation is expressed in three different forms
—CLRM, CTFU
and CI`PS. The CLRM (cost c:f lowest repeating module) equation requires that
the input correspond to the mass, area, or power of the lowest repeating module
W. This is necessary because of the physical scale of the SPS and the produc-
tion quantities required for man y
 of the hardware elements. i.t is not reason-
able to estimate the SPS initial capital investment cost as a historical function
of the entire SPS mass, area, or power. Instead, it is desirable to cost the
number of repeating modules requires. per satellite to establish the satellite
theoretical first unit cost MU), and then input the satellite TFU cost into a
progress (learning) function forthe quantity of satellites required to calcu-
late the average unit costs O PS). This calculation involves two steps in the
cost equations. The first step (CLRM) is simply the portion of the equation
which estimates the theoretical first repeating module cost as discussed above.
The second step (CTFU) has the progress function incorporated into the equation
for the quantity of repeat modules required per satellite. It automatically
takes into account the progress over production quantities required when calcu-
lating CiPS. in some ICi cost equations, such as avionics--display and control
and space station elements, the appropriate 'input for the CLRM cost calculation
is the total mass per sa:tel-lite/module. In these cases th a cost equation ca:l-
cuiates the value of one LRM and exercises this LRM value in the normal manner
as the TFU value to calculate the IPS.
At the current lever of SPS definition, it was difficult to decide just
what is .a repeating module. It is often i=mpossible to know with any certainty
just what portion of the total mass is appr-op iate to run through the equation
as a module. it is just as difficult to identify how many distinct types or
designs of modules will be requ=ired for any su=bsystem or ass_mbly.	 In su:cl
cases, the study simply assumed a module mass (or area or power) based on
engineering best judgment.
Replacement capital investment (CRC1) CSR's simply provide for the .multl-
01i cat 1on of the annual spa ;res fraction (R) of each system by that system`s
initial investment cost to a=rriv=e at an RCI cost per satellite per year.
Operations-and maintenance costs (CORM) are estimated in teams of 05M cost
per satellite per year. O&M costs inc'lud'e those expenditures incurred in day-
to =day operations beginning with SPS :initial operating capability (10C) and
continuing over the life of each satellite. They consist of wages . of operations
and matnten:anc.e personnel, minor repairs and adjustments to systems to maintain
an ordinarily efficient operating condition, expendables and con:sumables, launch
costs for delivery and transfer of on-orbit personnel and cargo resupply of
expendables and consumables, etc. 0'&M costs are reflected in the following
WETS items:.
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o3-o6-00
03-12-00
o4 -07=00
07-02-00
08-02-00
09-02-00
10-02-00
Propu l . i.on
Satellite System Operations
Ground Station System Operations
STS/H LLV Operations
1OV operations
COTV Operations
POTV Operations
The cost methodology seeks to account for five separate effects which
influence SPS cost. These are scaling, specification requirements, complexity,
the d.eg,ree of automation, and production progress. Scaling refers to the
relationship in cost between items varying in size, but similar in type. Econ-
ornies of scale usually assure that .such a relationship will not be strictly
linear, but rather as size increases, cost per unit of size will decrease.
The slope of this relationship is reflected by the equation exponent which
results from the regression analysis of the data used to develop the cost
estimating relationship.
Specification requirements have been accounted for by normalizing the CER
data based to manned spacecraft specification levels using factors from the RCA
Price Model.' From that model, an average cost factor to adjust MI-LSPEC to
manned spacecraft is around 1.75 for DDT&E and 1.6 for production cost. Under:
the assumption that some relaxation of Ap`41 o-type specifications can he made
for the SPS, a factor of 1.5 was assumed for both DDT&E and production cast.
Furthermore, it was assumed that a factor of 3.0 would adjust commercial speci-
fications to SPS requirements. Therefore, military or commercial cost data
used in the CER's were adjusted upward by factors of 1.5 and 3.0, respectively.
The cost equat.ions allow a complexity factor input to adjust the cost
result when it is determined that the item being estimated is either more or
less complex than the listed CER data base,
The degree of automation is accounted for i:n.certain cost equat.io.ns through
an adjustment to the CER coefficient by the tooling factors given in Table B-2.
The effect of tooling is d'epend'ent upon the annual production rate. Higher
production rates allow harder tooling and,. thus, effect cost reductions. The
tooling factors are used only on those'C.ER's which are based on historical
aerospace programs with limited annual production rates. Tooling factors are
not used on those CER's whIch are based on data already reflecting automated
.production techniques (e.g., the commercial electronics data for the microwave
antenna GER).
Finally, the decreasing cost effects of progress due to production process
improvements or direct la . bo-r learning are accounted for through standard progress
f unctions	 Many S`PS components will be mass produced i:n a capital intensive.
manner and will experience little labor learning. Other S-PS ha-rdware items,
however, will be produced at very Tow annual rates, much in the 1:abo:r-intensive
manner of historical s.pacecraf t:programs, and therefore would experience learn--
i:ng.	 (Technically d`isting urshab`le from }earning, .but still predictable. with.
1Equ.i.pment Specification Cost Effect Study, Phase 11 Fi-nal: Report,
Nov. 30, 1976, :by RCA Government Systems Division.
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1Table B-2. SPS Tooling Factors
AVERAGE ANNUAL. TOOLING PROGRESS
PRODUCTION RATE FACTOR FRACTION
(AAPR) (TF.). (0)_ _	
--
1-2 1.0 0.80
3-5 0.9 0.80
6-9 0.8 0.80
10-19 0.7 0.85
20-39 0.6 0.85
4049 0.5 0.85
70-109. 0.4 0.85
110-159 0.3 0.90
1-60-219 0.2 0.90
220-999 {AAPR) -0.35 0.90
1000-9999 (AAPR)-0.35 0.95
10,000 (AAPR)-0.35 0.98
.J
the same form of exponential function, are the effects of production process
improvements. In this model, when progress functions are used, they are meant
to account for both of these effects.) . A constant relationship has been assumed
between the_pr.ogress fraction and the- annual production rate as given 'in.Table^B^2_
As required by the costing ground rules and assumptions, all CER's are in
terms of 1977 dollars. The study did assume 1985 technology and 1985 supply/
demand conditions.whi:ch, in some cases; resulted in differential (non-general)
price inflation or deflation between 1977 and'1985 being included in the CER's.
Specifically, it was assumed that cornposite raw material prices and some elec-
tronic component prices will decrease relative to general prices while aluminum
coil stock prices will increase relative to general prices. Such effects are
allowed lor ' by the CEit ! s, but only :to the extent that the expected price changes
differ from expected general price changes. The CER's affected are the antenna
structure CER, the power source structure CER, and the microwave antenna CER.
8.3 COST BREAKDOWNS
Tables B-3 and B -4 reflect detail cost data at SPS -WBS . system, subsystem,
and assembly levels as developed since the submittal of the SPS Final Report
(April 1978).. Table B-3 shows SPS project-related development=D.DT&E. cost (CD)
through the first full 5-GW satellite (TFU) including space transportation
fleets (HLLV's and OTV's); :initial space assembly and support requirements; and
the facilities needed to establish the SPS operational capability of building
more than-one SIPS system. Table. B-4 details the investment cost per satellite.
(LIPS.); and the replacement capital investment cost (CRCI) and operations and
maintenance cost (CO&M) per satellite per year. Figure B-1 shows a comparison
of the cost relationship of the summary WBS elements for each of the above.-
8.3. 1 Development Gast (DDT^E)
The DDT&E phase consists of the one-time effort associated-with designing,
developing, and evaluating the rompone.nts, subsystems, and systems required.for
.the SPS project. It includes the development engineering., testing, and support
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\	 necessary to translate a performance specification into a design. It encompasses
the preparation of detailed drawings for system hardware fabrication, ,.,ystem
integration, and (depending on the system, subsystem, or component) structural,
environmental, and other required tests. It includes the early supporting
research and technology analysis, advanced study efforts and requirements defin-
ition related to the SPS microwave power transmission system, power conversion,
structure and assembly and power distribution; component development; integrated
ground test programs; the GEOSAT space tests and LEO Shuttle sortie demonstrations
both shared and dedicated. 	 It also includes related Shuttle-derived HLLV trans-
portation systems and development of a l-GW SPS prototype demonstration satellite
which, following demonstrations, will be upgraded to the full 5-GW satellite (TFU).
Also included are the analysis of data and whatever design and retest activities
are necessary to meet specifications. It also includes ground support equipment,
special test equipment, and other program-peculiar costs not associated with
repetitive production. All DDT&E effort associated with SPS-related support
systems such as transportation, space construction base, and assembly/support
equipment necessary to accomplish the satellite DDTEE phase are also included.
The total project development cost through the first full 5 GW satellite
(TFU) system is $0.046 billion (DDTEE is $;4.705 billion and TFU is $25.341
billion). Table B-3 identifies the main areas of cost by WBS category.
Figure B-1 reflects this relationship within the DDTEE and TFU cost areas.
The • satellite portion of the DDTEE cost is $10.687 billion {30.80. Cost to
develop the space assamblX and support equipment is $9.78 bi-llion (28.2%);
and the space transportation DDTEE is $8.' 15 billion''(25.7%).
In view of the physical sine of the satellite subsystems and the large
quantities required for certain parts and components, it was not considered
reasonable to estimate the satellite subsystem DDUE costs as a function of the
!	 total mass, area or power per satellite--which is generally the method. 	 Instead,
it was considered desirable to determine the satellite subsystem DDTEE costs by
the application of a development factor; the development factor was determined
by engineering.	 In general, the development factor was estimated to be 20%,
with a few exceptions. This means that it was determined by engineering that
the appropriate DDTEE cost necessary to develop the total subsystem would
equate to the cost of 20% of the total subsystem mass, area or power per
satellite. In some cases, it was determined that the factor should be slightly
higher. The development factor for attitude control was estimated to be 30%;
tf	 the microwave antenna 40%, and the antenna structure at 50%. Some of the
avionics component development factors are less than 20%. The computer cost
data tables reflect the application of the development factor (D:F) for each
satellite subsystem.
The detali •ed DDTEE cost breakdowns show that the structure, ground test
i	 hardware and ground test operations make up the largest portion of the satellite
system DDTEE cost at about 25% of the total for each. The power source system
accounts for only 3.14%; the microwave antenna for 2.37%; attitude control and
avionics less than l%; and thermal control Of less than .4%.
Costing of DDTEE for the space station elements, STS-HLLV, and the assembly
and support equipment followed the more conventional method of determining DDTEE
cost--that is, based upon total subsystem mass, area, or power. This technique
;(UPDATED JUisE 12,
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was used mainly from the standpoint that the cost data utillied to develop the
ments were comparable and were developed on theapplicable CER's for these ele.
basis of total subsystem mass, area, or power. In the case of t e satellite,
comparable h i storical DDT&E cost data were just not available for the magnitude
of the satellite subsytems.
-3 and Figure B-1 reflects a some-The TFU cost breakdown shown in Table B
what different makeup of costs when compared to DDT&E costs. TFU estimates at
$25.341 billion include the full dollar assessment for the initial satellite
and ground station buildup including space ti-ansportation fleets (HLLV's and
OTV's), initial space assembly and support equi pment requirements; and the
facilities needed to establish a 5-GW SPS operational capability. This means
that the TFU cost includes elements with a lifetime capability of servicing/
building more than one SPS system.	 In this regard, analysis will show that.
space assembly and support equipment represent the largest portion of total
TFU costs—$9.557 billion. Satellite system costs are $5.928 billion; space
transportation, $3.552 billion; 2nd ground facilities, $3.250 billion.	 In the
space assembly and support equipment TFU costing, the LEO/GEO satellite con-*
struction base makes up 53% of the total space assembly and support equipment
estimate, but will be used to construct the remaining satellites.
B-3.2 Investment and Operations
Table B-4 reflects the detailed investment and operations cost data
developed du .ring the study. Investment costs were developed at two levels:
(1) initial capital investment (ICI), which is the cost of production, assembly,
installation, transportation, and tests of each individual satellite produced,
and the ground station system and associated effort necessary to bring, the power
satellite on line to a full 5-GW operational capability; and (2) replacement
capital investment (RCI), which are those expenditures relating to capital asset
replacement and major maintenance overhauls that are expected to last for more
than one year and result in an improvement to the operating system. Replacement
capital requirements for the systems used to construct the satellite tKrough
IOC (initial operating capability) are included in the initial capital invest-
ment (CIPS) costs. Costs for the fleet needed to support 00 (operations) is
estimated and included as replacement capital investment. Operatioir-15 costs
consist of the effort required to operate and maintain the SPS project ever its
opeira t i ona I I i f et i-me.
Investment per satellite is equivalent to the average unit cost of the
t -tal SPS requirement^TFU plus Satellites 2 through 120. This total averageo -
cost of $9.780 billion (Figure B-0 includes $4.937 bi-llion for the satellite;
$2.261 billion for the ground statton (rectenna); $1.326 billion for space
transportation; and $.902 billion for space assembly and support equipment.
The total average (investment) cost per 5-G'W satellite yields an investment of
$1956AW.
SPS replacement capital and operations/maintenance phases have been com^
bined and are estimated at an annual cost of $-309.billion per satellite-year
or for $9.27 billion over the 30-yeac ope-rati-onal period. Satellite require-
ments comprise $.145 billion of the cost, or 46.9 percent.
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01r00-00 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (PM) C ER's
This activity includes project level program management. It sums all of the
direct effort required to provide management control including planning, organizing,
directing, and coordinating the project to ensure. that overall project objectives
are accomplished. These efforts overlay the functional work areas (e.g., engineering,
manufacturing, etc.) and assure that they are properly infegrafed. This activity
also includes the efforts required in the coordination, gathering, and dissemination
of management i nformafion.
Project level program management refers to program management efforts required
during the integration and operation of the total SPS Program. This includes those
efforts which cannot be charged directly to a system, but which relate to the
program as a whole and provide for a viable SPS. This activity encompasses the
following functions:
Program Administration
Program Planning and Control
Contracts Administration
Engineering Management
Manufacturing Management
Support Management
Qualify Assurance Management
Cor;figuration Management
Data Management
Dota from several launch vehicles, manned spacecraft, and unmanned sa,tel1lites
were onal lyzed to determine their applicability to the SPS project level requirements.
From these data, the CDCER and CECER percentage factors were developed
which can be used with project costs to estimate the SPS project level program
managemenit, see table B=5.
The cost data bases for opplicaition of the factors are as follows-
CD	 =	 Project D'D T& E Cost (03=00-00 thru 1340-,00) plus SE& 1
Cost.
C TFU	 =	 Project TF'U Cost (0340-00 thru 13=00-00) plus S'EV
Cost.
C lips	 -	 project Inv. per Sat. Cost (03 =00-00 fhru 13-00-00) plus
SE&I Cost.
CRCI
	 =	 Project RCI Cost (03-00-00 fhru 13=00-00) plus SE&I
Cost
C O&M
	 = Pro:je.ct O&M Cost per Soteill i to per year {03 -00-00 thru
13-.00-00) p,fus5E8&I Cost.
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02-00-00 SYSTEM ENGINEERING & INTEGRATION (SE&I) CER's
This activity includes project level systems engineering and integration.
Project level SE&I refers to SE&I efforts required during the integration and
operations on the total SPS project, This includes those effort which cannot
be charged d-iractly to a system, but which relate to the project as a whole
and provide for a viable S PS .
This activity includes the engineering efforts related to the establishment and
maintenance of a technical baseline for the program by generation of program
configuration parameters., criteria, and requirements. It includes requirements
analysis €:sn ,4 frntegration, program definition, program test definition, interfaces,
safety, relics Ilty, and maintai , nabi'lity. It also includes those efforts required to
monitor the program development and operations to ensure that the design conforms
to the baseline spec ifi cations.
Data from several launch vehicles, manned spacecraft, and unmanned saltellites
were analyzed to determine their applicability to the SPS project level requirements.
From these data, the CDCER and CECER precentage factors were developed which
can be used with project costs to estimate the SIPS project level SE&I costs,
see table B-6.
The cost data bases for application of the factors are ' as fe-flows;
CD	 =	 Project D'i77T&E Cost (0340=00 thru 1340-00)
CTFU	 = Project TEU Cost (03-00-00 thru 13=0000)
C IiPS-	 Project Inv. per So; ell ite Cost (03-00-00 thru 13-00-00)
CRC1
	
- Project RCI Cost per S^tel'lite per year (03-00=00 thru
13=-00=00)
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03-01-00 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (PM) CER's
Th eis activity inci:udes system level program management. Systems level program
management includes those management efforts which relate directly to a complete
system. Relative to the SPS there are two complete systems. The first is the
Satellite system and the second is the Ground Station system. This acbivity encom-
passes the fallowing Satellite system functions:
Program Administration
Program Planning and Control
Contract Admilnistratilon
Engi-neer-ing Management
Manufacturing Management
Support Management
Quality Assurance Management
Configuration Management
Data Management
This activity also includes the efforts required in fhe coordination, gafheri,ng,
and dissemination of management information.
Detta from severail launch ve hicles, manned spacecraft, and unmanned sate[lites
were analyzed to determine fhei^r applicability to the SPS system Level requirements.
From these data, the CDCER and CICER percentage factors were developed which
can be used with the satel'l'ite system cost to estimate the SPS system level program
managements, see fable B-7.
The cost data bases for the application of the factors are as follows;
CID -	 Sate:l l-i to System DD T&& E Cost (03=00-00 thru 03-13-00)
plus SE&I Cosa.
CTFU =	 Satellite System TFU Cost (03=0300 thru 03-13=00)
plus S!E&&I Cost
C l ! PS =	 Sate-Rife System Inv. per Sat. Cost (03-03-00 th ru
03-13-0.0) plus SE &I  Cost
CRCI -	 Satell 1 ite System RCI Cos t per Saifettite per year (03=03=00
thru 03- 13-00) plus SE&l Cost
COW -	 Sate'.Ilite System O&M Cost per Satelllite per year
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0342=00 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING & INTEGRATION (S!E&I) CER's
This activity tncl rides system level systems engineering and integration.
Systems level SE&I includes those SE&I efforts which re-late durectly to a
comp-l.ete system. Rela -five to the S.PS there are two complete systems. The
first is the Satet liite System and the second is the Ground Station System.
Th eis activity includes the engineering efforts related to the establishment
and maintenance of a technical baseline for a system by generation of system
configuration parameters, criteria, and requirements. It i-ncliudes requiremen-ts
analysis and integra-tion, system definition, system test definition, interfaces, 	 _,PO
safety, reliability, and maintainability. 	 [it also includes those effort required
to monitor the systemdevelopme.nt and operations to ensure that fhe design
conforms to the baseline specifications.
'Data from several launch vehicles, manned spacecraft, and unmanned sate-
111ites were analyzed to determine their appJlicabiNty to the SPS system level
requirements. From these data, the C DCER and CICER percentage factors were
deve loped which can be used with the sate 1 ! I i to system cost to estimate the S FS
system level S'E&I costs, see table B-8.
The cost data bases for applicctrion of the factors are os fol'lows:
CD	 Satellite System DDT&E (03-03-00 thru 03-13-00)
CTF'U	 Satellite System TFU Cost (03=03--00 thru 03-13.00)
C IPS	 Sahel l i to System Inv. per Sat. Cost (03-03-00 thru
03- 13-0C)
CRC.I	 -	 Satelllite System RCI Cost pe-r Sote ,1111ite per year (03-03-00
thru 03 3=00)
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03-0301 MICROWAVE ANTENNA STRUCTURE CSR's
This element includes the basic supporting framework for the microwave
antenna power transmission subsystem up to its interface with the rotary joint.
The structure has three main components; a tension web made from composite
wires or tapes, a catenary cable that transfers the web tension to the vertices
of the third cow, 'ient which is a hexagonal compression frame. The antenna
structure provides u structural support but does not include the waveguides or
the radio frequency assemblies associated with the micrc-:,Nave subsystem. This
element is limited to primary load carrying elements and does not include other
secondary structure such us equipment mounts, platforms, and space support
equipment supports.
The antenna structure CD CI=R was developed using graphite composite
data obtained from NASA's Redstar Data Base. The following date points
were used:
Space Telescope Shell[
ATS=1= Truss
HEAD Optical Bench
Shuffle Payload Bay Doors
The antenna structure ICI is the cost of raw materiails only since the costs
associated with fabrication and assembly are charged ag.ains-t orbita[ assembly.
The antenna structure 1CI cost equation is based on raw composite material stock
(prepregnated graphite) cost. These materials cost are based on Engineering cost
estimates, see talsle 8-9.
Range of Data
D'DT&E	 30,0 to 2000.OKg
IC ii:
	
Unlimited
Input parameters T&M are in kilograms of mass.
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03-03-02 POWER SOURCE STRUCTURE CER's
This element includes the basic supporting framework for the energy conversion
section of the satel ite -up to the interface with the rotary joint. The power source
structure supports, but does not include, power source subsystem elements. This
element does not include other secondary structure such as equipment mounts,
platforms, and space support equipment supports. This element includes that
portion of the power distribution function where the primary structure serves as
electrical conductors. The primary function of the power source structure is to
provide support for the solar ceil'l blankets and solar concentrators. The structure
assemblies are made up, basically, of tri-beam g l i ,rders, tension cables, and joints.
The fabrication and assembly of these structures are accomplished on orbit by beam
machines and supporting auxi iii:ary equipment. These structural element3 must
individua[ly withstand the forces, torques, and dynamics imposed by the construction
promim. Once built up to an assembly level (e.g., solar array wing, rotary
j.oird, etc.), the structure must have sufficient strength and stiffness to withstand
forces; torques, and dynamics generated by the environment (gravity=gradient
torques), the attitude control system (forces and frequencies) and fhe operational
equipment (rotary joint torques, microwave induced thermal environment, etc.).
The level of strength and stiffness are diictated by other subsystem requirements such
as pointing accuracies and ACS bandwidth frequencies
The power source structure CD CE:R was developed using cost data obtained
from NASA'd Redstar Data Base. Data from a variety of launch vehicle, manned
spacecraft, unmanned sate-I 1 4tes and aircraft programs were used and are lusted below:
OAO-A 1/A2
OSO-1
Pion eer-F
Saturn V
S-'IC
S-lii
S- IV'B
Skylab-AM
Skylab-OWS
TAC SA T
Tirol
VELA IV
Apollo Command Module
Apollo Lunar Modul-e
Apollo Service Module
Apo 116  S LA
A TS-A
A TS -1B
ATS-E
ATS-F
B-70
C -5A
Centaur
DSCS-U[
Gemini
KEAO=B
WE
Mariner 196..4
B-24
SO 78=APP 0023=7
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The power source structure ICI CER is the cost of raw materials only since
the costs associated with fabrication and assembly are charged against orbital
assembly.
The power source- structure ICI cost egv7ti0-1 is based on raw aluminum
coil stock cost plus such ground based processing as cutting to size and application
of anodize finish. Material and finishing costs are based on vendor quotes from
Reynolds Metals and Alcoa Aluminum companies and Coil Anodizers, see table B-10,
Range of Data
D&D:	 40,0 to 1100,0. 00 kg
ICI:	 Un-Iimited
Input parameters 7&M are in kilograms of mass.
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03-03-04 MECHANISM CER's
The structua, l mechanisms consist of active structural subassemblies that
articulate, rotate, or otherwise cause or allow motion between the primary
structure and other subsystem elements or between subsystem elements them-
selves.
The ICI production cost CER was based on data provided by the following
manufacturers:
Manufacturer	 App  i ca fiion
Poly=Scienllfic	 H'igh Energy
Poly-Scientific	 Radar
Electro-Tec	 Navy Destroyer Propeller System
Electro-Tec	 Satellite Solar Array
I. E.C.	 Navy Shipboard Hoist
Due to the difference in complexity and the specification requirements differ-
ences between ground and space queflified equipment, the following factors were
appl4d.
Complexity Factor	 x 3
Specification Uprating Factor x 3
Total	 x 9
Due to the relatively low production rate of 1 to 5 units per year,the
tooling factor is assumed to be 1.0.
Range of Da-ta;
D'lDT&E: 6.0 to 1'51000.OKg
IC I:	 6.0 to 15 1 000.OKg
Input parameters TW are in Kilogiroms of mass, see table B-11.
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03-03-05 SECONDARY STRUCTURE CER's
This element includes all structure, consisting of mounting brackets, clamps
and instaliation structure required as an interface between the primary structure
and the mounting attach points of components, assemblies, and subsjJstems. It
also includes any structure required between two or more components or assemblies.
Development of the secondary -tructure CER for DDME was based on cost
data contained in the MSFC Redtfor Data Base. Data from a variety of launch
vehicle and unmanned satellite programs were available and the applicable data
points are listed bellow.
S-l VB lnterstage
S-IC Forward Skirt
S-11C Intertank
Solar Te l escope Housing Assell
(ASM)
Common Mount Assembly (ASM)
Telescope Gimbal Assembly (ASM)
Common Mount Aci rotors (ASM)
Telescope Gimbal Actuators (AS-M)
Array Platform Elevation Poi l
A- tuator (ASM)
UV Gll'.,boil Mount Actuators (ASM)
UV Instrument Mount Assembly (ASM)
Solar Array and Boom Structure (ATS-F)
Squib Interface Unit (ATS-F)
lnterstoge (Centaur)
Nose Shroud (Centaur)
Fixed Airlock Shroud (Skylab)
Payload Shroud (Skylab)
Pallet Segment (Spacelab)
OSO-i
ATS-F
S-H
The ICI production cost CER was based upon an Engineering Cost estimate.
Range of Da'to:
DDT E: 6.0 to 15, OOO.OKg
lC is	 6.0 to 15, 000.OKg
Input parameters MM are in kileg.rarnr of mass, see table B-12.
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03=04=01 SOLAR BLANKET CER's
This element converts solar energy to electrical energy and provides power
to the busses in the power distribution and conditioning assembly. The so-lar photo-
voltaic power subsystem consists of the solar cells, blankets, reflector (Concentrator)
membranes and attachment devices. Gal ! llium aluminum arsenide (GoAIAs) cells
have been selected. The cell consists of GaAs junction with a GaAlAs window,
substrate, adhesive, current collectors, and an anti-reflective coating. The solar
blanket consists of a Kapton membrane upon which the ce lls are fastened with a
thermosse+ting FEP adhesive. Also included in the blanket are the interconnects,
thermal coating,, attachmen:ts/tensioning devices, and sensors.
. Hiistorical cost data on solar arrays from previous satellite programs were
readily available from the Redster Data Base and were used to develop the
CD CE-R. However, due to the rapidly changing technology, historical data
is not applicable for use in estimating the SPS solar blanket production cost.
The department of Energy (DOE) has initiated the U.S. Phofavedteic Conversion
Program. Two maim objectives of this program are to develop by 1986 the tech
nological and industrial capability to produce silicon solar arrays of a price of
less than $500 per peak KWe and to establish by 2000 the viabi l ! ity of even lawe.r=
cost ($100 to $300 per KWe) and/or snore efficient alternatives uti Ilizing novel
materials and devices. Since it is generally believed throughout the photovoltaic
industry that low cost solar arrays are achievable and dependent on the demand for
high production rates and since some progress toward meeting the DOTE goal has
already been made, it was decided to base the SPS solar array cost es°ti ,mates on
projected costs rather than historical costs.
The CD CER was based on	 array Wsto.ricol cost data from the following
programs.
Skylab (oWS)
Skylab (ATM)
FRUSA
S£PS (Est.)
The cost of array structure and mechanisms was not included so that the data
wound be compati lble with the SPS concept of on-orbit structure fabrication and
assembly. Although there is a large difference in size between the above arrays
and the SPS array, the SPS array will consist of a large number of smaller units.
The development fraction (OF) was uti" zed to no:rmaillize the CD cost to reflect
cost of only that portion of the to tad solar array area required to develop the
power system.
B- 31
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The initial capital investment CER (Cl) to estimate the production cost is
based upon an engineering "Grass Roots" projected estimate of average cost
of $60.00/M2 for the GaAlAs solar cell array. The engineering estimate reflects
1977 deNdrs and assumes 1985 techno:I.ogy. The average cost per M 2 was converted
to TFU cost $71.60/M2 in order to exercise the CI cost equation.
Range of Data
D'DT&E.:
	
110 to 300 square meters
IC 1;	 Unljimited
Input parameters T&M are i+n square meters, see table B<13
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03=0402 CONCENTRATOR CER
This element concentrates the solar energy onto the soiar ce , l q blanket. This
concentrator membranes are used to reflect the sun onto the solar cell surfaces and
obtain a nominal concemtratiom ratio of 2. The concentrator i mane of (0.5-mil)
alurni,nized Kapton.. The membranes has a mass of 0.018 kg/m and is mounted on
the structure using attachments and tensioning devices. Excluded are tools and
support equipment required for deployment.
The DOME CER (CD) is based on thin s ! hee-t ailuminum ve.rider data. The
ICI CER for concentrators is based on Rockwell data for Type H Kapton material
with an aluminilzed coating. As concentrator thickness decreases, cost per unit
area decreases diue to the diminished materia-1 requirements. However, at around
25 microns (1 mil'), the cost reductions are cancellkrd by the increased d 1 iffi-culty of
process-ing thin mater-iails and the overa ,l'I cost per unit area begins to rise. Rockwe:lI
data from Dupont iind-icates that the current cost of 0.5 mil concentrate.- for the
S'PS would be about $4.73 per square meter. At increased demand and increased
yie'Ids, cost could potentiality reach $1.51 per square meter. However, the most
Nke'ty vahue, aiad the value on which the concentrator [Cl CER is based, was
quoted at $2.58 per square meter. For the purposes of fhe CER this was roun6 d
to $3.00 per square meter to include sensors and mounting attachments and scaled
at a sil'ope of 0.93 to reflect anticipated Iarge array economies.
Range of Data
DDT& E:
	
1100 2 M 1 00, cooM2
IC I ':	 Unl im-i ted
Input parameters T&M are in square meters, see table B-14.
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03-0.4-03 POWER D , ISTR'I , B'UT'ION AND CONDITIONING CSR's
This element includes power conductors, rotary joint sili.p rings and switch
gears necessary to transmit electrical power from the power source to the rotary
joints. The power converter and conditioners convert the existing bus voltages
to the subsystem voltage required for the various subsystem loads. The switch
gears are solid-state to reduce the overall mass of switches. The voltages and
currents being handiled by these switches wi l l] be monitored by the IMCS to
determine their status and to establish a need for the o.penilng and closing of
these switches. The switches are generally held in the closed state during the
steady=state mode of operation. During the startup and shutdown operations,
the switches will be monitored by the IMCS and when ceirtain voltage leve-Is
are reached a command signal will open or close switches as required.
Power obtained at the subar-ray is transferred to a summing bus through a
switch-gear ($/G) and manually-operated circuit-breaker. Power is then trans-
feirred from the nonrotating member of the rotating member of the rotary joint
through slip=ririgs and brushes. On the rotating member, power is conducted
through switch gears to DC/DC converters which output the 6 primary voltages
required by the klystrons. Each voltage is conducted to a surnmIng bus through
a switch gear. Subsequently, each voltage is conducted from the summiing buses
to the 135,864 klys,rrons.
Batteries and battery power canditioning equiiprnent are inctuded disc to
provide the power storage required to support sate-11ite station Leeping activities
during the periods when power is unavailable from the solar array blankets. This
storage would be necessary during those infrequent times when the sate ll'lite is
in shadow or when it is in- a charge--orbit mode.
CONDUCTORS & SWITCHES
The power d'istrib.uflon system utilizes flat ailumnnum 6101/T6 conductors with
1 MM Kapton insulation on both sides. The flat conductors are not considered part
o.f the main structure. They will norenahl'y be passively coated by radiatlon to
free space.	 }
The switch gears are of the Penning design. They are used for isolation of
solar array blankets due to array faiillure and when performing maintenance work.
The switch gears are used also to prevent large line transients upon startup and
shutdown and during ecliptic periods.
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The CD CER was based on historical cost data obtained from the Redstar
Data Base on the fal i lowing satellite programs.
DSCS-11	 ATS-A
ATS-F
	
ATS-E
OSO-1
	
H1EAO
ATS-B
The !CI CE'R was based on preprocessed aluminum material cost data and the
use of 61'01/T-6 aluminum. Differentia'l aluminum inflation between current prices
and expected mid 1956 prices was inc l uded. Cost data was abtatned from the
following manufacturers:
Reynolds Met is
A!;coa Al-uminum
Amc-hem Products, Inc.
The Yoder Company
Range of Data
DiDT&E:
	
20 to 150 kilograrns
IC I.:	 Unlimited
Slip R,i ,ngs and Brushes
The sliip- rings
 and brushes located in the rotary joint are utilized to transfer
power from the SPS fixed member to the SPS ro#airing member upon w ich the micro-
wave antenna is located. The power transferred includes both that required to
operate antenna-mounted equipment, as weld as that to be transmitted to the ground.
The slip--rings consist of an alurrrinurn core with coin silver cladding on each
slip ring. The core cross section is 41.3 CM 2 . The s ,iip-ring diameiter is 1.13 KM..
Length is 3.55 KM. Each slip-ring weighs 0.04°03 x 10 ' Kg. A total of (4) sillp-
rings are required per satellite.
The shoe brush assembly material consist of 75% McSz, 25% Me + To.
Each shoe brush assembly has 86$ rM2 of contact area. There are (64) brushes
nn each shoe assembly.
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Poly Scientific
Poly = ScIentific
)= l:ec tro - Tec
Ehectro = Tec
I.E.C.
High Energy
Radar
Navy Destroyer Propeller System
Satellite Solar Array
Navy Shipboard Hoist
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The slip-rings cost data are }used upon large ground commercial and military
s l ip-rings. Since all but one of the Base data slip-rings were designed for ground
application, it was decided that these data should not be used as a basis for
estimating DDT&E costs. It was determined that the data should be used only as
a basis for estimating ICI production costs and then only after applying complexity
and specification uprating factors. The following factors were applied:
Complexity Factor
	
x 3
Specification Uprating Factor
	
x 3
Total	 x 9
The ICI production cost CI=R was based on data provided by the following
manufacturers,
Manufacturer	 Application
Dare to the re l atively low production rate of 1 to 5 units per year, the
tool1ng factor is assumed to be 1.0.
The DDT&E cost was estimated with a CER developed for secondary structure
which consisted of space quali -fied hardWcre of approximately the same complexity.
See the discussion of the secondary structure C ER.
Range of Data
DDT&E:	 6 to 15, 000 kg
IC 1:
	
11 to 71 300 kg
Batteries
This element consist of sodium cholride batteries. Battery changhng, regulation
and conditioniing equipment are included in the battery power conditioning CER,
B-3B
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The DDT&E and the ICI CER's were developed using battery data from the
manned unmanned spacecraft I-ist below:
APOLLO, Lunar Module 	 ATS-F
APOLLO Lunar Rover
	 HAWKEYE
ATS-E	 0SO-1
Range o-f Data
DDT.&E:	 1.0 to 180.0 kg
ICI:	 1.0 to 180.0 kg
Battery Power Conditioning
This element provides the mechanism for the charging of the satePlite batteries
and the distribution and regulation of power to and from the batteries. Included
are the battery chargers, power regulators, power condiitioning and power condiiti,on-
ing equipment which directly interface with the battery subsystem. Specifica'll'y
excluded are conditioning equipment associated with the power source power
conditioning subsystem.
The DDT&E and the I.C1 CE:R's were developed using data from the manned
and unmanned spacecraft below:
APOLLO Lunar Module	 GWINi
APOLLO_ Lunar Rover	 HANNKEYE
ATS-E
	
0SO-:1
ATS-F
Range of Data
D'DUE:	 2.0 to 68.0 kg
IC 1:
	
2.0 to 68.0 kg
Input parameters T&M are in kilograms of mass., see table B-15.
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03-05-00 MICROWAVE ANTENNA CER's
This e-lenient includes the components of th e microwave power transmission
subsystem.	 This subsystem, whose interfaces begins of the rotary joint, is utilized
to convert the power source output to high power ricrowave enemy for transmission
to the around-based receiving station.
RF generation and beam control, waveguides and power distribufion and
cond , ifioni,ng are assemblies of the microwave subsystem. RF generation and
beam control include the electronics necessary to convert the direct current (dc)
electric power to RF microwave power. Included are 50kw klystrons mounted i'n
the center of a power module which is 1.02M by 2.331x1 in size, There are
136,000 klystrons located in the satellite microwave antenna. Other related
equipnient, such as driver amplifiers, frequency control electronics, and phase
control electronics are included. Waveguides receive the RF power from file
RF generation and beam control assembly, _rnd rad liafe it to the ground-based
rectenno. The powe r distrilbuflon and conditioning assembly includes the power
conducto rs switches, and conditioni-ng equipment that conduct do or low frequency
ailternatNiq current (oc) electric power from the rotary joint and provide rejulated
do power to the RF generation and beam control equipment and other power
consuming equipment located on the antenna.
Also included in this element are the klystrons heat pipes and resonant cavity
radi-ator (RCR). Neat pipes remove heat from the klysirons body and transfer it to
the RCR face. The pipes lie between fl,e radiating slots of the RCR. The heat
pipes ail] use water as a working fluid, encased in a copper' liner. The outer tube
is aluminum to eli-m,inate the sing 'IL-point contact of dissimiIlo,r metals.	 The spl my
of the axial groove heat pipes is 11.4 cum. Any o--ne of the arterial wicl,^ed pipes
can fail, and the system will still reject the incident heat load and maintain allow-
able temperature l imits.
Nislorical data for some twenty phased array radars ranging over a period of
the lash twenty years were extracted From the Redstar Do-to Base and.-or obtained
from various contractors. The data were a-nailyzed, normalized and the costs were
adjusted to reflect 1977 doll-ars.
	
iin add'dti-on, for all costs utilized, the facility
receiver subsystew hardware, data subsystem costs and basic facility"housing costs
were .emoved.
The application of phased array radar costs to the development cost estimafes
of the microwave antenna was pertinent since the design and development of
these physically large ground installations was conducted in much the same mariner
that is being utilized for the SPS. The ground a„ay radia-ling elemen ts were assem-
blied in sub-array pane-lis, complete with the radiating elements, waveguides, and
cabl i ng,
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The sub-arrays were then mounted into the faci l ity framework, sub-array cabling,
and plumbing connection completed at system level and confidence testing con-
ducted. The same general assembly philosophy is expected to be followed for
the microwave antenna, the difference being that the microwave antenna will be
totailly assembled in the space environment.
The D:DT&E CER was based on data from four DOD classified projects identified
only as Projects 21, 22, 23 and 24 as well as the Cobra Dane, AN/SPS-48 and
SAM-D (PAThiOT) radar systems,
A different approach we , taken to develop the TFU CEI's, After reviewing
the various radar systems' cost, it was determined that riot enough insight was
afforded into the components; therefore, a "grass-roots" approach was under=
taken .
For purposes of developing a ''grass-roots" estilmete for the TFU, a segment
of th e antenna measuring 2.4M was assumed to the lowest repeating module (M).
In addition, to arrive at an "average" (M), it was necessary to evenly distri-bute
a ril components over the antenna. Th.e required components were detei !mi , ned through
analys-is. Letters and telephone calis were directed to hardware manufacturers
requesting technical data and cost quotes for the specified components. Where
multiple quo tes were obtained, the average cost was used. in some instances,
esthiiatps had to be relied upon. !t was further- assumed that the components are
the some in each configuration with only the power tubes changing wifi+h the
exception af the klystron configuration where fbe 1 1RF ompl , ifier is different.
Data coma-ined in the Redstar Data Base were utilized to develop integration
factors which were added to the vendor quotes. To  account for the n1i i.crowave
antenna, a 20°io insfrumen^t factor was also ap.p,lied to the vendor quotes.
input parameters ore as fo ll ows:
Antenna
T& M are in square meters
Neat Pipes
T& M are in kilograms
See Table G-16.
I
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03-06-00 ATTITUDE CONTROL AND ORBITAL MANEUVERING CER's
This element includ es all the on-board propudsion, attitude control and
orbital maneuvering components required to effect and maintain the specified
SPS position and orientation in space. The propulsion and orbital maneuvering
hardware components provide the necessary torque forces required to orient the
sa tellite and maintain its required attitude relative to the sun. Thrust required
to transfer the satellite from its assembly orbit, to its required operational orbit
is also provided by this element. Hardware elements include Argon 	 Bombard-
ment thrusters, tankage, lines and vaives and support structure. The thrusters
are located wit11 a ten meter separation to minimize fl-e rmal problems when
servicing a thruster with a servicing cc+b and firing an adjacent thruster. The
thrusters are serviced by replacing rne grids and cathodes annually, thereby reduci-ng
the frequency of replacing with new thrusters.
The attitude reference determination system features Charge Coupled Device
(CCD), star and sun sensors as well as electrostatic or laser gyros and dedicated
microprocessors, Five attitude reference determination units are located at various
locations on the satellite i,n order to sense thermal and dynamic body bending, and
to desensitize the system to these disturbances. The control algorithms will feature
stoflsticoil estimators for determining principal axis orientation, body bending state
observers or estimators, and a quasi-linear propulsion thrust command policy to
provide precise control and ml , ni ,mize structural bending excitation.
Histo-ri,cal cost data were obtained form NASA's Red-star Data Base. Historical
data re l l,ative to electrical propulsion is limited, consequently, study data have been
utilized where necessary. Ion bombardment thrusters use Argon propellants with a
low thrust but a significantly higher specific impulse, thus reducing propellant re-
supply cost.
Development of the propu ,l'sion subsystem CER's was based on the spacecraft
programs listed below:
S-EPS (Boeing) Study 	 ATS-F (ton Experiment)
S-E PS ( Rock wed l) Study 	 Rockwell SPS Study
SERT --fil	 S1=RT=C Study
Range of Data:
DDT& E and IC f 1 :	 18.0 to 107,500.01<9
Input parameters T&M are i,n U001rams, see table B - 17.
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03-07-00 AVIONICS C E R's
This element is an assembly of the avionics subsystem and includes those
components which process information on-board the satellite. This inel ludes signal
cond!ifioning, Formatting, computations, and signa-I routing. Tkis element is sepor-
ated into three genered hardware groups for costing purposes. They are computers,
electroni-cs components and data bus.
COMPUTERS
Historical cost data were obtained for computers from the Redsta,r Data Base
system and are listed below:
Gemini =3	 Vilking Gander
Minuteman	 MOL
Skylab	 HlEAO
A 50% bntegrati:on factor was included in the DDT&E CER's to allow for
subsystem Ieve l l costs.
Range of Data
DDT&E and ICI: 	 T.8 to 75.7 kilograms
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
The ele:ctro.ni-c :-om.ponents associated with Avionics include the Su-bmu,lHiplexors,
Remote Acquissiti,:^,a Units, Micro processors, Bus Control Units and instrumentation.
Development of an elIiectroni-c components CER was based on the selected
components of the ATS-F and 05 ,08 spacecraft. These 1 1 9 ed lectronic components
are listed below:
ATS-- F
Aux. D ligiital Sun Sensors
Mono,puilse Unit
Wide Band Data Unit
C Band Data Unit
S/L Band Transmitter
V HIF Receiver
Command Decoder
Data Acq. & Control Unit
Data Switching Unit,
OSO"s
Solar Power Suppdy
Power S uppdy
Control Decoder/Dernoduda,tor
Remote Decoder
PCM Decoder
Format Geine.rator
W l hee ll C I:ock
Sa t ' Crock
S Band Transrmitter
VHIF Transmitter
B-51
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Range of Data
DDT& E and ICI-	 1,1 to 19,6 kilograms
DATA BUS
This e l lement consist of both copper wire and filber optics. Hista.ricol cost
data were obtained from the Reds-tar Data Base to produce the data bus DDT&E CER.
Commercial prices were used for the data bus ICE CER.
Production cost information obtoined fro-n private industry for "off-the=shelf"
fiber optics and copper wire are listed below:
FIiBER OPTICS:
Manufacturer Ti ne Characteristics Cost per Meter
ITT El'ectro=Optical GG-02 Singile	 Fiber (1-110 km)
Products Division 50 M Diza. $3.25
GS^02 Si-ngile Hber $'_,50
50 M D i,a.
Valtec n6e:ro.ptics MG -05 Single Fiber $2.25
Diivis,ion 65M Die.
G a-11 l!eo	 E'l ectro = - S i ng1e	 F i!beir $1.58
Optics Corporation 88 M D-im.
Average cost per meter $2.40
One industry spokesman estimates that the cost of optical Fibers would Pikell'y
d'ec'rease to 40010 by 1980. TWs study assumes a $2.40 per meter average price
reduced by 40% to $1.44 per meter.
W 1
COP I P? ;R WIRE:
Manufacturer
Dearborn Wire & Cable
Standard W ire & Cable
Karen, Inc.
C haracteristics
22 gage stranded
s i l ,ve ,r plate
22 gage stranded
Silver plate
22 gage, 2 con=
doctor sd'lver
pl a#e
Cost per Meter
$0.807
$0.705
$0.807
s-5 2
I„	 &D 78-0 0023-7
ilkIry Rockwell International
Space Division
Mil--Spec Wire &	 22 gage, 19--30	 50.610
Cable Corporation	 stranded
Average cost per meter 	 $0,732
Instrumentation input parameters T$M are in kilograms .
r
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03-08-00 THERMAL CONTROL
This element covers equipment cooling multi-layer insu llation blankets.
Excluded from this elemen- are the hear pipes and rad liators included in the
m1crowave antenna element.
The multi-layer insulation panels ore required for the back surface of the
resonant activity radiators to restrict waste heat leaks which could increase temp-
eratures of electronics to unacceptable level +s. This insulation is coated exterhally
with low a659rptivity/em,iss,ivity materials to limit the absorbed solar flux to which
the surface is exposed during part of the orbit.
The i ,nsu l l ,a^ti.on CER`s are based upon secondary structure CER' ,_ the secondary
structure CER``s were normalized to requirements of the i ,nsulation by the application
of a 1.5 complexity factor.
T&M for insulation are in kilograms, see Table 13 ^29.
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03-09-00 GROUND ASSEMBLY AND INTEGRATION CER's
This element includes the ground-based assembly and phys-iral integration
of Flight subsystem and assembly hardware. 	 It includes the asse , ,ibly, test, and
checkout required to integrate assemb-lies into an accepted flight article. Also
included are ground assembly and integration associated with early SIPS technology
verification, such as SPS critical component development, integrated ground
testing, GEOSAT microwave space tests, shared and dedi-caned shuttle sonties
and all--up full-scale clipped--wing prototype demonstrations.
The degree of assembly ve-ies with the flight system. For example, the
automated payloads and possibly some sortie payloads are completely assembled
on the @mound; however, because of the large size of the subscole and full
scale satellite systems, only certain subsystems and/or assemblies may be assembled
prior to launch.
The factor used to estimate ground assembly and integration costs was develop=
ed from hisfori-cal spacecraft dote, Since these h,isforical data represent programs with
a cost base much smaller than that of the SPS, Further analysis was required to
develop a meaning-ful Factor whicl could be used to estimate the ground assembly
and integration costs of a program the mognitude of the SPS. The methodo4ogy
cons-isfed to extrapolating the percentage trend of fhe historical data to the SPS
base.
The programs used as the baseline are listed below;
ATS A-E Mariner 1969
ATS-F OAO A3/A2
DSCS	 II OSO i
H EAO B Pioneer F
BRCS P/A Ti ros M
Lunar Orbiter Velu	 1'V
Mariner 1964 Vela V
The cost data base for application of the factor is the safellife system TFU
cost for TFU and fhe satellite system PPS cost for ZIPS, see table B--30.
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03-10-00 SYSTEM GROUND TEST HARDWARE CER's
This element includes the saitei llite system hardware required for ground-based
systems tests including qualification tests and other development tests involving two
or more subsystems or assemblies. lit includes the production, assembly, i-r.tegration
and checkout of the hardware into a full or parricoil system test article. This
activity exel-udes hardware that wild subsequently be used as operational proto-
flight or flight hardware. This activity also excludes test facilities or test fixtures
required for the tests.
The cost estimating re , lationship for this element is a percentage relationship
of the total assembled TFU i'1ig.',t unit. Since the SPS will be made up of many
standard repeati,)g modules, it is not necessary to construct a ful'i seized SPS for
ground testiing. The test hardware required will, therefore, be something srnalle:r
than the flight unit SPS. It is obvious that many d'ifferent test items of various
subsystems and of various degrees of comp-leteness wil`i be required. An assumption
was made, based on anal'ysi :s of test requirements, than test hordwa,re equal to one=
ha4f of on equivn-Vent first flight unit would be required. Thi's analysis formed the
basis for the system ground test hardware cost esttirnoting relotionshi,p, sere table 6-31 .
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03-11--00 SYSTEM GROUND TEST OPERATIONS CSR's
This activity includes the effort required fo:r conducting ground--lased systems
tests in6ud , ing quailifi,catron and other development test involving two or more
s+jbsystems or osseml"es.
	
It includes the planning, documentati on,
 and octuoil
test operations. This activity also i nc ludes desi:gai, development, and manufacture
of special test equipme nt, test fixtures, and test facilities that are not included
In other elements such as GSE.
Test operat ion data from several	 launch vehicles, manned spacecraft and
unmanned satelli te programs were analyzed to determine a	 method	 Fo,r esti mating
the cost of SPS system ground test ooerotions. Based on the ground test hardware
envis-ioned	 For the SPS and the degree of system testing required,	 a Factor was
developed which is equivalent to	 1-000 c	 of the total ground test hardware, 	 see
table
	 B-32.
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03-12-01 GROUND OPERATIONS CSR's
This ede.ment includes the planning, development, and conduct of ground
operations required in support of the satellite orhitall assem'b'ly and checkout,
ifnciiud-ing the ground support personnel and logistics transportation of moteri-a,ls
and equipment to the Paunch site. Also included is the ground support required
during m-iss en opera ,tio:ns associ-ated with the early SPS technology verification
ground and space tests and eveluctions. Ground operations requnred i,n support
of sate-ll ,ite orbital transfer and satellite operations and maintenance are nncluded
in ground station system operations. Excluded from tfiis element are the launch
vehicte opera-tions. These operations are included in each transportation and
launch vehicle element.
Input parameters T&M for cons:tructi-on ground support are i,n man quarters;
nnput parameters T&M for iog1s ,ti,cs ore in kilograms of mass. See Table B°33.
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03-12-02 ORBITAL OPERATIONS CSR's
This elemen-t i,ncivd-es Flue planning, development, and conduct of file on-
orbit operations ossoci-aced with orbita,f assembly and checkout, orbital transfer,
and the orbital operati-ons and moinfenonce of the SPS. It includes the on-
orbit personnel and expendable provisions and ma-intenonce supplies to support
these activities,
input parameters T&M are as Follows:
Crew	 -	 Mon Quarters
Provisions -	 K i log rams
Expendable Mai,nlienance Supplies (EMS) ry	 Kilograms
See Tables B-34 through B-39.
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03-13-00 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (G SE) C ER's
This activity includes o'll ground=based hardware required in support of
handilTng, servicing, test, and check.aut of the sate lil l ite subsys-terns,	 lit also
vnc[udes special Hardware required for simuiattions and training. Included are
the costs fo.r design, devel:o,pme,nt, manufacture, acceptance, qualification.,
and maintenance of the GSE equipment. It is recognized that various equip-
ments can serve mul'hipurposes. For example, a develapmentad mockup may
later serve as a training aid after it has served its original purposes.	 In these
instances, the acquis-ition cost is charged to the o:ri,ginal or first purpose use,
and subsequent usage will incur only the recurring operations and mainteinance
costs .
GSE costs from several launch veh.icl.e, manned spacecraft and unmanned
sated I'i tes were analyzed to dete.rmame theiir oppl i,cab i I i i ty to S PS G &E ree ui re.me nts .
From these data, a pe,rcentag:e factor was developed which can be used to estimate
SPS ground support eq.uwpment costs, see table B-40.
The cost data base for appllication of this factor is satellite system DDT&E
cost (03=00=00).
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04-01-00 PR OG RAM MA NAG EM 1E NT (PM) C ER's
This activity includes system leve4 program management. Systems level program
management includes those management efforts which relate directly to a cornpdete
system. Re6ati ve to the SPS tlhe:re are two comp liete systems. The f i rst is the
Satellite System and the second is the Ground S-Cation System. This activity encom-
passes the folll:owing Ground Station System functions:
Program Adminilstration
Program Planning and Control
Contract Adminis-trati,on
Engiine.ering Management
Manufacturing Management
Support Management
Quaility Assurance Management
Configuration M-aneg.emant
Data Management
This activity ahso includes the effort requiired in the coo:rdiination, gathering,
and dissemi,na,tion of manogernent information.
Data from seve.ra4 launch vehicl-es, manned spacecraft, and unmanned satellites
were analyzed to d'e termi ne the-i r app , I-i cobi l ,i ty to the S PS system I eve l requirements .
From these data, percentage factors were developed whi,c'h can be used with the
Ground Station System cost to estimate the SPS system level program management,
see tabh B - 4 i .
The cost data bases for the ap,pl'i,catio .n of these factors are as fo ,fiiows-
CD =	 Ground Station System DDT&E Cost (04=03=00 thru
04-07-00) pIus S-EBB I Cost
C TF U =	 Ground Sta ti on System TF U Cost (0403-00 Nh!ru 04-07=00)
plus SE&I Cost
C lips -	 Ground Station System lnv, per Sa ll-. Cost (0443-00 thru
04--07-00) pfus SI=BS I Cosa
CRCI Ground Sta-ion System Cost (04-03-00 thru 04-07=00)
p4 l us S,E& I Cost
CO&:M =	 Ground Station Sys tem O&M Cost (04-03-00 thru 0447-00)
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0402-00 SYSTEM ENGINEERING & INTEGRATION (SE&I) CER's
This activity includes system level systems engineering and integration.
Systems level SE& l includes those SE&l efforts which relate d , i recfly to a complete
system. Relative to the SPS there are two complete systems. The first is the
satellite systems and the second is the Ground Station system.
This activity includes the engineering efforts red'ated to the estabGi,shment
and maintenance of a techni coif based ine for a system by generation of system
confi-guroHon parameters, criteria, and requi,remen,ts. lit includes req.ui,re:ments
analysis and integrati,on, system defini tion, systen, tesit definition, interFaces,
safety, reliobiNty, and maintainability.	 lit also includes those effort required
to monitor the system d'evelo.pment and o,peratfions to ensure that the design
confo rms to the bas a-1 ine spec i f i cations.
Data From several launch vehicles, manned spacecraft, and unman-ned
satellites were analyzed to determine their ap,pl'icabil l ity to the SPS system
[eve-1 requirement. From these de lta, percentage factors were developed w'Iiicli
can be used wiYh the Ground Station system cost to es timate the SPS system
level SE&I costs, see Labile 8-42,
The cost data bases For appl ication of the percentage factors are as Foil[ows:
CD	 - Ground Station S ystem D'DT&E Cost (04-03-00 thru
04-07-00)
CTFU	 - Ground Station System TFU Cost (04-03 =00 thru
04-07-001)
C I i n	 = Ground Sitation System IiNV per Sate d l i to cost
(044300 thru 0407401
CRCI
	 = Ground Station System Cost (04=03 --00 thru
04=07-00)
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04-03-00 RECTENNA CER's
The rectenna consists of a dipobe network and d-lode rectifiers which receive/
and rectify the microwave power, a power distribution and conditioning system which
collects and deliv ers to the utility interface the rectified (dc) power, and the
support and ground plane structure whi-ch provides support For the dipole rectenna
panels and components of the distributi-on system. It also provides a ground plane
For the mi-crowave power.
Tho rectenna farm area of 10 km by 13 km contains 8 1 4 rows of rectenna
provid-ing an active intercept area of 78.54 km2.panels	 tilted 409	to the horizontal,
Since	 an individual panel	 is	 12.24 kn, by	 14.69 m,	 some 436,805 pane-ls will	 have
to be assembled on site and erected.	 In order to minim lize electrical	 wi-dnq	 from
the rectenna panel area (i.e.,	 the rectenna	 "farm"),	 two electrical	 switch yards
are employed eac'li with its own converter 	 and	 relay	 bu i Id i,ng .
The baseline rectenna panel is 12.24 meters wide by 14.69 raleters long. A
laminated module of the rectenna panel consists of a striipline pattern of bow--tie
diipol-e antenna etched on a copper faced mylor sheet. The stripiline track collects
the d ii,pole signals of a comrt,on outlet, where it is converted to do by a d1iode
rectifier. The bow-tie panels offe , ease of manufacturing, l-ow diode count, and
excellen r weather resislance. The concept is designed for eose of mass production.
The panel modules are laminated foam and coppe,-c1,ad mylar solid sheets. A panel
nodule weighs approximately 2 kg ,'m 2 . The total mass of rectenna panel modules
nmis 157.085 x lOffii kq, or opproxoteiy 360 kg . . ,/ rectenrra panel.	 The sup.port structure
is designed to witlisband high wind I-oads 190 mph) while hold ,inq overall panel deflec-
tions Io less than 6 centimelers and localized panel deflections to Less than 3 centi-
melers.
B, Iower and heater equipment which will keep the panels free of ice and snow
and power conditi-oning equipmenl, such as the DC do AC/DC converter and feeder
busses wh lich i ,niierface with the ponel%rectenna main bus are loco-ted underneath the
rectenna panels.
The DDT&F costs are considered very small relative to capital costs. They are
estimated to be on the order of $5 million For the rectenna components required For
a one giga-wait rectenna. I ect-ern o DDTCE cost should be rel-atively i-nsensitive to
scale of the rectenna beyond 1 gigawatt. Accordingly a scale effect was assumed
equivalent to a 0.3 CFI slope as a function of rectenna power ou'trput. The tech-
noil-ogies involved a lre skate-of-the--art, and Have been tested on a small scale.
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Near theoretical maximum effi , cienc.ies have been demonstrated in microwave to
d'c conversion. 5tructurol design will invol lve achievement of high strengith to
weigh ratio and high producibility, however, hundreds of thousands of identical
structures will be requl ired for each rectenn.o system. D'DT&E costs for the d'is-
tribul and conditioning system wil li be those involved with selection of con-
ducting and insulating rnate;ials and optimizing the voltage/current ratios and
the configuration of the dlistrlbuhion l ines.
The initial capital invesfment CER's were d:eve l oped for each element of the
rectenna and are discussed below;
Diipolle Network/Diode Rectifier
The diipo'le/rectifier desi-gn is a Ilaminoted assiembdy consisting of two layers
of foam and three I-avers of copper clad mylar with a bow-fie kipok- network
etched on the copper clad rnylar. Each &poke network receives enough micro-
wave energy to allow maxirm.urn conversion efficiency from microwave to do through
the rectifier diode. Each panel i l s attached to the su,ppport stru:ctuire. 	 The initiail
capital investment cost CE'R''s were based upon engineer-iFng cost estirrnates.
Power Diistr%ution and Cond+itiorn,l System
Based on dli .scussions with TVA and Bo:nnevi IUe personne l[, o rube of th,urnb af
$0.01 /watt has tentaitivel'y been used for fhe initial capital investment CER for this
element .
5u,pport_and Ground Plane
The recten:na support and ground plane consists of 814 rows of tilt-faced array
structures. Th,e concept selected was one Which employs thin-sheet (.020 inches)
prefo,rrn.ed hat sections; standard sized (8-inch) 1!4eams; and 3=1/24nch d!i,ameter,
0.226-inch wa'1'1 thi-ckness tube braces. The material is ga l vanized steel. Thie 24
hot sections are riveted to 4 1-beams whitch, in turn, are bojlted to the tubular
braces. The 1--beams and braces support the structure on cone-rete piers. To all I.-Ow
for adjus-tments., a screw i,ack is used at the base of the support braces. Tlie entire
sup-part structure with rectenno panel's wel:gihts approximately 2,200 kilogroms (480.0lbs.).
This element incliud'es the rectenno coanstructi ,on. As soon as an area of the
rectenne site has been parti-ally cleared, giraded, survey lines set and the first
concrete plants brought into production, the o.pe.rations of digging holes for pouring
footings to support the 43 .6,818 rectenna pane l lis can commence.
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It has been estimated that a crew of 2 men can operate and excavate at a rate
of 10 panels (80 holes) per 8 hour shift with a 20910 time margin. Around-the-
clock operations with 20 effective hours per day over a 9-month time period
would require crews totaling 260 risen for this function. The process of pouring
the footings and emplacement of plates of which the rectenno panel structures
ore attached should take Tess time than excavation, but to maiintain a conflinuous
flow operation, it has been assumed that the times are ideati:ca'L
The newer concrete trucks can deliver 10 cubic yards of mix per load.
Given that an overaill average requirement per footing is 6 cubic feet, then the
trucks can supply enough mix to provide for 45 fooaings. l ,n order not to detoi,n
the truck or a driver while footings are being poured, the concrete will be delivered
from the mix plant to a mobil,e hopper- at the work site. Hoses emanating from
the hopper are operated by the two-man crews who are settimg the footings. A
turnaround cycle for f-he truck i ,s estimated alt 2 hours, thus in on 8-hour shift,
a single truck can supply enough concrete to Form the piers for 22.5 rectenno
panels. If a truck is down for scheduled and unschedu,[ed maintenance for 3-shifts
out of the 21 du .ri-ng a week, [Hen 30 1 0=cubic yard concrete trucks will be the
corrr.pieme.nt required, If a mobile hopper supports the operati-ons of two crews,
then only 22 of these machines will be needed.
In order to meet the rectenno site construction schedule, consfructi,on masses
must be supplied to the assembly and support equipments at rates whtich meet re
exceed the-i r demands. These mass flow demands - millions of kilograms per day-
are two in types: delivery to the site demands and infra-site demands. Delivery
to site requirements are lower since pre-construction build up will allow, overall,
approxi,m:ately 12 months for setisFyimg these logistics demands. Infra-site require-
ments (For the some total masses) must be effected over a nine -month period.
Approximately 390 truck tri;ps/day must be handled at the site, in terms of vehicle
Flow on a good hig+hwoy, this is a relotively modest demand, but at the site,
op.proximotely 40 unhoadling docks will be required to handle the traffic. Unit
L
	 of 100 cars may be cost-effective i,n a supplementary role, but the dominate
masses must be Bandied by trucks if the scl)eduwl .e is to be mai,ntoined. Although
the daily infra=site mass flow demands a ,re higher, they a,re more -asily hendiled
in as much as a truck at the site can make a number of short trips per shift.
Estimates have been mode for the number of trucks and construction equipments
required at the site.
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Assembly of rectenna panels represents the major construction time cha lenge.
The large numbers, i.e., 436,805, dicfate the need for an assembly and erection
concept. Fundamentally, the concept is a mobile assembly jig which, after
having completed its share of the construction o.peratiens, can be disassembled
and transported to a diifferent rectenna site. Th,i,s particular assembly jig can
be loaded to contain '0 "sets" of rectenna paned Plements. Fach set contains
rectenna panels, 24 li& sections and four 1-beoms with attached tube braces.
Since Poch set weighs 2200 kg (4800 I'bs), the i0 seas can be delivere d to the
jig on a si ngile flat-bed truck trip. After the truck crane lifts off a completed
rectenna panel from their Loaded locations of the side and end of Phe jig, file
liat sections and i-beam tube braces are conveyed into place. "Stops" are used
to ensure exact positioning and alignment, A manned track-mounted crane unit
then passes over the jiig secuiring the kof sections to the I-beams and la-yimg
down the odkes-ive for the rectenna panel's. The time consumed for these operations
is estimated to take 21 minutes. Next Elie rectenna panel crane moves Longitud-
ina4ll y across the jig p1oci ,ng each of the 20 0,74 meter wide panel's on fe the
completed sfructurad frame. A geared eccenfric roll er on f1his crone provides the
pressure to secure fli p rectenna panels to the frame. Wiring Harnesses are then
instoill^ed and fhP hoist sling attached from the truck crane For rernovel of the com-
pleted unit. Ten array panels cou:id be assembled in one eight-Hour shift, but
the number of required assembly jigs is based on one ossemb ,ly per Hour.
InstaTI-ation of the completed panel on concrete piers is estitmated to take about
20 rmmnutes, One truck crane and instadhotion crew s'houel be able to work with
two assembly jigs at a time.
The overall rectenna construction time period is estimated to be From 1 1 0 to
12 mon ths, excl!ud,i-no site preparation, See ToWes B-43 th,rough B-4-6.
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04--04-00 SATELLITE CONTROL CSR's
This element includes the hardware that will be used to monitor and
control the satellite from the ground.
The following monitor and control functions are perFormed:
1. Tracking, using ground-Dosed radars to monitor the orbi tail stobi l li ty
of the sotellite.
2. Beam Monitoring and Control, using ground equipm:enit for adaptive
or command control of the so-tel'Iite microwave beam.
3. Doto Mano.gement, using equipment required to onaiDyze signals and
data from the sate l l'I i to and ground-based systems to compute cantrol
signals and corrective data to moinitain safe and optimum performance.
4. Communications, using equipment required to maintain communications
between the ground station and the S- PS satellite. Included are the
commu-ni,cations with the space stoti,en crew, and teileme-try and command
equipment not included in the beam moni tori ,ng and control assembly
Currently, only limited effort has been expended in conducting a detailed
onailysis to deterrrmi,ne the technical and performanr•e requi,reme:nts for the satellite
control subsystem. As o result, a detai I,ed cost analysis has not been performed.
Discussi-o:ns i-ndicate that a rough order of maginitude estimate fo:r both D'DT&E
and ICI hardware costs are as shown in table B-47.
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04-05-00 UTILITY INTERFACE CER's
This element includes the power conversion equipment that receives energy
from tlne rectenna and conditions it for input i,n;to the electrical power transmission
network. The wtileity iin,terfoce converts the output from fide ground rectenno to
high voltage power for introductior info the national power grid.
The C E'R's for D'DT&E and the IC i for the utility interfoce were derived
From the cost estimates in th e "Technical Study Report on Pacific t-\1o , -f . west -
Southwest Second DC Intertie, "prepared by the Bonneville Power Admimis,trati,on
in February 1976. These estimotes a ,re based upon six cost estimates whizi,1
Bonneville Power Admi-nistrotion received on a 1.44 GW and a 2.20 GW intertie.
The Iota +l cost for the 1.44 GW terminal ($156.7M) was allocated as 30% DDT&E
and 70% IC I. This j udgmen ,t was based on the assumption that most of the facili ty
will be a standard design, see table 5-48,
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04-06-00 SITE AND FACI'LITIIES CER's
This elemenit includes the site and facilities costs for the ground station
system which includes the rectenno, utility i,nte,rface, and satellite control
subsystems. Included are costs of fhe Land, site preparation, roads, fences,
utilities, buildings, and maintenance eduipmen ,t redu ,ired to house and support
the other ground station Subsystems, see tables B-49 through B--53.
The site is located at approximately 34' N. Ia,firude and measures 13.0
Kin by 110.0 Km, wifli the Fong axis oriented north and south
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C'L'R m CI CF- . R	 X	 4M? XX(CI EXF) 	 X	 CF	 x	 T 33(.400
am
#.R.M	 = T	 /	 ^M 1 .000 
E	 = 1.0	 +	 LO;G (P IHI)	 /	 L (}G ( 2.0) I	 of] 0'
CTFU ljx (CL RM 	 / E)WOR m	X	 Zlk.5)Xx(E)	 - 0.5 xk(fr)) 3 31.400
CIPS s ( ( CL Rm,/E)X((NRM	 X	 Z3	 +	 0. 5 )XX ( E) -0.5XX (E)) )	 /	 1.2 3 31,4 0 0
'C R I C I
	
C I PIS	 x	 R 0, n v,
.0 fAm :. UM {l' is g
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TABLE
	
B—'52.
	
GS5-b,UlI,L UI wlUS
S &W	 'P , H"D T O'V D,L T A I C	 c,lk,C i^
I, NPL I T 'P AA A M;E I E R'S
T IZOO'Q U. INS 	Tf = 1,0.0 W;()Uri
ry a 12 010,010
	 000	 OA,*i = (3	 0,
QF s 1, 0-0, 0 ,0 GO	 ZI x I. r"' 0110(1)U 0
PH21 a 160'00000 	 Zz,= 11 2U,000@00
'a D', (1	 Z 3z I!	 (v 01.0 +0 0,0
D'F>c 1.00.0()00
CALCULATED v 41LUIE S
00 1wCUCEP X (T	 X	 0,F) XXdCDIEXP) , 	X	 CF
CLRM VJ'CIE I R X	 (M) Xx ( C jEx,,P)	 X	 C^	 X	 TF
#RM uT / M'
,E	 V-'I . U	 * LUG(PHI)	 / .LOG (2.0 )
CTFUjx (C'LR IM; /	 E)X,(;, ( MR*	 X	 .Z1+ 9 5)XX(E) , 	...G.SXX('E!}
C'IPS ,= ( ('CL RM/E) , Xf (*RiM	 X	 Z3	 ;	 005)Xx (E) -0'.5?( X #E) )'
C(RCI a CIR'S
	
x k
U. '"
 
-a O&M,
C O'RKE N IT S	 47
i
1
s
V
S
INIPUT COEFF ICIENTS
CDZER:	 0-40 -
	 - -
Cu , FX-P	 1.0000on
c I CIETR 	 0*0,0101040
,CI E XP x	 I,0,0)+) 0 W (a
TARLE	 B-53.	 GSS,-M!AfNTEN1,AN!Cf 	 FOPT
5IG !W	 P IRG TOVOL.TAIC
	 Ci*=2
'JINRUT	 P AN A Mt TSKS IN41HT COEFFICIENTS
T*	 1 8 ^Q'@ H UL	 TFm I a 0 0 Gu 0 01 Ci)K-f fi;; GOO
10 0'0-0000 0,00, CUE XP= 10010-00110
OF x
	 1.U-000'00 	 Z I 1.0000G'0 C I CEP = 4.0.0100 (1) 1)
PHI l v	 1	 0-0 0 ,0 1 0 0 .	 Z2z 120	 U, 0 .00 , 0''0' C 1,EXiF = a a
0	 Z 3,z 1 210 r 0 .0 tq 0,04
OF	 1 0400 0 0
CALCU L A T E D V AlL UE 5 '+• H 1, l L 10 11
CDi*,CiVCE,R	 X	 (i T	 X	 DF ) X A UGOE XP 7	 X	 OF wo 10
C'L R,M,r.,C I C EP,	 X	 f H)i x x (,.0 LEXP	X	 CF-	 X	 TF 4*000W
MIR, M
	 m T	 /	 M on fa
IE	 9; 1&0	 4	 LO;G(PIKI)	 / 1LO-642,01
CT IFU-3 (CL ,RiM	 /	 E) X, ( (ORM	 X	 Zl+ a-5) XA (E)	 —0 SXX(LT ) 4,000
CI ,P's,a t(i ,CLR)M ,/ ,E)X(.(: #iRiM	 X	 Z3	 0"5)XX(L) Z? 4., 0 (11 0
ClRiC 1	 19	 C I PS	 X	 R,
UVI- m . D&M, 0 ,.ft.
ti
tv
0
COMMEIN T'S	 4,6
co
rt
CD
-t
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0447-00 GROUND STATION SYSTEM OPERATION-5 CER's
This ele,rnent includes the cost of planning,, development, and conducting
call opera€ions associated with the ground station system activities. Included
are cost of fhe personnel required for sees Nfe system support and for operation
and maintenance of the rectenne,, satedlices control subsystem, utility interface,
and site and focil,iti-es, These CSR's also Lnciude the expendable maintenance
supplies required to accomplish these activities, see fables B-54 and 13-55.
B-]08
S,D 78-AP-0023-7
rTAGILE	 g'--54.	 0-4-07-01 r; .SS-0 RERATIOWS ^ NO v,AI!rg I. Pf R'S 014Ni L
5 5W RHOTCVOLTAIr C.H-=,P
INPUT PARAMfTER'S	 IhRUT COEF'FICIENIS
m
0
Ta 1	 &0 1 00:00 TF = 110clO(1lGG CDCF-F=
M a 1.01,010.000 01& rz 0.11 44 00 C.G,LXF" =
-CF a 1.0&0000 ZI= 1.00,U0G0 C I c E P =
P IH"Ia 1.0,00.0,00 Z2= 1. 000000 CILXWes
k'a () a() Z 31 1100 000(i
DF a 	 1.000000
CALCULATED  VA LU'ES
Cip <<C&C,E R X (T X D,F) X X ('C DE X P ,) X CF
C'LPMUCICEP X t M') XA (CIE.XP) X CF X TF
NIRM w T / M
E	 a'I.O t . LOG (PHI) 1 LGG (C.0 )
CTFUs (C L P'M / E )X	 X 71+ .5)XXGE) —0.5XX,(^.) )
0.0	 ___
l.ut;()U()n
0.0
1. n0000n
%f"AJ[A. TONS
0, .0
Cs . Ci
1.000
1.0n0
u, 0 r.
C'IPS,a (ICLRM;/E) , X((ORM X
-C RC I a C I P'S X R
CD'&IM'	 Q&M
C(DM'RE'N'T S	 49
Z3 4 0.'S)XX(E) =0.5XA(°E,))	 ) 1 ZP
r 0
D1114	 m ;o-
4
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m
0
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w
0
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TABILL B-55-	 04-07—fl,2 U;S--M,Alf,TE4,ANC'E RATERIAL
5G,W	 P ,H 2OT@V'OILTAJC	 CiR,=t?
'INPUT PAPAJAL TERS
T u la,ola ol9 Tra. I OU0,0000,
M'm 1 ' 00, 004)@ U&M = 0010#00,@
GF's I	 ova 0 . 0 () Zit x a (1- 0 GO 010
PHI = 11	 00 0 -0 . a@ Z2= 1. 00.00.00
Rv 0	 01 1 0 0 .0o Z 3- 1.0100000
DF x 1	 0 001 0 . 0, -0,
CALCULATED V&LUES
IKPI)T COEFFICUNTS
C-DE X	 o o 0 w o
CI ,CEP=	 04 (1)
C I Exl- z
	100014000
%9MILLIONS
03
CiDsCOCER , X (T A D'F)XX( lCID)EXP) l X OF
CLRIMuCICER X MXX(CIEK IP)^ X CP X TF
*R,M T	 M
IJ4
CTFUm I CL RIM l E X (i #RJM X Z 1 	 5 . ) XX( E), -0 5,X)(i i(E I
1 0 0 Ili 0
1.000
0,0
C I RS zt i( ( CLAM /!E ) x ( ( ORM X
CKC I R LIPS X R
U-16ft rR 01&,M
COMME N T'S	 5:0
Z3 + U, 4 5) XX ( E) -0 v 5,)(X CE) )
rn
01% Rockwell International
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05-01-00 LEO SPACE BASE CSR's
Th-is element includes the space facilities located in low earth orbit (LEO) .
The LEO base personnel provide supervisory activities for transfer of up and down
payloads between the H'LLV and the OTV's. They also perform the scheduled
maintenance required by the electric propulsio.r OTV, such as chang.eout of ion
thruster screens. Included are a crew habltabi l'ity module, an operations ce-,trol
and stegiing module, a crew support module with airlock and EVA preparati-on
area and a 1OOkw solar array power modu-le. Excluded are facilities and
equipment that are unique to the assembly of the sateili lite. These facilliti-es
and e9vi.pment are included in the assembly and support equipment element.
The CE'R were based upon Rockwell space station studies, see tables B-56
through B-59.
B-111
So 78-AP=0023=7
NT A,8 1LE	 4-56.	 05 -01 1-01. 	 LE D - C HAM
5,G-W	 PHOTOVOL,TA'IC
	 CR'=2
INPUT	 PAIPA.ME	 ER'S
Ts; 27000.0000,	 TEm 1,Gioa0100
Min 2 7 0 0'+ , 01) 0 0	 Ogg 141= (11. 0
CF= 1.00.0D'G0	 Z1a 1.0010 000.
PH , I = I .U0,0DO0 	 Z2= 12'0.000u0.0
k'= 0805,0000	 173z 1. 0 0, 0 0-0.0
DF a 1 •VOTGOO
CALCULATED 'V AL UES
C'D , ={CID C LR	 X (T	 X 'DiF) X X (ODE X P) 	 X	 C F
CLR ,'Ma C l , CER X	 (MS	 XX(C I EXaP)i	 X	 CIF	 A	 TF
>W I Ft4	 a T	 /	 M
.E	 a1.16	 + i.UG(F"H 1 )	 /	 L.01G('2.0)
C'TE U lm (Cut R I M /	 E)X((#4M	 X	 Z1+,5 . )XX	 E ) 	 —O*5- XX-(E))
C,I,P'Sa((C,L,P,M/'E)X((WRM X
	 Z3 ; {).5)XX(E) 
-'D' . 5AX(F.) , 1
CKI : CI1P'S X H
CO&M @ DOH.
CUM HENT5	 151
Z.1,,,P10T CGEFF ICIENTS
GaiC'E P:;	 0+ 0 0 9 71 4
Cu1E.xF =	 1600OU00
( ICEIP=	 0. eiu3 770
CIE x1 p = 	 10 f) a'00(11 0
26,2.27B
101 * 79{)
i3Onn
}:.00D
lU1, 190
) / Z2	 W . B148
^ . {4142	 o
0.. O	 a ^
N
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ro
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TABLE	 B-57•
	
05-01- 02 	LEG -	 CS-' /Ex1A
5Gw	 P-10TOVOLTAIC	 Cry=2
INPUT	 PAPAM'ET€R5
To 27000,000D
	
TFs 1#000060
ME 27000.0000	 06)'= 010
C Fa 1,00 00aa 	 Z1= 1,n000co
PFlIs 1,U00000	 Z2= 12U,C00600
Pa O,WJ a000 	 Z3 n 1,aa00.1G
G}FR 10000000
CALCUL ATED VALUES
CDOCOCEP
	
X (T	 X	 DF)XX( C(LXP) 	X	 CF
CLRM R CICEP X	 (M) XX (CIExP)	 X	 CF	 X	 TF
NPM a T / M
E	 0 190	 ; LOG(PHI)	 /	 LG6(2,G)
CTEU A (CLPM /	 E)X((NP l 4	 X	 Z1+,5)AX(E)	 -0.5Xx(E))
r
I'.-PuT COEFF ICIEfJTS
COCER=	 G* O "(4-Q
ruF ;(V=	 1. COOV)n
cl ci.P=	 n. G;)57ti;t
CIEX('=	 I.[:UftU04
%i ,AlLL)r ),S
335 .b64
156.546
1.0011
l.U00
15^i,54b
ClPs x ((CLPM/E)X(( #aM X	 Z3 ; 0,5)AA(E) —a,5x^c(E))
CHCI s CIPS x R
cO &H x. 04M
COr HU4TS
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/ Z2	 1.300
n.065
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J
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a
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a
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TA8!LE	 B-58.	 05»01-03	 LEU	 - COM
5G«	 P-40TOVULTAIC	 CMz2
INPUT	 PAPAMFTERS I^,PuT CDEP V ICIL ► iIS
T^	 27DOUsUD00	 TE laL`OI,^^G CDC[:(?=- 0,10912-46	 _	 ._
2700000000 CL)FXP 1.C.0(10bri
CFw	 100000^0	 Zlz 1.('00000 CIC€P=
PHIR	 12000000	 Z22 ClLxP= 1.jUuC^UO
Fla	 01050000	 Z3z 1.000000
DF%	 1.000000
CALCULATED V A LUES 1 0A I L L I OAS
CD=CDCEP	 X	 (T	 X	 D V )XX(CGEXP)	 X	 L.F 2464.993
CLRMsCICEP	 X	 (M)XX(CIEXF')	 X	 CF	 X	 TF 310,392
rn
#PM ;T / H 10000
E
	 *1 * 0	 *	 LOG(PHI)	 /	 LOG(2o0) 1.uLo
CTFU z (CLRM	 /	 E)X((#P)4 	X	 Z1*,5)XX(E)	 -0.5XX(L)) 310.392
Ln
CIPS=((CLRM/E)X((xRm	 x	 Z3	 005)XA(E) -065-xx(H) )	 Z2 2,-jFl7 0Z
CRCI	 n 	 CIPS	 x	 W 0.125'
G
G C.06M. ObM
n
COMMENTS	 153
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TABLE	 B-59•	 05-01-04	 CE Q
53 ,W	 PHOTOVOLTAIC
	
CFA=2
I N ,PUT
	
PARAMIF TEWS I I)PUT CtiEF F I C. 1 E NI 5
T a	 1004000000
	 TFa 1, 000DD0 C-DCFkz; 1.9nuoo -
Me	 100.000000	 U&Pz 040 CUf:_XPM ).Uoovoo
C-Fx	 1.000noo	 Zlx 1,000000 c10Ere= 1.42S000
PHIS	 11000000	 Z2x 120.0000UQ CIExpz 1.00 0000
He	 06050000	 Zit 1,000000
D l FR	 U.201}OG^}
CALCULATED VALUES %%MILLIONS
CONCOUR X
	 ( T X DF) XX (CG ,EXP)	 h CF 38.000
CL R,Hu,CICER
	
X	 (m) XX (CIEXP)	 X	 ClF	 k	 TF 1a2.5(i0
NRM D T / H t . U()0L
E	 0 1.0	 +	 LGG(PMI)
	
/	 LOG(2.0) 1.0Go
C'fFU=(CLR, f•l	 /	 E)X{(ARM	 X	 Z1+.5}kk(E)
	 -0.5XX(E)) 142.5Un
t3
.^, CiPS.(tCLRM/'E)X((¢R,M	 X	 Zs	 +	 e.5)icx(E} -0.5x)(ik.}} )	 /	 12 l.lEs^
CR CI 	CIPS A R
I
_C G16-M ?	 o & m
~
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05 = 02-00 GEO SPACE BASE CER`s
This element includes the GEO construction base and the space base on-
board the satellite for operations and maintenance. The GEO construction base
serves as the headquarters for operations and activities necessary to zonstruct
items such as the satellite, microwave antenna, and cargo orbital transfer
vehicle. The physical elements of the GEO base are pressurized modules with
various internal configurations to provide specific required functions. All
modules are of the same diameter and most are of the same length, their
dimensions and mass being in compliance with space transportation systems
constraints. The modules are located on the GEO fabrication fixture along
with Space Assembly and Support Equipment to build the satellite. The space
assembly and support equipment requirements are included in WBS Element
06-00-00.
The GEO construction base consists of various modules as identified in
the following tabulation:
QUANTITY
WBS GEO CONSTR. SATELLITE
ri ACRONYM DESCRIPTION BASE O&M BASE
05-02-01 ADM AIRLOCK DOCKING MODULE 0 4 ea
05-02--02 CHM CREW HABITABILITY MODULE 28 1	 ea
05;02-03 CLM CONSUMABLES LOGISTICS MOD 1lr 1	 ea
05-02--04 COM BASE MANAGEMENT MODULE 4 1	 ea
05 =02-05 CSM./EVA CREW SUPPORT MODULE/EVA 1	 ea
05-02 ,06 PM POWER MODULE 4
05-02'07 PSM PRESSURIZED STORAGE MODULE 4 2 ea
05'01-08 SDH SHIELDING 12
On-02-09 SM CREW SUPPORT MODULE 4
05-02--10 FAB--F I X FAB FIXTURE 1
The Airlock Docking Module (ADM) is used to join the other base modules to
provide docking accommodations for other elements such as crew transport
modules, consumables logistics modules (CLM) and intra m base logistics vehicles,
and for transfer of personnel and equipment between different pressure environ-
ments. The Crew Habitability Module (C:HM) provides stateroom and personal
hygiene facilities, and support systems for 24 to 30 crew members. The Base
Management Module (COM/OC&SM) house the operational communications and control
systems for the base. Power Modules (PM) are photovoltaic power systems
(collectors, converters, conditioners and storage) which suppo rt all base
power requirements. Pressurized Szorage Modules (PSM) provide an area for
storage and workshop accommodations. Shielding (SHD) is provided in selected
modules to protect against solar flare radiation. The Crew Support Module (SM)
provides the galley, recreational and medical facilities and support su4systems
for 48 to GO crew members.
B--1 16
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The satellite operations and maintenance base consists of six modules
that include the ADM, CHM, CLM, COM and PSM. The combination crew support
and EVA module (CSM/EVA) has the same internal function as for the construc-
tion base SM but occupies only half of the module. The other half is an
integrated multi-crew member €VA preparation area and airlock station. The
satellite COM incorporates a health monitoring and fault isolation capability
for the SPS satellite subsystems as well as the controls required for altern-
ate operational modes and functional isolation of selected subsystems elements
for maintenance.
The CER's were based upon Rockwell Space Station studies, See Tables 8-60
through B-69.
a-117
SD 78 -AP-0023 -7
TABLE	 B­&O.	 015-0.2-01	 .G,EO	 - A!UM
51GW PHIOTUVOT TATC CR=2
I NIP` T PARAME TERS 
T= 25.0000'GO'OQ
	
T'F= 100.00000
' Min 2'5 0-0
	
0 010 0 0	 U^Mll= 000
CIF 2 l	 O a 0,0,0.0	 Z .1 s 4 0. 0 [} 0 0 G -0
PH I= 0	 91$10&0-0,
	Z,2= 1' 2'O,U ol0.0uG
His 0..1'0 0 ,(j , G 0	 13`; 51 C : 0 0 , , 0 0 0.0
OF w 1.0 0,0 0,0 0;
CALCUL ATED
 
VALUES,
C E) wCOC E R X (T	 X	 DF) X X ( C'C1 E XP)	 A	 CF
OL:KH m iC I C'E R X	 ( , M)- .X X (C I , E XiP ),	 X	 CF	 X	 T F
CU
F #,R,M	
z 
T	
f	
M,
E
	 = I' . O l	f LOG (PHI)-	 f	 ,LOG .(2 . 'U )
CTF'U K (CL RM' f	 E) X (, ( NOM , 	 X	 Z 1 +.'5 . ) X 	 ('E)	 -0. 5 X X ( . E } )
CIP'S=( (C'L.RMf'E)X( (O M X
	
Z3 + 0*5) X X ( , F_) _0 , 5x X (F_) }
C'R,C I ; C I PS X R
C DM'M'E'N T 5	 15,5
rt,
1'fg PiU T COEFFICIE N T'S
-C l3jC€R m	 X7.0 124 6	
-
CoLxFw	 1. n[a n.0n()
(: 1 r E P, o	 o , (1 U^h^O3,f)
c;I1 FA,p
	1. 0 00.0010
.4ILL I OtVS
31,152
I5. (119 0
(:,971
557.1,87
f 12	 55*697
0.^	 ro
m
'r
CD
W
O
:7
LDLLPm
C^JILXPa
cI CL r=
C1Lm-=
O.Q0^7L4
1. (1 fa +^0[sn
n. UO3770
73 + 01.5) AA (E) - n.5AX ( I F )I ) / L?C I P S* ( (C•L'Rl M/E) X ( ( WRIM X
CR`C I = CIPS X R
CO&&M c p&M
C DMM€ NTS	 156
P
V
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T ABL E 	 B-61'.	 05-02-sl2
	 GE U -	 DI'm
5-G*	 P Hi0TOVOLTA I L	 Ca-=2
14PUT	 PAPAHLIER'S
T g 2700,0.0000	 TFx 1.ouou nu
MR 27000. UOUO	 0&M.	 = 0.0
CF= 1.U00000,	 Z;I= 29.00001D0
P lHI a 176950000	 L2= 120.60( U00
R'* Go 0 ,500 010	 Z 3 ,2 0	 L)0 0
Df•s 1 * 000 000,
CALCULATED VALUES
C!D a CiDiC E P	 X (T	 A	 D,F ;) X X (C U E X'P)	 A	 r F
CL R 'M a C'ICER X	 (M) XX (CIEXP)	 X	 CF	 X	 TF
#'R'M	 R T	 /	 M
E	 m laO	 + LOG(PHI)	 /	 LO'G(2. 0 )
CTFU w (CLR-M /	 E) X ( (#'HIM	 'X	 Z 1+,5)X,X(E)	 -'U.SXX (E- ))
4,b74
c
^ o
a
w
0
s:u.
IhiPUT CUEFFICIE.;4TS
'bt"fLL1ONS
252. 276
I0I. ig(l
10004
U.926
2455.487
CD
CD
57
CD
). 3 Z SA,621!
2 3d
TABLE	 8-62. 015-02-03 GED -	 CLM^
561W , 	^P IHID T 0 1VOt , T A.1 C C k =2
INPUT PARAMETERS
Ts 50JD 0_.0 1 	 a01 Tf- a I 1 (.100
IMS 500,01 00 0 ,0-0 o&t.114 U, 0 1
CF n 1	 0 1000 ,00 Z I a 15 0 000*0
PHil r. O,4, 9 15 1 0-0 10 ,U Z2- 1210	 000-0 0,0
Ra 10-. 0 1510 ,0 10 0 1 Z 31C 1 314, 0 00-0 , 10 6
OF	 01010 0 10.0
CALCULATED VALUES
COQ 'CID CER X (T X DF)A,X-(-cDV( ,P) l X CF
C.LRIM,n,C, I CER X (M)-XX(CLEXiP) X C ,F X TF
ORM. al	 M
IE 	 *1*0 4 L,OG,(,'P'Hl) J L.0161(20),
CTFU8 (C'LR:M	 E)X(-( NRM X Z1*,,5)XX(iE)
11 N RU T C,U E lf F ICIE N IS
JU
	
, 
fxr=	 0 o 0 0 0
	
C I C, E F - =	 UO 0 01) 0 0
	
C I E X P =	 1 a HI 000 ,00. ,
$9MILLIONS
ef, 5 , a ,a, 0
0. 9 2 6
C I P :Sm ( (URVI/E) X I ( OIRM X
COC I a CIP'S x R
C"'M - NO+
COMMENTS	 157
Z3 + 0,.5)xx(o
;^.
I NP UT COEFFICIENTS
C LJCEI?r- L.. 0 9129.6
C LA X  = 1 • 000000,
C II (EP= G.n1149-h
CIEXF- 10000000
%9"ILLIONS
2464.993
310), 3' 92
1.000
0.925
144H.660
N
TABLE
	
B-63.	 05-02-04	 UL_Q - CUM
5G,W	 PHOTOVOLTAIC
	 CP-=2
I gP'UT
	 PARAMETER'S'
Tt 27000*0000
	
Tl x! 1 4000000
M* 27000+ 0000	 D.&ka 0.0
CIFs 18000,000
	 21= 51000000
F'HI n 0.950000	 Z2'= 1208000000
H n 0,0 5-00,00	 Z3= 124,000000
Di n 10000000
CALCULATED VALUES
C D .s,C D'CIE R	 X (T	 X	 O A F) X X (C C E XP)	 X	 OF
CL'R , M= ,CICEP X	 (M) XX ('CIE XP )	 X	 C F	 X	 TF
MRM it T / M
E	 a l . 0	 + L OIL (P'M l )-	 /	 L O I G (2.0 )
CTFUz (URM /	 E)X((N I R'M	 X	 Zl +85) XX(E)	 --U.SXX (E).)
Ln0
GONW
V
CIP'S*((CLR IM/E)X(( NRM X	 Z3 + 0.5) X X (E) -07.5 X X(F:))
C-Ric I	 * C I P IS X P
CULM S olem
COMMENTS	 158
l ! Z?	 241 • H-h7
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B -64.	 0,5-02-45 GEU
	
-
CSMI--3EVA
SSW PHOTOVOL TAIC CRM2'
IN PUT PAPAMIET ERS I NPUT CDEFFICI'E ri TS
Ta	 27&0.0aolDO	 TF= I.0°00QO0 CLliCEkz 0.012432
MX	 2'7100 0 , . 000 10. 	01N^rl = 01-00 C UiF X P_ I. n u { a O u o
CIF s	 1. 0 0'0 o , 40	 Z I = 1. U 0-0 .0 0 0 C I CEP , _ 0.0 (! 5 7 4R
Pi ff l es	 G	 9150 , a 'u,	 Z.2 a 12 0.0x0 000 CIE AP= 100P{)0r) 1)
R,n	 0.0'510000	 Z32 12 0	 0000D
D^F^	 1.. O p 0,p0,0
CALCULATED VALUE S ^ ^ M Y!_ ! _ InrvS
C-0 1m C DCIE R	 X	 !( T	 X	 DF 1 X X (CIDIE XP )'	 X	 (, ',F 3 3 !5.6 . 6 4
CLR'Mm CICIER	 X	 (M)' XX ( C'IE X,P) , 	X	 OF	 X	 TF 15rj.546V3
PQ M'PIM
	 NJ
	 /	 'M^ 1. 0 010N
E
	 Z-1-0.  	 4	 C. 0'G i' PHI)	 /	 L O-612, 0 ) 0 , 5 Z'6
CTFV=(CL'RIM	 /	 E ) : )(i{NIRM	 X	 Z 1	 5	 X X	 E )i	 5AA(L 157.11'2
C •I P'SG d, ( CLIRM /IE ) X (i MiRw	 X	 Z 3	 ;	 0.51 X X (i E) - 0. 5 X X i'E ,1 1 1	 /	 Z2 I 1 Fi . 34 0
COC I	 is C I# s x N 5.	 17 o
o GOA M a DAM U. 0 m
w 5. m
CO;mMEiNiTS	 15,9
CD
3
0
I NRUT CCiEFFICIENTS
C U'LE W=
	
1 .4-0 0 {10 0-
rD .EM -	 1.00[Il0(1D
CICEP=	 1.100000
C IExP=	 11000000
5) q I L. L, I n ' •i S
35[t,p[!t)
275 o0
1.000
0,Y26
10 39,32:3
8„43.3	 fn 330
CD
^^ a
r
W
cu
N
w
TABLE	 B -6 5-	 05-02-0b GIEG - Rh
5-3*	 RH'O T O-VO L. T A I C	 C R= 2
I'V'p 'UT	 PA'HA H IE TERS
Lx - 2'5,tx . 0-0 D O	 U	 T F& 1 .0 +10110 0
Mit 250,00000-0	 0'&M= 0.0
L'Fw 1.UO0.000	 zls 49 0 00 000
PH .1 0.91500Ul4
	 Z2= 120.000000
Rai 0.015,0000
	
Z 31 4.{100(100
DF' n 1. UO0,000
CALCULATED V AL UES
C D r.,C D ICE P	 X (T	 X	 D F) X X (C'D E X P) 	 X	 CF
C'L.RM+t'CICER X	 (M) XX tClEXP)	 X	 C.F
	
X	 TF
NIRM , 	it T	 /	 M
E	 a1,0	 + L0'G(P ,HI)	 /	 LOb (2.0)
CTF'U a ( CL RM /	 €)iX((M ,RM	 X	 ZI+.5)XA(E)	 - 0,5XX(E),}
CI P'S x(( C'L RM /'E )X((oRm X	 Z3 + 0,5)XX(E) -095XX(E))
CRC 	 CIPS X R
CO ,&M	 DljM
COM PIE NTS	 1 &O
<n
v
V
co
v
00hj
w
V
Ln
C7
co
-n
0
O
N
W
m
X-
TABLE	 B_ 66 .	 05-02-07	 GLO	 - P5M
5 , Gw PH'OTOVOLTAIC	 CR=2
INPUT	 PARAM I E TENS
TR 150,0.0.0000	 TFx 10GO0000
M'i l 510,0 0.0 0 .0 , 0 	 0 00 0
CF= 19000000
	 Z1= c*00 0000
PHI a 0.9'50000
	
Z2a 120.000000
Ra 0,050000	 Z3= 244,000000
Off 1.000.000
CAI.C'ULATEI-? VALUES
NvCDICER X (T	 X	 0 ,F)XX(CDEXP)	 X	 CF
C'L R I M ' wCICEP X	 (M) xX (ClEXP)
	
x	 C-F	 x	 TF
N:HM xT / M
E	 01.0	 + LOG(PHI)	 /	 La'G(2.0}
CTFU n (C,LR , M /	 E)X((# , R I M	 X	 Z1" .5)XX(E)	 -0,5xx(E) )
INPUT COEFFICIENTS
COUP=	 j}., 052-914
COEXP=	 1.000OUG
(-.ICEP=	 0.013734
ClExF'=	 1.000000
$+'3TLL 11"1"')
793, 710
;?()6.t110
I,ui,n
0.926
1141.9:34
) / Z2C I P'S a( (C.L R M /'E) X( (M'R +M X
CR , C I
	
s C I'P'S X R
COI&M x4 D&M
CD: MM,ENTS	 161
Z3 + 0.5) xx (E) -0.5XX (E) ) 300.770
0
m
w
0
W
INPUT COEFFICIENTS
C--UiCERx	 0.'1 6000-
CD!LAP=	 1000000A
CIG,Ef q =	 ().1010{10
CI[XP=	 0.3155000
St MILLIONS
3.43,200
2., F48
1.(100
0.971
31.425
0	 0 13
	
( M0
C.)
Ui
.11291
r
TABLE	 B-67.	 0B.-iOZ-,0,8	 GEO- S!HID
5SW	 PiH'OTGVO;t-TA 1I 1 C	 CIR=2
INPUT POAME TER 'S
T 1000	 0 , &0.-.0	 TFm 140000	 0
Mu I 10-0 0	 0 100 . 0	 OI&Fiz 0-00
CF m !11	 0 ,01 .000	 ZIM 12 , 010 0 ,6 0
P I H 1 39 0, 9,&0000,	 L2z 120.000000
R GO 0513 ,000	 Z 3,r- 12 * 010 0-0 , 0 V
0 .2'010,0-0,0 
CAILCUL LAT I ED 	VA,LUIES
CiDaCOCER X (T	 X	 0,F)XX , ( .CDIEXP)	 X	 -CF
CtRiMialUCER X	 (M)XX(CIEXP)	 X	 C I F	 X	 T 
ORM :mT / M
E	 *LoO l 	 + L06 :(P'HI)	 f	 LOIG(2*0)
CTF , U l ix (CLR , M /	 F)1X1(.(#RM	 X	 Z14a5 ,)XX(E)	 —015XX(E)
CIP : Sx( (CLIPIM/ 1E)X( (ORM ,	X	 Z3	 4	 0 * 5) , XX(E1	 —UPSX)((E))
CKC I iC li p's	 x	 IR
C ULM Ditim	 -
GO MME N T S	 1.6.2
A
INIPILIT COEFFICIENTS
.CDICE=k=
	 0.9!12-432	 -
CVIE XP=	 Ito 01 0 0!  Ea in
CIC:Eil	714 jiH
CItXFim	 1,000000
F^A l l L LL 1 0 1 N s-
1916. 480,
ti^f.,.97C
0s +^26
2, 739 s
(^. X137 u,
0
11-1 IL
rn
m
e
v
ti
CA
Vm
0NW
1
V
TABLE	 B-66. 	 0'5p-02- 0-9 iG:E p	 - SIN
56M P'HO T 1 0 ,VUL T A T C C R-2
INPUT PARA,MIE' VE'RS
Ta 1'510+G0. 0Qp.Q,	 TlFa I. Cawr&U,-
M+a 1510,0.0. 0 ,0 0-0	 DAINI= 01 to
CF 11 .1.1-010.0-00 	 z1 a 4 . 0000100
P,H! X 10 0 4510 , 0 1 0-0'	 Z,2'= ? 2 f) . 0 (M 0 (j 0'
'Rix 0 a 0 1 5 1 0 0 .0 . 0	 Z 3z 4*	 0:0 0
OF a It.000€OVA0
CAlC'UL A TED VAL UE S
CDj C &C'E'R	 X (T	 X	 DF) X X (C1DE= XP ) l	 X :CF
C,LRiMsCIGER X	 UM) X X ICIEXP)	 X	 OF	 X	 TF
01RM a  / M'
E	 x10	 + LDG(;,PH;T)	 LDIU(2,0)
CT ,F .u a (CIL RIM y^	 E_) l X ( ( *!R' j	 A	 Z1+a'5	 XX IElY	 5 X X (E. '^ )
C. I P'S s ( ( C L R'M /E) A (( #,RIM	 X	 Z 3	 +	 -0.5) X x , ( , E ) •-0 95XX (°E) )
'C R+C I r C I PI S	 X	 R
1±O&M , _p 04ml
-	 - --
C O MiE N'T 5	 163
Z3 ; 0. 5)XX(E) =U.5XX(E))
0.007
cn
ro
M
a
X,
I.,
F' oJ
0
CIPS=((CLRH/E'X((0R'?4 X
G-
CRCI = CIPS x R
c
CutxM	 D'6M
COMP-ENTS
	 180
1 72	 0.071	
0M
w
TABLE	 B_69.	 o5-02—i,: F'AB	 FIXTUF?E
5GW	 PHOTOVOLTAIC	 CFt=Z
INPUT	 PAPARETERS
T^ . 2.0000QO.00	 TF= 1.GUQQG4
ma 2500 * 0000 0 	 D&Mm 0 90
CF= 10000000	 Z1= 14000GUO
PHI= 0,980000	 Z2z 120.0011000
HZ 0.100000	 23= 10000000
DFa 00200000
CALCULATED VALUES
CC s CDCEF X (T	 X	 D;") XX (CDE xP)	 X	 CF
CLRM=LiCER X	 (M)XX(CIEXP)	 X	 CF	 x	 TF
r	 #RM	 xT	 /	 liV
E	 x 100	 • LOG(PHI)	 /	 LCGG(2*Q)
C T FU ;^(CLRM /	 E)X ((NR4	 X	 Z1+.5)XX(E)	 -0.1Xx(E1)
It,PUT COEFFICI ENT 3
_cDCEEA	 Q.234000 - - ---
CG€xF=	 0.653onn
C10ER=	 n, flnuO05
C1Ex p ;;	 1,00 X000
S	 ILL10'45
1065.027
n.G12
8('. 0 I on 0
0.971
R 1 4 7 S
0D Rockwell International
Space Division
06--00-00 ASSERBLY AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT CER's
The element includes all SPS unique fa^bvication, orbital construction,
assembly and support equipment. 	 Included are the tri-beam builders (beam
machines; beam machine material cassettes; ca-ble/catenary attachment machines;
remote manipulators; solar array blanket dispensers; reflector (concentrator)
dispensers; cable/catena-ry dispenser; and antenna panel installation equipment.
Table B-70 itemizes these components and identifies the initial requirements
along with a 30 year replacement schedule for each WBS number.
Table B-70. Space Assembly and Support Equipment
WBS NUMBER DE,S-CR 1_PT I ON
INITIAL
REQU I R-EMENTS
30 YEAR
R€QU I_REMI ENTS TOTAL
06-00-01 BEAM MAC1-1 WES 234 468 702
06-00-02 CASSETTES 1206 5922 7128
06-O U-03 CABLE ATTACH. MACHJUE 76 76 152
06-00-04 REMOTE MANIPULATOR 36 - 36
06-00-05 BLANKET DISPENSER 76 406 482
O6-00-06 REFLECTOR DISPENSER 6 30 36
06-00-07 CABLE	 DISPENSER 307 153 460
06-00-08 ANTENNA. PANEL	 INSTALLER 1	 (SET) 2	 (SETS) 3	 (SETS)
Construction is accomplished almost entirely from the GEO Construction
Base Fabrication Facility which is included as a part of WBS element 05-02-10.
The items of assembly and support equipment are transferred from one construc-
tion site to the next as construction is completed on each satellite.
B-128
SD 78-AQ-002;-7
Ln
C)
r-,
o
T AiB'L:E	 R-71 .	 @I6IIIIII001-101	 A,&.S l f. bifAm MACHINE
5GiW	 RKOTOV IOLTAIC	 C,R,=.i?
I NPU I T	 PAlk A ME. Ti ERIS
7 D-0 *41 0 -0 ID a, 10	 TFA, j .00-0 Goo
Ra 700. U00000	 a& M a 040,
CFW 1,000:.000	 Z1= 2314*0Q0000
pmjA 0,5)'00.006. 01D 6	 Z2,m 12,o*u0owuo
Ra Uloo	 Z3= 702*00000-0
Ufx 16000000
CAL CUL A TI ED	 V 4 , L UjE S
CV I s; CD l CiER	 X (T	 X	 D JF) : XX , (CDiEXPl	 X	 Cf
C L R i Mic C I C E R X	 (m) xx (CIEW	 X CIF	 X	 IF
#,R , Mt	 =T	 H
E	 sloo	 + L 06 UP I H I	 L0lG (2, 0
CTFUz (CLRIM E) X	 (N I R'M'	 X	 Zl+,5)XX(E)	 -095)(X(L))
C I RS a	 C L R-,'m /, E	 X	 N i RS	 X.	 Z3	 4	 0.5)XA(E) -065XA(E))
CRC I z GIPS X R
--" Lm- = 04 M	 --
C0 1 MMEN ITS	 164
THIPUT COEFFICIENTS
CD ICER-	 0-,4086-t)  0
c O I L x PIZ	 1 a D 0 0 0 () r)
c I C E I P	 0.001000
C I E X!f I	  1 0 u " 0 0 0
14ILLION'S
6, 02[?
n. 7oo
0.804
83.9!87
Z2
	
1. TEsO
fl
CD
C
4
	
ct
0
tn
co
I
ro
OO
JnPuT C&EFFILIEf.TS
CDOEIzz	 aliGir-JI-5100
UPEXP=	 11 . 01 01 Pj 0 (1) G
C I C IE 11 =	 (1.000 0 2'6GIEXP9;	 10000000
S9 M I L. L I ON S
0 . 300
(1 0 01 0 r,
1 . 00
0*678
[j)	 i} 2 6
w M
0
0.
(D
rt
CD
m
00
m
) / 4?
TABLE	 B:-72•	 A.&SE -	 CASS-E-TTIES
5314 PHOTOVOLTAIC	 C,H=,2
I 1qiP I LJ T	 P AP AM F. Tif R'S
T q _ 2-00,010
	TF= 1,00010 00
Ma 10 1, 0. 1 0, 0,
 0 0 0	 01& m = 0.41
CF= '14000000,
	 Z I z 121116 0, 0 01 0 0.,0
P IM11w 006010000
	
Z2= 12-0*0,00000
Rx 0.0	 Z3= 7121.3	 fl)
 
000,0
DF a I a 0 1 0 0 1 0:0 0
CALOULATE , L) VALUES
CDO C'D ICER,	 X (T	 X	 D,F)AX(CDiEX,P)	 X	 CF
Ci L R^H ,= ,G I Cf R X	 (Mi) XX (CI!EXP-)	 X	 LF	 X	 Tif
t R IM-	 x T
E	 r- I 111, 0 LO'(3 (iP ,H1)	 /	 LO'(-'3(2*0)
CT , FUim
 (QLiR .M / E) X ( ( OPN	 X	 Z1+ i XX (E )	 ­01 a5XX (t
CI PS m ( (CLPIM-i ) X ( (viRm X	 Z3 + 0 * 5) XX (E) , —.0, a 5XX (E
CRICI	 C li p's X, R
CD6H	 041m.
COMMENTS	 155
Pwi
T A,B!L€	 B-73-	 016-010-03' AI&SF- C,AkiL.'t	 ATT	 MACHINE
5 G'Yr	 PHOTOVOLTAIC
	
CR1=2
IW!PUT	 PAPAiKETER'S IN PUT COEFFICIENTS
Ts -
	
500*00000-0	 TF-^ Ia0a0-0-0a CDCEP= - 0;riva-f-.00.
Ma	 5;00* OOOOUO	 oars'= 000 CUEXP= 1900:000 
CFx	 1.0100000	 ZI= 76,000000 CICEfl= 0,001600
PHIM	 089`500^ou	 Z2= 1200000000 CIE?I—m 10000000
Rim	 0,0	 Z 31 1'SZ,QUU0U0
DF m 	 i. 00 O Uo O
CALCUL ATED V AL UES S s M I L L. I O N'S
CU s,CDCiE'R	 X	 (T	 X	 DF)'X X (CD'EXP)	 X	 C IF 4.3.00
C:LRM*CICER	 X	 (M) XA (CIEXP)	 X	 CF	 X	 TF 0,800
-
KRM 7T / M 1,0€) 0
E	 RI.O	 +	 LW ( , P'H , Z1	 /	 L0 ,(3 (2,0) 0.926
CTFU= (CLRM	 /	 E ) X C (M'RM	 X	 Z1+,5) XX (E)	 ­0.'5XX	 F. 4794,41
^ C IPS.: ((C.LRM/E)X ((NRM 	X	 Z3	 +	 0	 5) XX(E) t0	 5XX( . E.?) )	 /	 Z2 0. 1'53
co
CRC I	 C 1 1 PS	 x P 0. o
4
5 ^COMME NT'S	 1 66
rt
CD1
O
W.
TABILf	 e-74.	 0'6-00-04	 A&SE	 - RV40TE MANIPL),LATOIR
SG,W P40TOVg L.TAIC CRa2
INPUT	 PA•PAMETER , S INPUT COEFFICIENTS
soo,, 1QODQD	 TEx L,0,000ou
-CUCE(— 010CLAb4CL____
Ms	 6,00,00 0 , 000	 O&MM 011) CUE XP= 10000O00
CFa	 1* 000000
	 ZIX 36,000000 CICEP= 00001500
PHI•	 8495.0000	 22m /200000000 CIE«XP= I,000000
R n 	 04010O00	 Z 3= 316af10000O
DFa	 14000000
CALCULATED VA-LUES ^ $PgI L LIONS
WaCDCER	 X	 (T X	 9!F) xx (C't)EXP)	 X	 C , F 60RA D
CL PM O CICER	 X	 (M)XX(CIEXt= )	 X	 CF"	 x	 TF i.2 uo
iVIR,M	
: 
T	 l	
M
E	 m1.0
	 +	 LQG(PMI)
	 /	 LOG (2,0) 0.926
CTFU II (CLPM	 /	 E)X( (NP'M	X	 ZI+, S) XX(E)	 -O,5XXtE)) 35,563
CIP'S ax ((CLR, M /E) X((PRm	 X	 Z3	 +	 O,5)AXIE) -0,5XX(E)) )	 !	 72 t).?gfs
C,RCI
	 = CIPS X	 R 0. DU:3
v ^]
^	 Q
0&M
	
_
_._	 ._.	 _
-	 D.^ o xo
COMME NTS 	 16 7 cn
' 3
m
su
0
w
ti
m
n
c0
TAKE	 a-75-	 06-00-0$ A&S.E - HiLA4KE7	 DISPENSER
5Grl PHOTOVOLTAIC
	 CR=2
IN^PL'T PARAMETERS INPUT C0!EFFICIENTS
T a 	21QD.06000.0D	 Tfa -0.D-lk0-GO,	
- --
Ms	 2,000.00000	 0&Hz 000 CDExPF I..(1Unoo0
CFX	 1.000000	 ZI= 76.000000 00000100
PHI N 	 00950000	 Z2= 12'O,OU6000 CIEXP= 1,000000
R ,w	 040	 Z31= 4R2.000000
D'Fu	 10000000
CALCULATED VALUES ^,^i^LI(^NS
CCXCDCER	 X	 (T	 X	 0 lF) xx (C %DEXP)	 X	 CF 8.000
CLRVulCICER
	
X	 ( M )XX(CIEXP)	 X	 CF X	 T 0.20c
U, OR 	 eT 1.000
w
E	 2 1.0	 +	 LO'U (P'Hil )	 /	 LOG (2.0) 00926 0
CTFUi(CLRM	 /	 E)X((N'P'M	 X	 Zz+.5)XX(E)
	
-0.5XX(E)1 11.H73
o
CIPSr- ((CLR44E?X ({WFH	 X	 Z3	 +	 0.51 X x (E) -O.5XK (E') } }	 1	 12 0,549 ^—
cc
CRCI
	
g CIP5	 x P rl.n
G
CO&M	 O& H T
w v
S
g
^
COMMENTS	 168
ro
v
J
n
ICJ	 •--1
M
 7Fr	 i
1-t:	 f
TAKE
	
B-76.	 06-00-06 A,&S,E — REF LECT0 , R CISPENSEA
5&w PHOTOVOLTA IC CR=2
I4PUT P&RAM I ETERS 11-a.P'V T C oE FFI CIFhTS
T=_
	 I.U,Oao—oQ00	 T F * 1.0000-15} CULE:-T,	 _ .	 O.U04DOO	 .	 .	 .	
-
M '#	 1000060000
	
O&Mx 0.0 CuLXP 1000 (10+}0
C p s
	
10000000	 Z1s 6,000000 C:ICER: 0.100 0100
P HI=	 0,95.0000	 Z2'= 120,OOOOu0 LIExf-= 1.000000
R:x	 090	 Zak= 3'b.[J^t7(#Q0
D!Fa 14000000 
CALC'ULATEU VALUES ^ ► "^ILLIC^#S
CU=,C D:CE f` 	 X	 (T	 X	 D	 ) AX (CUEXP)
	
X	 CF 40,000
w CL RM; 'CICER	 X	 IM) XX ICIEXP)	 X	 Cf7 	X	 TF 1.t1Ert)
r # R'M mT	 M
-
_
	 160 0 0
E	 *160	 +	 LOG(P,HI)	 /	 LOG(260) 0.926
CTFU=(C^RP	 /	 E)X ( too4m	 X	 Z1 + 6 5) XX (E:)	 - 0.5XX ( L) a 5.543
° C I P S	 CLR'M/E)X	 riRM	 X	 Z3	 +	 0.5)XX(1±) — O.SXX(E)) }	 /	 IZ ri.247c
CPCI
	
CIPS	 x	 R r). o
0
°o C4bk1	 x _G.6t^ (^ wit ^	 ^-
`"
m
eawPEN TS 	 169
a
en 33
o
0.Co
Q ^
3
w
0
W.
TABLE	 B-77-	 06-00-07 A&SE CAbLE	 DISPENSER
5GW	 PHOTOVOLTAIC	 C.Rl:2
INPUT PARAME TERS
-	
T w	
-	
2 -U . O rA-O O O G	 T'F ; 1. (1 C14 0 0 0
Mr	 200 00 00-000	 G&tl,= U,0
Us	 1,0000-0	 71 n 307.000000
PHIz	 0695-0000
	 Z2s 1209UOUOU0
R':	 0410	 Z3= 460900O000
DFm	 1,000000
C ALCULATED V AL UES
CD* , CDC'E.R	 X	 (T	 X	 DjF) XX (C'DEXP)	 X	 C F
CLR'M'z,CIC.ER	 X	 (M)XX MIEXP)	 X	 C-F	 X	 TF
N l P M	 a T	 / M
E	 sloo	 +	 LD'G(P'HI)	 f	 LO,G(2,0)
CTFU,u (CLRM	 /	 E)X( (#Rm	 x	 Z1+,5)XX(E)	 - O, 5XX(E))
.^ CIPSx((CLRM'/E)X((9'RM	 X	 Z3	 +	 0,5)XX(E) --O.SXX(E))
rr_
,
CRCI
	 CIP'S	 X	 R
G
^ CALbt ^. pd,M .
^a
CDMM 'ENTS
	
170
ItiPUT CUEFF IC;EtiTS
CDC E R =	 0 .4-0 -4-0 0.0 .
r'DExrw
	 1.000000
CICEP=	 0,0()()10()
CIEXP=	 19000000
%9"ILLICIAS
0.800
0.02 0
1,000
0.926
4,335
) / Z2	 tf.053
O.G
id
0
t^
w
1) . ()
n ^
0.0
CD
) / Z2 IP, 139 OM
0
TABLE
	
B -78. 0,6-()0-0.8	 A&5IF -	 ANTErt4A	 PAIL- EL INS.EUF 1 
50,W PHOTOVOLTAIC CH- 2
INPUT PAPAMETENS INPUT C(1EF'F ICIENTS
Ts 4510OODoOG0 TP = 1.00@0c0 clacEERP 0,GotibUA
M'= 60000, 00@0 V.&RZ 0.0 c 011 X1' = I. fs t1 DOO D
CF= 1,000000 ZI= 1 ,00 000@ C1CLI-a 0.001500
P lHIm 0a9 0olOdD Zz= 12O.G00000 LILXP= I,uC,000(1)
HF	 91 0	 Z3-	 :J. cool oo0
OF	 0,133333
C ALC UL A T IE D V At UiE S
CO lm CDCE.P X (T X p,F)XX(GPF-)(P) X CF
CLR,M'x,CICER X ('M) X  (LIEX P) X CF X TF
ca
E	 =1 . 0 + L O IG (P'f I) / L U-G (2 , G )
CTFU lz (CLPV, / E)X((# IRM X ZI+,5)XX(E) -0,5AX(F-
5,94ILLIONS
516.000
901 000
71500
0,8+8
560,001
CIP5a( (C-LP /E)X( (aPH X
CRC I : CIPS X p
C O&M	 Ooh m
C01MMIENTS
	 171
Z3, + 0,5) Xx (E)	 )
rt
Ca
^-s
v
O
O]
OD Rockwell International
Space -Division
07-01--00 STS HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE (HLLV) - FLEET PROCUREMENT CER's
The overall SPS transportation system evolution utilized the current base-
line space shuttle to satisfy the technology develo .pmert issues requiring earth
to LEO space flights. Shuttle derivatives are employed for the construction of
the 1 GW SPS prototype. The SPS operational HLLV transportation system must then
be employed t:i satisfy the high flow requirements from earth to LEO to expand
the prototype capability to the operational 5 G.W SPS configuration.
The HLLV concept selected is an air-augmented horizontal takeoff single
stage to orbit vehicle with a projected service life of about 500 flights per
vehicle.
The single stage to orb ; t configuration utilizes a wet wing concept and
multi-cycle alr-breathing engines (turbojet/ramjet) from takeoff to -M=7.
Three SSME type engines a-re employed from M=6 to LEO. The vehicle has a cargo
bay 6xGX30 meters and is capable of placing 10 1,000 kg in a 550 km equatorial
orbit. Approximateiy 500 HLLV flights are required per SPS.
The vehicle will takeoff from KSC, climb to 20,000 ft altitude and cruise
to the equator and-er turbojet power. After turning into the equatorial plane,
the vehicle will begin it's ascent under augmented turbojet power and transition
to ramjet mode at approximately M=3. At approximately M=G the SSME engines
will be ignited and throttled to maximum power while throttling down the ramjet
engines and closing of the variable inlet. During reentry the variable inlet
ramp wilt be reopened and the vehicle will cruise back to the launch site on
the air=breathing engine system.
The primary advantag p s of this concept are ability to achieve the required
launch site(s); the method of recovery minimizes risk of damage and enhances
turnaround time; minimum facility/equipment requirements; considerably lower
acostic levels and an inherent down-payload capability.
The CER's are based upon engineering estimates, see Table B-79•
B-137
SD 78-AP-0023 -7
ti
i
a
FI
TAB'L.iE	 'B '-7'9 .	07-0I'-00	 STS	 - HILLV	 FLEET PROC UREME NT
5&W P'HO70VOL.TA IC CIR-=2
I 1+1	 it1 T	 ,PARAmt r lE R l s IN PU T COEFFICIEN TS
^.	 T=	 1,O-00,O&U,	 TF= 18(]00000 CD,C.EPz	 .. 7321.1919'2?-- L	 -
I M .s	 L. IU 0'0-^ u10	 p?P&	 a 0.0 CUE XP_ 1 .00OU00
OF:	 11. 000 ,00 0	 Z 1 = 3.0..0io 0 &0 C I GE. f ; = T920 0.0 0 0 0 0
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07-02-00 HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE (HLLV) - OPERATIONS
This element includes the necessary HLLV operations required to support
the SPS project.	 Included are the payload launch operations that consist of
the physical integration of the payload into the HLLV payload bay and any
payload unique repair and/or checkout activity at the launch site during
launch preparations.
A total of 409 H 1LL.V flights are required to transport 37.2x1O s
 kg, repre-
senting the mass of 1 SPS, to LEO. Ten different payload mixes, averaging
91,000 kg each, have been d-efined and sequenced to support construction needs.
An HLLV launci7 schedule of 8 flights per day has been postulated. The schedule
15 within the projected launch rate capa-biiity, considering other requirements
such as maintenance material and crews. This results in total SPS mass
delivery in 51 days, 21 days a lhead of the required completion, thus providing
considerable margin for continge-neees which could slow delivery rate. However,
an average of 500 flights per SPS was used in the CER calculations to include
operations and maintenance mass to orbit in this instance.
The average number of total HLLV flights per year for transportation of
satellite mass, crew, crew provisions, propellants and other maintenance
materials, consumables and supplies is approximately 2,500 flights.
The CER's are based upon engineering estimates of the HLLV operations
requirements, sere Table B-80.
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08--01-00 INTRA-OR'BlT VEHICLE - FLEET PROCUR'E,M , EIVT CER's
This e^lernent includes the !infra--Orbit Vehicle (I 10V) required to support
the SPS project, A singil^e stage chernica ll (LOX/LH 12) vehicle was selected for
use for on-orbit transaers of hazardous cargo (pro;pell;onts) from the OTV's to the
satellite and to the space bases to preclude po-tenti^al callisi:ons.
The CER's are based upon the upper stage (Stage No. 2') of the two--stage
personnel OTV concept, see tabie B=81 u
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08-02-00 INTRA-ORBIT VEHICLE - OPERATIONS CER's
(which is essentially propellant)
support the SPS project.	 It
of operating the vehicle from
e bases to deliver hazardous
This element includes the operations
of Intra-OrbiL Vehicles (IOV) required to
includes the on-orbit transportation cost
the OTV's to the satellite and to the spac
cargo (Propellants), see Table B-82.
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09-01-00 CARGO ORBITAL TRANSF ^R V'EHIC !_E (COTV) -- FLEET PROCUREMENT CER's
This el-ement includes th e dedicated electric org:o_n ion thruster ON for
cargo transfer from LEO to CEO. The dediico,ted electric OTV configuration was
sized to accomodate a payload ca .pa6iPity of approxrma,te ,ly 4 x 110' kg. The
structural configuration is essentially the same as employed for the SPS and is
sized to produce approx:imotely 270 megawatts.
The thruster array is suspended by cab,l;es and located of the veliicle e.g.,
the thruster array is comprised of six sub arrays ( 6 x 30 meters) each oaf which
is capoW,e of 6eing pockagea in the HTO-HtLV cargo bay. Approxi ,mately 270
1 meter electrm thrusters are at the struc*ra l  extre.meti,es. Primary thrusitt vector
co.ntral is accompl is!hed by a s4 ip-ring 1.oiint identiico4 to the type used for S PS
antenno arienfation.
The ded$cated concept was selected over the self-p.ropell^ed concept because
of higher reliabili ty and less risk of damage during orbita l transfer.
The COTV CSR's are the some as those used for the sate-il'mte casting for
the some su6systerrm elements, see tables B-83 through B-97.
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09-02-00 CARGO ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE
(COTV) - OPERATIONS CER's
This e1emont includes the operations of the dedicated electric OTV
for car ,, o transfer fruit? LEO to GEO. Included are propellant resupply
and replacement of thruster grids after each round trip.
The CER's are based upon en"ineering estimates, see Table 8-980
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10-01--00 PERSONNEL OTV - FLEET PROCUREMENT CER's
This elemont includes the personnel orbital transfer vehicle (POTV)
-quired to support checkout, operations and maintenance of the SPS
project. A common chemical (LOX/LH2) OTV was selected for transfer
of personnel and priority cargo from LEO to GEO.
The con=-ion stage OTV configuration selected is e% scaled version of
those concepts presented in the BAC FSTSA studies (Contract NAS 9-24323).
The overall length, diameter, tank structures and docl.ing mechanisms are
identical. The only significant difference in both stags s are the niwnab-er of
engines; 4 for first stage and 2 for second stage. Earth launch in the
HLLV consists of an integrated POTV and payload..
Following tE1.e LEO=GEO mission, the spent OTV stages would be
recovered in LEO by subsequent HLLV vehicles and returned to earth for
refueling, refurbishment, and reuse.
The CER's are Based upon cost data in the Boeing reports, see Table B=99.
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10-02-00 PERSONNEL. OTV - OPERATIONS CER`s
This element includes the operations of the POTV required to support the
SPS project.	 It includes the POTV cost per flight to transfer personnel and
priority cargo from LEO to G .EO.	 It is estimated that 42 flights will be re-
quired pur SPS, see Table 13=100.
The CER's are based on cost data in the Rockwell SPS Contract (NAS8-32161)
and in Boeing reports.
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11-00-00 FACILITIES CER's
This element includes major ground facilities required to support develop-
ment, production and orbital assembly and operations of the SP'S systems.
Included are major ground support facilities for orbital construction bases,
major ground test facilities and ground launch and recovery facilities.
Excluded are facilities that are part of other elements such as the ground
station system site and facilitie E.
Bonded warehousing will provide for SPS and EOTV construction materials
and spares. An initial requirement of 190,000 squa-re meters of floor space
ultimately will increase to 317,000 square meters. 	 Incoming material (rail,
air, etc.) is off loaded, processed through receiving inspection, taken up on
the computerized inventory control system and then stored in the appropriate
warehouse facility, Maximum rate of incoming railroad traffic required to
support construction and maintenance of space-based program elements is
approximately 5,5 00 rail cars annually (excluding propellants) the peak occurs
in the 30th year of the program (Santa Fe Rail car specification of 86.5 foot
boxcars and 88 foot flatcars with maximum payload capacities of 14 0,000 kg and
30u,000 kg respectively were utilized in establis- p ing requirements).
When scheduled by the payload scheduling control ce-nter, construction
materials_, consumabies and spares are transferred to the payload preparation
facility for packa-ging and arranging into payload units on 6 x30 meter pallets.
Electronic modules and other selected components will be functionally tested
prior to packaging. The packaged payloads are then transpo-reed to and loaded
into the HLL`i prior to propellant loading and final HLLV checkout.
Propellant storage facilities provide for cryogenic storage of HiLLV
p,ro.pellants and for argon which will be delivered to low earth orbit for use
by the EOTV.
The continuous growth in numbers of both base personnel and space crews
throughout the 30 year program dictate the requireme-nts fo r extensive facilities
for medicai, housing, train i ng and administration.	 Incoming personnel must be
trained and assigned to respective flight ur ground crews. Personnel returning
from 90 days in oirbit must undergo medical processing and then be reassigned to
ground activities for a period of time before returning t^ orbital assignments.
Facilities are also provided for processing and disposing of large amounts
of packaging materials, failed and damaged hardware which wil'i be returned fro,,)
orbit by the HiLLV's.
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The lawns h base facilities provide for receiving, storage aad processing
of material and propellants; storage of ELV's sufficient for initial operations;
refurbishment and checkout of returning ELV's and personnel handling and admin-
istration. A typical layout of an HTO-HLLV would require an area of less than
20 W. This would provide the necessary runway length plus ever-run of km
(20,000 ft) and a minimum separation of facilities from readiness area of
1.5 W.
	 Two aircraft type maintenance facilities will be utilized for in-line
maintenance and service. Two additional-service buildings will be required
for off-line wngine replacement and takeoff gear refurbishment. Cargo and
propellant loading/off-loading areas are required.
Since initial AN flight requirements are substantial, approximately 500
flights during the first year, a fleet build-up will be required prior to
initiation of the orbital phase of the program. A facility to store "mothballed''
HLLV's during the build-up period will be provided. These facilities will also
serve as a refurbishment area for HLLV's returning from orbit.
The facilities costing approach was based on engineering estimates that
established values for DDTsE requirements, estimates involving investments for
the 7FU, and tKe expansion of facilities to support the selected SPS option of
120 sateliites.	 See Tables B-101 through B-103.
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12-01-00 PROPERTY TAXES CE'R's
This element includes property taxes refated to the ground station system
element only. Excluded are ground station system operaitions.
The CER is based upon Southern California Edison Company planning rates
for property taxes, see table B-104.
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13-01-00 PROPERTY INSURANCE CER's
This element includes property insuiran.ce related to the ground station system
element only. Excluded are ground station system operations,
The CER is based upon Southern CoMforni,a Edison Company planning rates
for insurance, see Table B-105.
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APPENDIX C
FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
C.0 INTRODUCTION
This appendix provides a detail description of the technical approach and
final results that culminated in a recommended concept for the funding and
organizational alignment of the SPS program. Specific information is included
on the evolution of various concepts, an analysis of the organizational roles
and funding arrangements, data models, evaluation ,procedures, income statements,
returns on investment, and cash flow performances. This appendix is in support
of the summarized discussion of the recommended financial and operational con-
cepts as presented in Volume VII (SPS Program Plan and Economic Analysis),
Section 3.4.
C.1 GUIDELINES, GROUND RULES,AND ASSUMPTIONS
Pertinent background material and resource information was analyzed to
form study guidelines, ground rules, and basic assumptions relative to projects
of applicable size and scope that would involve the participation of government,
electrical utility industry, and general industry. F.com  this analysis, several
important premises were established:
• Financial and operational success of the projected satellite power
system will stem, in part, from relevant space projects (space
transportation systems, Spacelab, space industrialization programs,
etc.)
Investments in satellite power systems (space and ground segments)
would be made after successful demonstration projects have been
accomplished under government DDT&E funding of the first Lully
operational 5=GW system.
Utilities will form regional consortia to provide funds for satel-
lite power systems offering electrical power on a basis comparable
to similar capability and overall costs in competitive power gen-
eration.
Industrial firms will form consortia to provide funds for space
projects that present a comparable cost basis for similar capa-
bilities on earth with the added benefits of improved quality,
reliability, performance, life, and p;:oducibility.
General assumptions and ground rules have beei established for the SPS
organizational entities, as proposed, based on the following considerations:
(1) current views of the economic environment, total U.S. energy consumption
and projection, and government funding levels that offer the opportunity to
present and sell a well=conceived SPS program; (2) the impact of an SPS=type
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program upon estimated Department of Energy, NASA, and other governmental fund-
ing levels through 1595, and beyond, warrants the consideration of a selected
financial and operational concept over other considered concepts/options;
(3) space industrialization projects by the government-NASA, and U.S_ industry,
are necessary activities and should precede or parallel the SPS operational
development; (a) utili'ies,via consortia funding participation, will be inter-
ested and willing to invest in the SPS following demonstrated economic and
operational feasibility; and (5) funding data and market/investment data for
government, utilities, and industry can be utilized for deriving investment
participation between government, utilities and general industry. Additionally,
a basic ground rule was established whereby the SPS will be a national corpor-
ation—with varying roles, investments, and ownership by the government, elec-
tric utilities, general industry, or the public—and that a considered approach
would be developed for each contemplated, acceptable operational and financial
arrangement.
Figure C.1-1(a), based on Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) data, shows that
United States energy consumption is expected to grow at a slower pace than
real GNP. The figure compares the energy growth patterns of three scenarios
for the next 25 years. Growth in consumption of electrical energy will be much
faster than for energy as a whole. Case A is a high-growth scenario that cor-
responds to the continuation of the conditions, attitudes, and policies that
were typical of the 1950's and 1960's. All conditions were generally favorable
to growth, ang government policies were explicitly aimed at growth. For Case A,
the high-growth scenario, this situation is assumed to continue; thus U.S.
energy consumltion will grow as depicted. In Case Br energy supplies are
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assumed to be less readil y
 available than for Case A. In Case C, it is antici-
pated that a strong national commitment will be made to allow a steady-state
or low-growth society by the late 1980's. A combination of voluntary actions
and compulsory legal restraints is assumed to be necessary. Growth rates fcr
GNP, total energy, and electric enorgy are indicated on the figure. The impact
of a 120-SPS satellite program on U.S. energy consumption is readily discernible.
Figure C.1-1(b) shows U.S. energy consumption for electricity under each of
the scenarios discussed above for Part (a) of the figure. Growth in consumption
of electrical energy will grow faster than energy as a whole, this is due to a
continuation of past relationships. The growth in consumption of electricity
is because of its superior convenience and versatility, flexibility in being
able to use any basic energy source, slower rates of increase than for some
competing fuels, and the need for the nation to achieve energy independence.
The impact of the 120-SPS satellite program on U.S. electricity consumption is,
again, readily discernible.
Figure C.1-2 is a comparison of the DRI energy supply forecast with the
Electric Power Institute (EPRI) forecast; this comparison is based on Scenario A
only. Significant differences can be seen in the oil and natural gas projections,
with EPRI being more optimistic regarding the increase in gas supplies which will
result from a removal of well-head prices. .EPRI forecasts early decontrol of
domestic prices fc.r both oil and natural gas. DRI price projections represent
far more stable expansion ,maths. The impact of the 120-SP.S satellite program
is shown, arbitrarily, against oil.
(G.RGUNII RULE: SUPPLIES ARE FULLY ADEGUATE TO SUPPORT ENERGY DEMANDS; AND^HIGHER
PHIGESWILL CREATE A SURPLUS ENERGY SUPPLY SITUATION ' EVEN THOUGHIHIOWGROWTH OEMANOZONTIHUES)
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Figure C.1-2. High-Growth Energy Supply Forecast (EPRI vs. DRI)--Scenario A
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C.2 PRELIMINARY FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
Studies were conducted to identify several financial arrangements ani
practical approaches for the funding and operation of a satellite power system
organization. Important premises, ground rules, and assumptions (as presented
in Volume VII) were followed in the development of four preliminary concepts,
as summarized in Table C.2-1. Major considerations are listed for (1) a national
satellite power system (utility) company—Geographic SPS Utility Consortia, DOE,
NASA, etc-; (2) a national satellite power system corporation= based on the
COMSAT concept (formed by an Act of Congress, etc.); (3) a national satellite
power system corporation—Federalized SPS Corporation (created by an Act of Con-
gress, etc.); and (4) a national utility corporation for electric power via SPS
(a variation of Concept 1). Funding projections associated with each organiza-
tional approach and the expected sources of funding are also presented in the
table.
Table C.2--1. SPS Preliminary Financial and Operational Concepts
N
- 
	ASES -	 —
—	
_OPERAT:IONS	
-
FINAHGIA6 &	 \
DESIGN,
DEVELOPMENT, INITIAL REMARK
-	 —	 -REPLACEMENT OPERATIONS	
-- _.
MA	 ANCE,CAPMAINTENANCE,
OPERATIONAL TEST 8 CAPITAL TAL TAXES AND
COUEPT 	_ EVALUATION INVESTMENT INVESTM;fIT INSURANCE
I	 -NATIONAL SATELLITE • 40'X, FUNDING OF OPERATIONAL SYSTEM BY DOE
POWER SYSTEM • 100% FUNDING • 60: FUNDING OF OPERATIONAL SYSTEM BY UTILITY IIVI. GEOGRAPHIC SPS
COMPANY BY DUE/NASA CONSORTIA. UTILITY CONSORTIA
• 100% FUNDING OF TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM BY -TUU
• lo0% FUNDING OF LAND AND GROUND SYSTEMS BY
UTILITY CONSORTIA
II -NATIONAL SATELLITE • UTILITY CONSORTIA FUNDING/EQUITY PART ICI'PATION-TBD 11ASED ON COMSAT
POWER SYSTEM • 100% FUNDING • INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIA FUNDING/EQUITY PARTICIPATION- CONCEPT - CREATED BY
CORPORATION BY DOE/NASA TBD AN ACT OF CONGRESS
• POTENTIAL PUBLIC PARTICIPATION VIA PUBLIC STOCK-T'BD '{PUBLIC LAN
_
"0% FUNDING OF TRANSPORTATION SY ST EM EIY -TBU
I1141 iTIONAL SATELLITE • GOVERNMENT FUNDING OF SPS SY5TEM WITH PARTICIPATION CREATED BY Ah ACT
POWER SYSTEM • 100% FUNDING IIY UTI mI:5 AND PUBLIC OF CONGRESS (PUBLIC
AUTHORITY BY DOE/RASA • 100% FUNDING OF TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DY -TBU LAW)	 - FEDERALIZED
• UTIL]'TIi ES/UTILITY CONSORTIA BUY ELECTRIC POWER SPS CORPORATION
FROM SPS AUTHORiITY
• UTILITY CONSORTIA 100% FUNDING OF SPS OPERATIONALIN -NATIONAL UTILITY
• 100% FUNDING GEOGRAPHIC SPSCORPORATION FOR SYSTEM WhTH RUBLBG P.ARTICIRATION .UTILITY CONSOR'TI ,A -
ELECTRIC POWER V!I'A BY DOE/RASA • 100: FUNDING OF TRANSP.ORTA'TIDN SYSTEM RY -,.BU VARIATION OF CONCEPT
SPS I
Continued analyses of these preliminary concepts, <?iscussions with SCE
(Southern California Edison), NASA/MSFC, and EPRI personnel; and literature
studies of DOE, NASA, JPL, and EPRI documentation resulted in the expansion of
these basic concept formations and interrelationships of each approach. For
example, in the meeting with SCE personnel, discussions were held on the finan-
cial and organizational concept/option that would be best suited to the utility;
the kind of participatory role that would meet their needs; how such a concept
might be implemented; the capital investment approach; the effect of local,
state, and federal regulations and considerations on taxes and insurance; cash
flow concepts; depreciation factors; and the pro forma approach. SCE also
described their operations, methods of obtaining funds, and how organizational
alignments were formed with other utilities in the generation/distribution of
I	 C-4
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power. SCE felt that the idea of a utility consortia for the SPS would be more
desirable once the SPS concept was proved -to be economically and operationally
feasible. An analysers was also completed on the TVA (Tennessee Valley Authority)
organizational and funding concept. TVA was created by an Act of Congress to
advance the economic development of the Tennessee Valley Region, and all func-
tions of the TVA are vested in a Board of Directors appointed by the President
with the consent of the Senate. It is wholly owned by the government, and the
electric power program is required to be financially self-supporting. TVA
finances its capital needs from earnings and bonds.
C.3 PREFERRED CONCEPTS
The investigation and. assessment of various elements fundamental to each
of the four preliminary options culminated in the identification of preferred
concepts. The National Satellite rower System Corporation and the National
Utility Corporation for SPS Electric Power represent these two viable approaches
of joint ownership and .financial and operational alignment. Fundamentally, both
concepts are similar in the .funding of DDT&E and the transmission/distribution
phases for the SPS program. one hundred percent funding of DDT&E is projected
for DoE and the NASA with specific charters and responsibilities -to be developed
relative to the capabilities of each organization. In addition, groups such as
the EPRI were planned to participate in the DDT&E activity as a means of being
directly involved with the research and development process and the design char-
acteristics of power generation from the SPS. This membership would also facil-
itate the exchange of technical knowledge with the utilities as the program
progresses, and provide a direct interface with participating utility consortia
on the subject of power transmission and distribution; 100 percent of the fund-
ing for transmission/distribution interfaces and the required facilities would
be provided by the utility consortia.
Funding for the SPS capital investment and operations/maintenance phases
for each SPS would be provided by the government under the National Satellite
Power System Corporation concept. The utilities or utility consortia would
then buy electric power from the SPS. whereas, under the concept of a National
Utility Corporation for SPS Electric Power, 100 percent of the funding for earth-
based investments, the fabrication and assembly of all SPS's, and the maintenance/
operations phases would be provided by a number of utility consortia. These data
are summarized in Table C.3-1 for each of the preferred concepts, with additional_
discussion in Tables C.3-2 and C.3-3.
Criteria for the evaluation of identified financial and operational con-
cepts/options focused on SPS business development planning strategies/formats
consistent with the objectives of: (1) maximizing return on investments and
other resources; (2) matching expenditures with the SPS operational entity and
its business development plan strategies; (3) stability and management/control
of funding; and (4) appropriate concern over revenues, returns, probability of
successful market penetration, and investments/costs.
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Fable C.3-1. SPS Preferred financial and Operational Concepts
PREFERRED
SPS	 PHASE
DESIGN, DEVELOP., TRANSMISSIONi
CONCEPTS TEST E EVALUATION INVESTMENT OPERATIONS ... I STRIBUTION
NATIONAL SATELLITE IDOL FUNDING BY • 100% GOVERNMENTAL FUNDING OF 100% FUNDING BY
POWER SYST CORP— DOE/NASA WITH SPS CAPITAL INVESTMENT, OPER- UTILITY CONSORTIA
CREATED BY ACT EPRI	 PARTICIPA- ATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
OF CONGRESS TION IN PLANNING
(PUBLIC LAW} • 100	 FUNDING OF SPACE TRANS-
PORTATION SYSTEM—TBD
(E.G.,	 HLLV,	 OTV)
• UTILITI , ES OR UTILITY CONSORIA
BUY ELECTRIC POWER FROM SPS
CORPORATION
NATIONAL UTILITY 100% FUNDING BY • 100% FUNDING OF SPS CAPITAL 100% FUNDING BY
CORPORATION FOR DOE/NASA WITH INVESTMENT, OPERATIONS, AND UTILITY CONSORTIA
SPS ELECTRIC EPRI	 PARTICIPA- MAINTENANCE BY UTILITY
POWER TION
	
IN PLANNING CONSORTIA
Table C.3-2. Organizational and Funding Concepts for
a National SPS Corporation
• CREATED BY AN ACT OF CONGRESS (PUBLIC LAW) —FEDERALIZED NATIONAL SATELLITE P'1WER SYSTEM
CORPORATION
• SPS FUNDING
DOF'NASA/EPRI, 100% OF DOTBE
SPACE IRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS—TBD
- INVESTMENT AND OPERATIONS FUNDING OF SPS BY GOVERNMENT (PUBLIC)
3 GOVERNMENT FUNDING OF THE SPS SYSTEM VIA THE ASSUMPTION THAT SPS CAN BE FUNDED
IF NATION'S ECONOMY GROWTH CONTINUES. BASED ON CONTINUED GROWTH AND PRESENT
TAX'ATI'ON POLICIES, MONIES WILL BECOME AVAILABLE AS A RESULT OF OUR NATIONAL
REVENUE SYSTEM. FOR EXAMPLE, THE IMPACT OF DEFENSE AND DISARMAMENT POLICIES ON
THE NATION MAY RELEASE MONIES FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
3 UTILITIES OR UTILITY CONSORTIA BUY ELECTRIC POWER FROM THE SPS CORPORATION
- 
TRANSMISSION/DISTRIBUTION FUNDING BY UTILITY CONSORTIA
........	 ........
Table C.3-3. Organizational and Funding Concepts for a
National Utility Corporation for Electric Power via SPS
• GEOGRAPHIC SPS UTILITY CONSORTIA
• SPS FUNDING
- DOE/NASA/EPRI, 100% FUNDING OF DDT1E
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS—TBD
UTILITY CONSORTIA, 100% FUNDING OF SPS INVESTMENT AND OPERATIONS OF SYSTEM
3 INITIAL SPS FUNDING 100E BY UTILITY CONSORTIA THROUGH 20 SATELLITE SYSTEMS.
STOCK IS ISSUED FOR UTILITY EQUITY POSITI.ONS IN THE NATIONAL UTILITY CORP.
3 50 SATELLITE -SPS FUNDING REQU-IREMENTS MET BY THE RESPECTIVE GEOGRAPHIC
UTILITY CONSORTIA VIA UTILITY CORP. STOCK OFFERING TO THE PUBLIC.
3 SUBSEQUENT SPS FUNDING REQMTS MET VIA SECONDARY STOCK ISSUES OR LTO
ARRANGEMENTS BY THE RESPECTIVE UTILITY CONSORTIA
TRANSMISSION/DISTRIBUTION FUNDING BY UTILITY CONSORTIA
-
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G.4 RECOMMENDED SPS ORGANIZATIONAL AND FUNDING CONCEPT
Of the six financial and operational concepts proposed for consideration,
subsequent investigation and evaluation resulted in the selection and refinement
of a single concept. The organizational entities that would be .formed and funded
are summarized below.
National SPS Space Segment Corporation (Federally Owned)
Ox anizational Roles
The National Satellite Power System Space Segment Corporation (a federally
owned corporation) would be created by an Act of Congress (public law) to under-
take all IDDT&E activities and to demonstrate an operational satellite power sys-
tem and ground system/rectenna site.
The National SPS Space Segment Corporation would, after a successful
operational demonstration, proceed to complete the 120 SPS systems.
Utilities would be asked and expected to .form a geographical SPS Ground
Segment Utility Consortia Corporation to fund the ground segment--rectenna
sites/installations and transmission/distribution roles.
EPRI and TVA would participate with the Department of Energy, NASA, and
the utilities in planning and management activities.
SPS Spar,- Segment Funding—Investment and operations
Funding will be provided by the Department of Energy and NASA, with some
participation by the utilities via EPRI for 100 percent of DDT&E through demon-
stration of a total operational SPS. funding for Department of Energy will be
available p ia the assumption that SPS can be ,funded if the nation's economic
growth continues. Based on continued growth and present taxation policies,
monies will become available as a result of our National Revenue System. Again,
the impact of defense and disarmament policies on the nation may release monies
for SPS or other purposes.
Funds/revenues will also be provided by utilities or utility consortia
purchasing electric power from the National SPS Space Segment Corporation.
The National SPS Segment Corporation will be required to become financially
self--supporting. It will be expected to finance its capital needs from earnings
and the sale of bonds within the first ten years of operations.
DDT&F. costs will not be charged to the SPS Space Segment Corporation's
operations since other space programs will also have benefited from this DDT&E,
and an appropriate derivation of such an allocation cannot be made at this
time..
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SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation
Organizational Roles
The SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation (a national utility
corporation formed by geographic SPS utility consortia) would be created to
undertake funding of operational, rectenna installations and to perform trans-
mission/distribution operations.
The SPS Ground Segment Utility Corporation would participate with the
Department of Energy, NASA, TVA, and others (via EPRI) in planning and manage-
ment activities.
The SPS Ground Segment Utility Corporation would purchase electric power
delivered to the rectenna sites of the geographic SPS utility consortia from
the SAS Space Segment Corporation.
SPS Ground Segment Funding--Investment and Operations
The SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation would participate in
SPS DDT&E phases through EPRI. This membership (EPRI) will facilitate the
exchange of technical knowledge with the utilities as the program progresses
and provide a direct interface with all participating utility consortia with
respect to rectenna sites/installations, mower transmission and distribution.
All funding o:f the operational rectenna sites/installations and for trans-
mission and distribution interfaces and the required facilities will be provided
by utility consortia via the SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation,
which is the vehicle for buying electric power from the SPS Space Segment.
Funds for the SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation would come
via the equity positions taken by utilities in this organizational entity.
Participating utilities would raise funds through common stock offe-rings
(secondary issues), preferred stock issues, and long-term debt (issuance of
bonds) as necessary to support the extent of their desired/or available elec-
tric power participation. Thus, utilities within the SPS consortia would
obtain equity in the SPS Ground Segment Corporation based on the degree of
their need and ability to provide funding to this entity through the issuance
of additional common stock, preferred stock, and/or through long-term debt.
C.5 CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF PREFERRED FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL CONCEPT
National SPS Space Segment Corporation (Federally Owned)
Ge;feral Criteria for Financial and Operational Evaluation
Revenues--Revenues should be based on a cost to the electric utilities
(SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation) that will be sufficient to
hermit the write-off of capital investments, cover operational expenses, and
provide a suitable profit on operations.
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Profitability--Profitability of the entity should be a percent of revenues
which is high enough to provide a satisfactory return on net assets employed
(investment), and permit investment recovery within the planning period (via
cumulative net cash flow).
Investments/Costs Funding--The entity should be able, within ten years of
operation, to generate sufficient funds via cash flow to finance at least 40
percent of its capital investment requirements. Not more than 60 percent of
capital investment shall be obtained by long-tern debt (bond issues).
Figures of Merit
Net income divided by average net assets employed should be >6 percent
return on .investment; or, percent return on revenues times the net asset
turnover = ROI of >6 percent.
Investment recovery via cumulative net cash flow should be achieved by
the year 2029 (120 SPS systems operational).
Returns on revenues should exceed 15 percent in order to provide a satis-
factory ROI and permit investment recovery (via cumulative net cash flow).
SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation
General Criteria for Financial and operational Evaluation
Revenues---Revenues should be based on a cost per kilowatt-hour which will
be comparable to other forms of competitive power generation systems. Revenues
should be sufficient to permit the write-off of capital investments, cover oper-
ational expenses, and provide a suitable profit on operations.
Profitability Profitability of this entity should be a aercent of revenues
which is high enough to provide a return on investment (ROI) levels for electric
utilities, and permit investment recovery within the planning period (via cumu-
lative net cash flow).
xnvestmentsjCosts Funding--The entity should be able, within ten years of
operations, to generate sufficient funds via cash flow to finance at least
40 percent of its capital investment requirements. Not more than 60 percent
of capital investment shall be necessary via common stock, preferred stock, and
lone-term debt (bond issues) by the participatingutility consortia to fund the
SPS Ground Segment's capital requirements.
Figures of Merit
Net income divided by average net assets employed (ANAE) should be >10%
return on investment (ROI), or percent return on revenues times net asset
turnover = ROT >10%.
Investment recovery via cumulative net cash .flow should be achievable
within the first 25 years of investment and operations of the 120 SPS opera-
tional systems.
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Returns on revenues should exceed 15 percent in order to provide a satis-
factory R61 and permit investment recovery (via cumulative net cash flow).
C.6 FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL DATA MODELS—COMPUTATION METHODOLOGY AND
GENERAL EVALUATION OF RESULTS
Computation Assumptions and Financial Data Structures
Limitation of Financial and operational Data Model
At best, any financial or economic model is only a very approximate reflec-
tion of reality. However, such a model as has been utilized herein does provide
a structural and internally consistent framework for evaluation of the financial
and operational performance of the two proposed entities that could be utilized
to implement the SPS program. In that sense, it can be useful in developing
alternative views of the future for the SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia
concept and the National SPS Spare Segment Corporation (federally owned) concept.
SPS Ground Segment Utility Corporation Concept
The SPS system schedule buildup to 120 satellites was utilized to derive
the potential revenues based upon a total cost of 30 mills and 40 mills per
kilowatt-hour to the busbar. The electricity charges of 30 mills and 40 mills
per kilowatt-hour are utilized in the calculations to determine the extent of
amortization possible for the SPS system costs. Overland transmission costs
and distribution costs have not been included in the electricity generation cost
calculations. Income statements, assets--employed statements, and cash flow
performance statements were developed for these two financial models.
.rncome Statement (based on 30 mills/kWh) —For the SPS Ground Segment Util-
ity Consortia Corporation concept, data were developed using computational
methodology applicable to utilities, generally, and then deriving ratios that
could be applied to total revenues and thus create an income statement. The
elements of the income statement and pertinent ratios (based on 30 mills/kWh)
are:
Total revenues
Operating expenses
Purchased ,power (purchased from
National. Space Segment Corpora-
tion (federally owned)
operations and maintenance
Depreciation and amortization
Interim replacement
Property insurance
State and local taxes
Interest costs (imputed)
Income taxes
Income tax credits
Total operating expenses
Without ITC (4 ) With ITC M
	100.00	 100.00
Ratio M of Revenues)
	
61.776	 61.776
0.475 0.475
7.000 7.000
0.846 0.848
0.098 0.098
2.743 2.743
8.000 8.000
4.000 4_000
0 (1-290)
84.940 83.650
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Without ITC (g)	 With ITC (4)
Operating income
Other income
Research and development costs
Total net income
15.060 16.350
TBD TBD
TBi7 TBD
15.060 16.350
These ratios for the income statement have been tested against various
utility financial statements and found to be representative of the contents of
such statements over a period of years. They have been used in the model to
provide a useful financial picture based on preliminary SPS schedule and cost
data. Special consideration was given to appropriate SPS elements as necessary
to derive useful ratios.
Tncclne Statement (based on 40 millsIMM)
Without ITC M With ITC M
Total revenues
Operating expenses
Purchased power (purchased from
National SPS Space Segment Corp.
(federally awned)
Operations and maintenance
Depreciation and amortization
Interim replacement
Property insurance
State and local taxes
Interest costs (imputed)
Income taxes
Income tax credits
Total operating expenses
Operating income
Other income
Research and development costs
Total net income
	
100.00	 100.00
Ratio ( % of Revenue$ )
	
66.279	 G6.279
0.356 0.356
5.250 5.250
0.636 O.G36
0.073 0.073
2.057 7.057
6.000 G.000
3.800 3.800
0 (0.968)
84.451 83.483
15.549 16.517
TBD TBD
TBD TBD
15.549 16.517
In this model, 40 mills/klgh is used to improve revenues and income to the
National SPS Segment Corporation from the Ground Segment SPS utility Corpora-
tion concept, Only the cost of purchased power increases for the SPS Ground
Segment Utility Corporation concept. All other operating expenses (dollars)
are the same, although the ratios (percent of revenues, percent of return
or net assets employed) change.
Assets-Employed statement---The assets- employed statement was developed
using a typical electric utility format for total assets: utility plant, other
property and investments, and current assets. However, tiie capitalization and
liabilities portion of the statement was designated as "liabilities and invest-
ments" and considers only current liabilities and investments--investments
consisting of cumulative income (or loss) applied to the investment, and total
investment requirements as shown via the cash flow statement. The assets-
employed statement is the most useful way to slow utility consortia the total
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investment picture. From such a statement, plus the cash .flow statement, it is
relatively easy to determine financing based on common stock, preferred stock,.
and long-term debt considerations.
Total Assets--The
 utility plant, other property, and investments were
determined from preliminary acquisition cost estimates for this entity. The
time-phasing of these capital investments was determined from the 5PS rectenna
site completion schedule and the use of NASA CER progress factors to arrive at
at approximation of the probable, incurred annual costs. Depreciation and
amortization reserves for the scheduled investment are those expenses indicated
in the income statement.
Current assets were derived as a ratio of total revenues (after a nominal
consideration for some current assets acquired prior to receipt of revenues).
This overall ratio considered all the elements of cash requirements, receiv-
ables, materials and supplies at average cost, prepayments, and other items
(taxes, insurance, etc.). This current asset ratio is approximately 25.2 percent
of total revenues.
Liabilities and .investment— Current liabilities were derived. as a ratio of
total revenues (after a nominal consideration for some current iiabilities
acquired prior to receipt of revenues). This overall ratio considered all the
elements of accounts payable, accrued salaries and wages payable, taxes accrued,
energy cost adjustment balancing account, interest accrued, and other items.
The current liability ratio works out to be approximately 18.2 percent of total
revenues (or about 72% of current assets).
Investment is a combination of investment requirements and the cumulative
net income (or loss) applied to the investment requirements_ The combination
of income (or loss) and investment requirements, added algebraically, repre-
sents the total investment. This total investment is commonly referred. to as
the net assets employed. The investment requirements are the cumulative net
cash flow summarized in the cash flow performance summary statement.
Current liabilities plus total investment equals total assets. The invest-
ment requirements (cash requirements) are normally satisfied via common stock
offerings for shareholders' equity, paid--in capital, earnings reinvested in the
business, preferred stock issuance, and/or financing agreements with banks via
promissory notes payable, first mortgage and collateral trust bonds (long-term
debt arrangements).
-Net assets employed consist of the cumulative utility plant and property
investments at acquisition cost, less the accumulated reserve for depreciation
and amortization (net plant and property); and net working capital, which is
the difference between current assets and current liabilities. NOTE: The
ability of an SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation to meet its
obligations, expand its business volume, and take advantage of increased
business opportunities will be tied to its net working capital.
• Return on .average net assets employed. The average net assets employed
consists of averaging the net assets employed for the first two years and add-
ing the third year to the second year and averaging again, and so on until
completed for the program period. Return on average net assets employed is
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computed either by dividing the revenues by the average net assets employed,
to determine the turnover ratio, and multiplying the turnover ratio by the
percent of profit (return on revenues); or by dividing the profit dollars by
the average net assets employed.
Cash Flow Performance Summary Statement—The cash flow performance summary
statement is a summary of operating results, investments, and working capital
changes (Afl ; and presents annual net cash flow data and cumulative net cash
flow data.
• Operating results. Net
 income (or loss) added algebraically to depreciation
and amortization and other nom-cash deductions (if any) provides an annual basic
cash in-flow. These funds, generated by operations, are then utilized to offset
outlays for capital investments and increases in working capital. These funds
are a measure of the ability of the SPS program to help finance its expansion
and provide for investment recovery.
• Investments. This includes construction expenditures, new capital acquis-
itions, land and buildings, and other items which must be capitalized and depre-
ciated or amortized (except land). These investments are shown as annual cash
outlay requirements.
• Working capital changes (A±). Working capital changes are the increases
or decreases between successive years for current assets and current liabilities.
Increases between successive planning years of current assets are a minus (--)
figures, while decreases are a plus (+) figure. Increases in current liabilities
between successive planning years are a(+)figure(i.e., using funds free, owned
externally), while decreases are a (-) figure.
• Annual net cash flow. This annual figure is the result of the cash inflows
applied to the capital investments and the changes (A-±) in working capital. It
indicates the amount of financial investment that must be made each year if neg-
ative. If a positive figure results, it indicates the cash flow amount that is
available to offset previous negative figures; or, to apply to new investment
opportunities.
Cumulative net cash flow. The annual net cash flow figures, when added
cumulative, indicate the cumulative investment (cash outlay) requirements, the
period where cash flow requirements are at a maximum (maximum exposure and risk);
the period when, as annual net cash flows become positive, investment recovery
begins; and, when investment recovery is accomplished, i.e., the length of time
to recover the investment.
National SPS Space Segement Corporation Concept (Federally Owned)
The National SPS Space Segement Corporation schedule buildup was utilized
to derive the potential revenues based on a total sales value of 30 mills/kWh and
40 mills/kWli by the SPS Ground Segment Utility Corporation concept. Separate
income statements, assets employed statements, and cash flow performance state-
ments were developed for these two financial models.
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Income Statement (Based on 18 mills/kWh)--For the National SPS Space
Segment Corporation concept, data were developed using computational methodology
that would be applicable to such a corporation, wholly owned by the federal gov-
ernment; and, then deriving ratios that could be applied to total revenues and
thus create an income statement. The elements of the income statement and the
ratios (percent of revenues) for the operating expense items are as follows:
Power sales and revenues
	
100.00% (the price to SPS
Ground Segment utility
Consortia Corporation
concept)
Operating expenses
	
Ratios (% of Revenues)
Satellite power production (24.5995)
Satellite system interim replacement ( 6.1802)
Satellite system operations and maintenance (	 3.7164)
HLLV space transportation system interim
replacement ( 0.6653)
HLLV space transportation system O&M (	 2.7777
Space station interim replacement (	 5.1957)
Space assembly/support facilities
interim replacement { 0.5000)
Intra-orbit vehicle interim replacement ( 0.0304)
Intra-orbit vehicle O&M ( 0.0003)
Cargo orbiter transfer vehicle expense ( 0.0357)
Personnel orbiter transfer vehicle expense (	 0.0103)
Personnel orbiter transfer vehicle O&M (	 0.0554)
Facilities—interim replacement (	 0.2230)
Depreciation and amortization (26.1400)
Payments in lieu of taxes (	 5.0000)
social security taxes (@ $1500 per year
per employee) ( 1.4800)
Total operating expenses (76.6099)
Operating income	 (23.3901)
Other income	 TBD
Total income	 (23.3901)
Research and development expense 	 TsD
Income before interest expense 	 (23.3901)
Interest expense (imputed)	 ( 8.0000)
Total net income
	
(15.3901)
The ratios for the income statement have been derived from SPS cost data
and tested against the program for validity and compared with a variety of elec-
tric utility companies including TVA material. These ratios have been used in
the models to provide a useful financial picture based on preliminary SPS sched-
ule and cost data. Special consideration was given to appropriate SPS elements
as necessary to derive useful ratios.
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income Statement (Based on 27 m.ills1kri7h).
Power sales and revenues 100.00% (the prk-,e to SPS
Ground 5egement
utility Consortia
Corporation concept)
Operating expenses Ratio (% of Revenues)
Satellite power production (31.2389)
Satellite system interim replacement ( 4.3224)
Satellite system operations and maintenance ( 2.5992)
HLLV space transportation system interim
replacement (	 0.4653)
HLLV space transportation O&M (	 1.9427)
Space station interim replacement (	 3.6338)
Space assembly/support facility interim
replacement ( 0.3497)
Facilities—interim replacement ( 0.1560)
Intra-orbit vehicle interim replacement ( 0.0213)
Tntra-orbit vehicle O&M ( 0.0002)
Cargo orbiter transfer vehicle expense ( 0.0250)
Personnel orbiter transfer vehicle expense ( 0.0074)
Personnel orbiter transfer vehicle 0&M (	 0„0388)
Depreciation and amortization (18.2822)
Payments in lieu of taxes (	 3.4970)
Social security taxes ( 1.0351)
Total operating expenses (67.6150)
Operating income
Other income	 TBD
Total income	 (32,3850)
Research and development expense	 TBD
Income before interest expense	 (32,3850)
Interest expense (imputed) 	 ( 5.6000)
Total net income
	
(26.7850)
Assets-Employed Statement --The assets-employed statement for the National
SPS Space Segment Corporation (federally owned) was devised from analysis of
financial data of various electric utility companties, including TVA. Total
assets include all elements of the space segment, other property and invest-
ments, and current assets. However, the capitalization and liabilities portion
of the assets-employed statement was designated "liabilities and investments”
and considers only current liabilities and investments —investments consisting
of cumulative income (or loss) applied to investment, and total investment
requirements as shown via the cash flow statement. The assets-employed state-
ment is the most useful way for the governmental agencies (DOE and NASA) to
view the total investment picture for this federally owned corporation concept,
and to determine to what extent it should issue bonds, notes, and other evi-
dences of .borrowings/indebtedness, etc., to finance the National SPS Space
Segment Corporation concept. NOTE: It is anticipated that the National SPS
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Space Segment Corporation concept via an sPS Act would require that such a
corporation charge rates for power supplied to the Ground.Segment Utility
Corporation concept which will produce gross revenues sufficient to provide=
funds for operation, maintenance, and administration of its power system;
payments to states and counties in lieu of taxes; specified fixed charges
associated with debt financing and U.S. Treasury payments; and a margin deter-
mined by the board for total investment in SPS power system assets. It is
anticipated that an SPS Act further would require that rates be set as low as
feasible, yet ensure that return on investment be commensurate with a reason-
able return for such an electric utility entity owne? by the federal government.
Total Assets—The utility plant, other property, and investments were
determined from the preliminGry cost estimates for this entity. The time-
phasing of these capital investments was determined from the SPS Space Segment
start and completion schedule and the use of NASA CER progress factors to
arrive at an approximation of the probable, incurred annual costs. Depreci-
ation and amortization reserves for this scheduled investment are those expenses
indicated in the income statement.
Current assets were derived as a x..tio of total revenues (after a nominal
consideration for some current assets acquired prior to receipt of revenues).
This overall ratio considered all the elements of cash requirements, receivables,
supplies and materials, and prepaid expense items. This current asset ratio
is calculated as approximately 25.0 percent of total revenues.
Liabilities and Investment—Current liabilities were derived as a ratio
of `total revenues (after a nominal consideration from some current liabilities
acquired prior to receipt of revenues). This overall ratio considered all the
elements of accounts payable, accrued salaries and wages Payable, accruals for
payment to the U.S. Treasury, interest accrued, and other items. The current
liability ratio to total revenues has been estimated to be approximately 18.0%
of total revenues (or 72% of current assets).
Investment is a combination of investment requirements and the cumulative
net income (or loss) applied to the investment requirements. That is, the
combination of cumulative income (or loss) and investment requirements, added
algebraically, represents the total investment. This total investment is what
is known as the net assets employed (net SPS plant and property plus net work-
ing capital). The investment requirements are summarized in the cash flow
performance summary statement.
Current liabilities plus total investment equals total assets. The invest-
ment requirements (cash requirements) for the SPS Space Segment entity, are
anticipated as being satisfied initially through governmental appropriations
and, subsequently, via proceeds from borrowing. Proceeds would be used to
finance that portion of investment or capital outlays in excess of available
SPS proceeds after interest, to operations, Treasury payments, and changes in
working capital.
Net assets employed consist of the cumulative SPS Space Segment plant and
property investments at acquisition cost, less the accumulated reserve for 	 4
depreciation and amortization (net plant and property value); and, net working 	 i
•
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capital, which is the difference between current assets and current liabilities.
NOTE: The ability of the National 5PS Space Segment Corporation to meet its
obligations, expand its energy services volume, and to become self--supporting
and self-financing depends upon its power proceeds and borrowings secured by
future revenues.
The average net assets employed are derived by averaging the net assets
employed for the first two years, and adding the third year to the second year
and averaging again, and so on until completed for the program period.
Return on average net assets employed is computed either by dividing the
revenues by the average net assets employed to determine the turnover ratio,
and multiplying the turnover ratio by the percent of profit (return-as
revenues); or, by dividing the profit dollars by the average net assets
employed.
Cash Flow Performance Summary Statement—The cash flow performance summary
statement is a summary of operating results, investments, and working capital
changes (A±); and presents annual net cash flow data and cumulated net cash
flow data.
• Operating ,results. Net income (or loss) added algebraically to deprecia-
tion ana amortization and other non-cash deductions (if any) provides a basic
cash in-flow. These funds, generated by operations, can be used to offset
outlays for capitalized property and increased j:orking capital. These funds
are a measure of the ability of the SPS program to help finance its expansion
and provide for investment recovery.
• Investments. This includes construction expenditures, satellite power
systems, space transportation systems, space asserbly and support facilities,
ground launch facilities, landing sites for launch vehicles, and other land
and building investments. These items must all be capitalized and depreciated
or amortized (except land), These investments are shown as annual cash outlay
requirements.
working capital changes (A -1). Working capital changes are the increases
or decreases between successive years for current assets and current liabilities.
Increases between successive planning years of current assets are a minus (-)
figure while decreases are a plus (f) figure. Increases in current liabilities
between successive planning years are a + figure (i.e., using funds free, ow.
externally) while decreases are a - figure.
• Annual net cash flow. This annual figure is the result of the cash in-
flows applied to the capital investments and the changes (A±) in working capital.
It indicates the amount of financial investment that must be made each year if
negative. If a positive figure results, it indicates the cash flow amount that
is available to offset previous negative fitures; or, to apply to new investment
opportunities.
• Cumalati ve net cash flow. The annual net cash flow, when added cumula-
tively, indicates: the cumulative cash flow requirements, the period where
cash flow requirements are at a maximum (maximum exposure and risk); the period
OP Rockwell International
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when, as annual net cash flow becomes positive, investment recovery begins;
and, when -investment recovery is accomplished, the length of time to recover
the investment.
C.7 GENERAL EVALUATION OF FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL RESULTS
Income Statements for the Two SPS Organizational Entities (Based on 30 mills/kWh)
SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation
Income statements based on 30 mills/kWh without investment tax credit
will yield an average annual net income of 15.06%. With investment tax credit,
annual net income will approximate 16.35% of annual revenues.
Income statements based on 40 mills/kWh without investment tax credit will
yield an annual average income of 15.59%. With investment tax credit, annual
net income will approximate 16.52%.
Evaluation of income statements for the SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia
Corporation must consider the financial performance of the National SPS Space
Segment Corporation. While the income statements for the SPS Ground Segment
Utility Consortia Corporation are satisfactory at 30 mills/kWh for return on
revenues, return on investment, and cash flow analysis, they are not satisfactory
for the National SPS Space Segment Corporation.
National Space Segment Corporation (Federally Owned Entity)
Income statements based on sales of electricity to the SPS Ground Segment
at 19.mills/kWh (which would generate its revenues at a rate of 30 mills/kWh)
will yield an average net income of 15.39%. However, this is not large enough
of a percentage of profit to permit a return on investment comparable to that
of the SPS Ground Segment Utility.
Income statements based on an increased cost to the SPS Ground Segment
(which wou?d then generate its revenues at a rate of 40 mills/kWh) will provide
an annual average income of 26.79%. This percentage of profit is necessary for
the SPS Space Segment entity to compare favorably with the SPS Ground Segment
entity in return on investment.
Evaluation of income statements for the National SPS Space Segment Corpor-
ation should consider the size of the financial investment by the U.S. Govern-
ment. To achieve a cash flow (income plus depreciation) sufficient to finance
up to 70% of its investment requirements, the SPS Space Segment Corporation
must sell electric power to the SPS Ground Segment Corporation at a rate of
27 mills/kWh, which will add a cost of 13 mills/kWh, thus making the cost to
the busbar 40 mills for its customers.
Summary exhibits of SPS revenues and income statements for the National
SPS Space Segment Corporation and the SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia
Corporation are furnished below for useful comparisons of performance at
30 mills/kWh (Table C.7-1) and 40 mills/kTVh (Table C.7-2) , respectively.
Computer printouts with further explicit details were generated and are avail-
able.
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Table C.7-1. Summary of SPS Revenues at 30 Mills/kWh
SAS GROUND SEGMENT UTILITY CONSORTIA- INCOME STATEMENT FOR SPS SPACE SEGMENT CORPORATION {FEDERALLY OWNED)-INCOME
THE YEARS 1991 - 2029 STATEMENT FOR THE YEARS 1991 - 2029
REVENUE FROM SALE OF ELECTRICITY (S BILLIONS) POWER SALES AND REVENUES {S-BILLIONS)
TOTAL OPERATIND REVENUES TOTAL POWER REVENUES
(SALES + OTHER) 2,387.536 (ELECTRIC UTILITIES + OTHER) 1,474,924
ANNUAL kWh SALES (000's) 79.584.562 ANNUAL kWh SALES 1000's) 79,504.562
CENTS PER kWh 34 CENTS PER kWh 1,8t
OPERATING COSTS OPERATING COSTS
PURCHASED POWER FROM SPS SPACE SEGMENT CORP. 1,474.924 SATELLITE POWER PRODUCTION 362.706
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 11.341 SATELLITE INTERIM REPLACEMENT 91.166
DEPRECIATION 6 AMORTIZATION 167.128 SATELLITE SYSTEM OPERATIONS CMAINTENANCE 54.814
INTERIM REPLACEMENT EXPENSE 20.246 SPACE STATION INTERIM REPLACEMENT 76,632
PROPERTY INSURANCE 2.340 SPACE ASSEMBLY 6 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT EXPENSE 7.375
STATE 6 LOCAL TAXES 65.490 HLLV INTERIM REPLACEMENT 91812
INTEREST COSTS 191,003 HLLV OPERATIONS t MAINTENANCE 40.969
INCOME TAXES 95.501 INTRA-DABIT VEHICLE INTERIM REPLACEMENT 0.449
INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT 6 OTHER (30..799)- INTRA-ORBIT VEHICLE OPERATIONS E MAINTENANCE D.OD4
[TOTAL
	 COSTS 1,957 ..184
COTV INTERIM REPLACEMENT EXPENSE 0.527
POTV INTERIM REPLACEMENT EXPENSE D.153
POTV OPERATIONS 6 MAINTENANCE 0.817
FACILITIES INTERIM REPLACEMENT 3.2E^,
DEPRECIATION G AMORTIZATION 381.545
PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES 73.746
SOCIAL SC'-'_'AITY TAXES 21.829
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 1,129.817
OPERATING	 INCOME 390.351 OPERATING INCOME 345_093
OTHER INCOME -0- OTHER INCOME TOO
INCOME BEFORE 06D EXPENSE 390,351 R&D EXPENSE TOD
R&D EXPENSE I INCOME BEFORE INTEREST 345.093
=TOTAL
	 ON REVENUES 3_90,3$1
INTEREST EXPENSE (117.994)
TOTAL INCOME ON REVENUES 227.086
RETURN ON REVENUES (2) 16,35
RETURN ON REVENUES ('Z) 15.40
NOTE: NUMBERS SHOWN HAVE BEEN MADE TO ADD PRECISELY AND THEREFORE HAY NOT AGREE EXACTLY ON THE LAST TWO DIGITS WITH THE
COMPUTER PRINTOUTS DUE TO COMPUTER ROUNDING Of DATA INPUTS.
Table C.7--2. Summary of SPS Revenues at 40 Mills/kWh
SPS GROUND SEGMENT UTILITY CONSORTIA- INCOME
THE YEARS 1991 - 2029
STATEMENT FOR SPS SPACE SEGMENT CORPORATION (FEDERALLY
STATEMENT FOR THE YEARS 1991 . -
OWNED)-INCOME
2029
RE	 "',E FROM SALE OF ELECTRICITY (S BILLIONS) POWER SALES AND REVENUES (S BILLIONS)
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES TOTAL POWER REVENUES
(SALES + OTHER) 3,183.379 (ELECTRIC UTILITIES + OTHER) ?_,109.91!
ANNUAL kWh SALES (ODO's) 79,584.424 ANNUAL kWh SALES (000's) 79,584.562
CENTS PER kWh 4t CENTS PER kWh 2,7t
OPERATING COSTS
	 F OPERATING COSTS
PURCHASED POWER FROM SPS SPACE SEGMENT CORP. 2,109.911 POWER PROOUCTION 65g,tit
OPERATIONS 6 MAINTENANCE 11.341 SATELLITE INTERIN-REPLACEMENT 91.212
DEPRECIATION I: AMORTIZATION 167.127 SATELLITE SYSTEM OPERATIONS 6 MAiNTEWANCE 54,841
INTERIM REPLACEMENT EXPENSE 20.246 SPACE STATION INTERIM REPLACEMENT
	 - 76..671
PROPERTY INSURANCE 2.340 SPACE ASSY s SUPPORT EQUIPMENT EXPENSE 7.378
STATE 6 LOCAL TAXES 65.49D HLLV INTERIM REPLACEMENT 9.817
INTEREST COSTS 191.003 HLLV OPERATIONS 6 MAINTENANCE 40.990
INCOME TAXES 120.968 INTRA-OROIT VEHICLE INTERIM REPLACEMENT 0.449
INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT 6 OTHER (30.799) INTRA-0011 VEHICLE OPERATIONS 6 MAINTENANCE
	 0.004
LOTV INTERIM REPLACEMENT EXPENSE 0,527
.TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 2,657.627 POTV INTERIM REPLACEMENT EXPENSE 0.153
POTV OPERATIONS a MAINTENANCE 0.818
FACILITIES INTERIM REPLACEMENT 3.291
DEPRECIATiON 6 AMORTIZATION 385.739
PAYMENTS IN LIEU Of TAXES 73.783
SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES 2I,B40
TOTAL OPERATING LOSTS 1,426.624
OPERATING INCOME 525.152 OPERATING INCOME 681.287
OTHER INCOME
-0- OTHER INCOME TID
INCOME BEFORE RBO EXPENSE. 525.752 INCOME BEFORE R&D 683.287
R6D EXPENSE TOD R60 EXPENSE TBD
INCOME BEFORE INTEREST 683.237
TOTAL INCOME ON REVENUES 525.752 INTEREST EXENSES (118.053)
RETURN ON P'YfNUES {_) 16.$2 TOTAL INCOME ON REVENUES
	 . X565.234
RETURN ON REVEIWES (Z) 26.79
NOTE:	 N1IMIERS €MD4M HAVE BEEN MADE TO ADD PRECISELY AND THEREFORE MAY NOT AGREE EXACTLY ON THE LAST TWO DIGIT€ WITH
THE COMPUTER PRINTOUTS DUE TO COMPUTER ROUNDING OF DATA INPUTS.
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Asse ts--e_mployed statements based on 40 mills/kWh without investment, tax
crodit will provide an average yiAA can average not ascots omployeel of 10.2%
(Figure C.7- 3 ) • With investment tax credit, the average'. yield on average not
assets employed ovor the. 1991 -2029 time period will approach 16.1% (Figure
C.7-4).
Evaluation of assets-employee3 statements and return on assets eitlployod is
a satisfactory performance in both eases. However, the factors pormi.ttinq those
acceptable performances must also permit acceptable peroont rotu.rns on assoLs
ea11pLoyed for the SPS Space Sogment ontity.
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Assets--Employed Statements for the National SPS Space Segment Corporation
(Federally Owned Entity)
Assets-employed statements, based on 30 mills/kWh (at a sales price of
19 mills/kWh to the SPS Ground Segment entity) do not permit an adequate return
on assets employed. Average return on net assets employed over the total period
of 1990-2029 = 2.7% (Figure C.7-5. If 30% of investment requirements are
financed by bonds (long-term debt), return on ANAE will improve to approximately
4.0%.
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Assets employed statements based on 40 mills/kWh (at a sales price of
27 mills/kWh to the SPS Ground Segment entity) will yield 6.7% (Figure C.7-6)
on the average net assets employed (ANAE). If 3`09, of investment requirements
are financed by bonds (long-term debt), return on ANAE will improve to approx-
imately 10.0%.
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Evaluation of assets--employed statements and return on assets employed is
not satisfactory based on a sales price of 19 mills/kWh to the 5P5 Ground Seg-
ment entity. Lased on a sales price of 27 mills/kWh to the SPS Ground Segment
entity, an acceptable return on ANAE is achieved. This figure is further
improved and compares favorably with the typical utility return on investment,
if it is assumed that 30% of the investment is financed by bonds (long-term
debt).
Principle of Importance in Evaluation of this Financial Parameter
Return on average net assets is considered to be the most important par-
ameter for appraisal of financial performance. It measured the effectiveness
of the assets employed in generating income and is generally considered an
important criterion in measuring the effectiveness of management. However, it
too (like return on revenues) must be further understood and interpreted by
relating it to asset turnover and to cash flow. The ability of an organiza-
tional entity to substantially finance its expansion out of self-generated
funds is another important element in any financial evaluation. This is
discussed neat (Cash Flow Performance Summaries).
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Cash Flow Performance Summaries and investment Recovery Schedules
Cumulative Cash Flow and Investment Schedule Recovery for the SF AS Ground
Segment Utility Consortia Corporation
Cash flow performance and investment recovery schedules based on 30 mills
per kilowatt hour without investment tax credit result in a maximum cumulative
cash outlay of $48.112 billion in the year 2009. Investment recovery occurs
in the year 2018. Time to recover investment is approximately 26-3/4 years.
Positive cash flows of $205.135 billion are provided through the year 2029
(Figure C.7-7). Based on 30 mills/kWh, with investment tax credit, maximum
cumulative cash outlay is reduced to $41.021 billion and i.nve^tinent recovery
occurs in the first quarter of the year 2018. Time to recover investment is
approximately 26-1/4 years (Figure C.7-8). Positive cash flows of $226.734
billion are achieved through th=, year 2029 for reinvestment or new investments.
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SPS GROUND SEGMENT UTILITY CONSORTIA CORPORATION CONCEPT —CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW AND
INVESTMENT RECOVERY SCHEDULE AT 30 MILLS PER KILOWATT HOUR
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Cash flow performance and investment recovery schedule based on 40 mills
per kilowatt hour without investment tax credit results in a maximum cumulative
cash outlay of $37.383 billion in the year 2006. Investment recover y
 occurs in
the year 2015. Positive cash flows of $336.318 billion are provided through
the year 2029 (Figure C.7-9). Based on 40 mills/kIlh, with investment tax
credit, maximum cumulative cash outlay is reduced to $33.586 billion. Invest--
ment recovery occurs in the first quarter of the year 2015. Positive cash
flows of $397.917 billion are achieved through the year 2029 (Figure C.7-10).
Time to recover investment is 23-1/2 years without investment tax credit, and
23-1/4 years with investment tax credit.
Evaluation of the cash flow performances based on 30 mills/k-Wh and
40 mills/]Ilh provides suitable performances for the SPS Ground Segment Utility
Consortia Corporation in all cases considered. However, the factors resulting
in these acceptab le performances must also permit acceptab le cash flow per-
formance levels for the SPS Space Segment entity with its greater investment
.requirements.
Since the investment recovery periods may appear to the uninitiated observer/
analyst of cazh flow methodology to involve long periods of time, a special anal-
ysis was undertaken to show a cumulative cash .flow performance summary and
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SPS GROUND SEGMENT UTILITY CONSORTIA CORPORATION - CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW AND
INVESTMENT RECOVERY SCHEDULE (AT 110 MILLS PER KWHR,
INCLUDES INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT)
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investment recovery schedule based on a single geographical consortia with a
requirement for six SPS installations (Figure C.7-11). Since there are no
further capital investments after the installation of six operational rectenna
sites (with an operational life of 30 years), the revenues/sales become an annual
constant; net working capital also becomes an annual constant, and cash flow
results in investment recovery being accomplished in 11-3/4 years. However, the
120 satellites and Ground Segment System, as scheduled, requires continuous
annual investments and increases in working capital to satisfy the projected
increased demand. Also, it is the financial nature of business investments
that revenues and profits will always lag the investments. Ultimately, it is
the intent of those investing in any business to plan for a cessation of major
capital investments, and a leveling-off of net working capital requirements;
and, to anticipate a satisfactory return on revenues/sales, a satisfactory
return on investment, and to also anticipate a return of investment via cash
flow over a period of time that is commensurate with the size of revenues/
sales and profits, rewards, and the risks taken in malting the investment.
CASH FLOW SUMMARY DATA FOR AN SPS-GROUND SEGMENT UTILITY CONSORTIA CORPORATION
BASED ON A UTILITY CONSORTIA FORME D
 FOR SIX RECTENNA OPERATIONAL SITES
(DATA BASED ON 40 MILLS PER KILOWATT-HOUR)
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Cumulative Cash Flow and Investment schedule Recovery for the National SPS
Space Segment (Federally Owned) Corporation
Cash .Flow performance and investment recovery schedules based on 30 mills
per kilowatt hour (a charge of 19 mills/kWh to the SPS Ground Segment Utility
Consortia entity) achieves investment recovery of approximately 79% of the
investment, Total investment recovery would occur in the year 2034, a time
period of approximately 46-1/2 years to recover investment. This is obviously
too long a period based on size of they cash outlays. The cumulative cash flaw
outlay reaches $249.107  billion in the year 2018 before declining (Figure C.7-12) .
Cash flow performance and investment schedules based on 40 mills/kWh (a cost of
27 mills/kWh to the SPS Ground segment Utility Consortia entity) achieves .invest-
ment recovery in approximately 35-3/4 years. Maximum cumulative cash outla y is
$162.359 billion, occurring in they year 2012 (Figure C.7-13) . Investment occurs
in the third quarter of the year 2034. This cash flow performance and invest-
ment recovery is considered to be acceptable based on the size of the investment
and the re turn on sale's/ revonues.
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Principle of Importance in Evaluation of this Financial Parameter
The basic value of a cash flow analysis lies in its ability to provide
a useful yardstick for measuring the capability of an operational entity to
finance expansion from self--generated cash. Cash flow analysis is useful in
determining the value of an opportunity, risks involved, and evaluation of
desirable strategies. The basis for conducting a cash flow analysis stems
from the size of the penetrable market, and considers the planned sales
Levels, size of the investment requirements (capital investments and working
capital), total expected income to be derived from the investment, the tech-
nological merits of the program, and the strategic taming of the investment.
Cash flow analysis provides an evaluation of the risks involved; (1) maxi-
mum cash outlay requirements, (2) time to recover investment, (3) appraisal
of the likelihood/desirability of proceeding from DDT&E to operational, sys-
tems/production hardware, and (4) the evaluation of alternative courses of
action based on considerations of costs and applicability.
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Total Satellite Power System Cumulative Cash Flow Performance and Investment
Recovery Schedule for the Combined SPS Space Segment Corporation and the SPS
Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corporation
The combined cash flows the the two major entities comprising the SPS
program show a satisfactory investment recovery based on 40 mills/kWh. The
cumulative cash flow data are given for the years 1988 through 2029. Maximum
cumulative investment for the combined entities reaches $182.684 billion in
the year 2009. The investment recovery period is approximately 32-1/4 years
(Figure C.7-14), The cumulative net cash flow position at the end of the
year 2029 amounts to $566.790 billion for the combined entities.
TOTAL SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW PERFORMANCE AND INVESTMENT
RECOVERY SCHEDULE FOR THE COMBINED SPS-SPACE SEGMENT CORPORATION R THE SPS GROUND SEGMENT UTILITY
CONSORTIA CORPORATION I AT 40 MILLS PER KILOWATT HOUR, WITH INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT)
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Review of Selected Financial Assumptions and/or EXplanations
Investment Tax Credit (SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia Corp. only)
Investment tax credits (ITC) have been assumed for the SPS Ground Segment
Utility under the Tax. Reduction Act of 1975. It is presumed that the policies
adopted for accounting purposes would also be applied for rate-making purposes
by those regulatory authorities exercising jurisdiction over the rates of the
utilities participating in the SPS Ground Segment entity. Under the provisions
of the Act, it is further presumed that the utility consortia will choose, for
accounting and rate-making purposes, to defer the ITC and amortize the credits
ratably over the book lives of the SPS Ground Segment properties generating
such credits by reducing income tax expense.
It is useful to review the purpose of the ITC and to indicate what it
means to the SPS Gr=.=aad Segment Utility Corporation concept. The U.S. Govern-
ment, under the Tars .;Reduction Act of 1975 (originally offered in 1962) offers
both industrial and utility corporations a significant incentive to add to
their productive assets and earning power on the theory that this aids the
economy in a number of ways. Industrial companies have the opportunity to
reduce their income tax bills up to a.full 10% of the cost of new equipment.
Utility companies which purchase, for instance, new generating equipment also
get a similar tax credit, although in their case it is limited to 10% of the
cost of the assets acquired for power generation.
A company, under most circumstances, must take the full tax credit for
tax purposes for the year in which the equipment was first utilized. It can,
however, spread the tax benefit over the estimated useful life of the asset
for accounting purposes. The following examples show how it might be used for
a company.
Example 1. Assume that a corporation has profit before taxes of $100
million. If income taxes are assumed at a 50% rate, profit after taxes will
mount to $50 million: Now, if the corporation purchased $50 million in new
machinery and equipment in that year for production activities, its income
tax bill of $50 million could be reduced by 10% as follows:
Profit before taxes 	 $100,000,000
Income taxes at 50%	 $.50,000,000
Less: Investment tax credit	 $ 5,000,000	 $ 45,000,000
Net income (profit after taxes) 	 $ 55,000,000
Example 2. The corporation could also elect to :. , :read the benefit over
a five-year period, for example:
Profit before taxes 	 $100,000,000
Income taxes at 50%
	 $50,000,000
Less: Investment tax credit	 $ 110001.000	 $ 49,000,000.
Net income (profit after taxes) 	 $ 51,000,000
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There is considerable evidence that the investment tax credit (ITC) has
contributed substantially to an upsurge in capital goods sales. There are
few firms to which the tax exemption is not important. Another fact of
importance is the broad array of investor-owned companies which have improved
their earnings, both through the benefit in lower tax bills and improvement
in pro.fitabili.t-* through the employment of now, improved equipment. For
utility companies, the ITC has made it possible to increase power generating
capacity without having to drastically increase the cost per kilowatt-hour
to its customers to recover its investment.
The use of the ITC for the SPS Ground Segment Utility Consortia has been
tested in the conventional manner and then related to revenues as a ratio for
ease of computation. The figures shown in the ITC computation include: recog-
nition for allowance of funds used during construction (ADC) which is the
generally accepted accounting procedure designed to restore profit after
taxes to thet which would have been experienced without the construction
Program through the transfer of such costs from the income statement to the
balance sheet as utility plan construction work-in-progress. Although ADC
is .included in ITC, it should not be considered as representative of current
cash earnings.
SPS Ground Segment Plant and Property Investments--Government Licenses
It is contemplated that SPS Ground Segment installations will be located
in whole or in part on lands of tile. United States under Government licenses
and permits with varying expiration dates. Such licenses and permits will
no doubt contain numerous restrictions and obligations, including the right
of the United States to acquire the projects, ui;der certain conditions, upon
payment of specified compensation.
Leases and Rentals (SPS Ground Segment)
It is assumed that the ;PS Ground Segment utility will involve the
necessity for renting or leasing automotive equipment, computer equipment,
fuel, office space, and other incidental equipment and property. The total
annual gross lease expenses has been estimated zt less than one percent of
operating revenues. (NOTE: A general rule of leasing is that the present
value of the minimum commitments of all -on-capitalized financing leases
should always be less than rive percent of capitalization. The majority
of expenses under lease commitments is considered as charged to other oper-
ating exposes. The impact on profit after '..axes, if these commitments were
to be capitalized, would not be significant.)
Financial Statements
The financial. statements include the accounts of the respective SPS
er.•ities and are representative of the uniform systems of the y accounts that
would be prescribed by the utility regulatory commissions having jurisdiction
with respoct to accounting matters.
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Revenues
Revenues for the SPS Ground Segment entity have been derived on the basis
of a ground rule that each SPS installation will provide 5000 megawatts of
electrical power for 8760 hours for each year of planned operation. Although
transmission and distribution cost factors are not included in financial data,
an assumption was made that revenues would be billed to utility customers on
a monthly cycle billing. At the end of each month there would be an unbilled
electric service which has been rendered from the previous/last month's meter
reading to the month--end. It is assumed that the SPS Ground Segment utility
will be billed in a related fashion for its purchases of electric power by the
SPS Space Segment entity.
Interim Replacement costs
Interim replacement costs, as used in the financial models, are not con-
sidered replacements of retirement units of property. Where there would be
additions to utility plant and replacements of retirement units of property,
these are capitalized at original cost. Interim replacement costs in the
model are charged as expense, similar to maintenance, ,with the cost of repairs
and minor renewals.
Depreciation and Amortization
Traditionally, the annual provisions for depreciation are computed by
the use of composite rates applied on the straight--line method for financial
accounting and principally on accelerated methods for income tax purposes.
The effect of this difference in recording depreciation provides a reduction
in income taxes, the benefit of which, effective with respect to additions to
the utility facilities, is deferred (normalized) for credit to subsequent
years when financial accounting expense exceeds tax expense.
In the model, depreciation and amortization provisions have been
developed and re-established as a percent of total revenues to .facilitate
computations and simplify the construction of the financial statements of
the model.
Accounting Changes by the FASB that could Impact Utility Income Statements
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
Earlier this year (1978), the FASB appointed a special study team to
consider whether one key utility accounting practices, i.e., the deferral
of major costs for years, is still justified and whether the exception should
be extended to other rate-regulated industries. Utility accountants are quite
concerned about this effort by the '?ASS to streamline accounting rules for the
utilities.
The FASB has been pressured by the Securities and Exchange Commission,
CPA's, and financial analysts to examine utility accounting, which is con-
sidered second-class accounting. This is because many accountants do not
go along with present utility accounting exceptions and cost deferrals. For
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example, a flood or storm damage to an industrial concern would have to be
taken out of its current year profit. But the same lo3ses to a utility plant
could likely be deferred and written off over several years. It is nearly
impossible to quantify the impact of eliminating that Jiff ere mice for a util-
ity. However, it would clearly result in reduced earnings that would be
reported by the utility to its share holders. Reported costs also would
be higher---at least in the short-run—without an offsetting increase in the
revenues rate regulators allow utilities to collect.
Utility accounting has always been unique. In addition to the example
of flood damage, regulators routinely mandate that utilities defer such things
as research and development costs and write-offs for plants that are closed
before being fully depreciated. Under generally accepted accounting princi-
ples (GAAP) other companies must treat those items as expenses in the year
they are incurred.
Utility accounting methods are viewed as somewhat "fuzzy" by most of the
accounting profession. When a particular accounting exception cannot be
explained under the GAAP, a problem exists. Most of these accounting problems
arise out of a document commonly referred to as "the addendum," which is a
vaguely worded paragraph addition to a 1962 ruling by the old Accounting
Principles Board, the predecessor of the more sophisticated PASB. The adden-
dum allowed utilities to treat tax b enefits, such as investment tax credits
or accelerated depreciation, in their shareholder reports in the same manner
required by utility regulators for rate-making purposes. The varied approaches
by regulators permit utilities to spread tax reduction benefits over the life
of the assets, or "normalized," while other regulators demand that they flow
immediately to income. But the broadly worded addendum, however, goes even
further. When rate regulators require a utility to recognize cost in a dif-
ferent period than GAAP requires for non-regulated companies, the addendum
allows the utility to report those costs to the shareholders in the same
manner.
Most utilities insist the addendum is not a deviation from the GAAP,
but rather a different and necessary application of GAAP to economic circum-
stances unique to rate regulation. Most companies are free to pass along
higher costs when incurred. Utilities, of course, are not permitted to do
so until a rate hike has been permitted by the rate regulators. Utilities
argue, therefore, that the addendum is essential to their operations. How-
ever, other rate-regulated industries such as insurance companies and health-
care facilities are not permitted this method of accounting.
Many accountants, including utility accountants, admit that if overall
accounting concepts viere more carefully defined, the addendum could be elim-
inated. At the same time, legitimate differences between utility and non-
utility accounting could be preserved. Presently, the addendum offers a
no-holds-barred out to rationalize just about anything in accounting the
utilities want to do; and their earnings seem tainted because they have an
exception in the addendum no one else has. The FASB is currently at work
to eliminate the addendum.
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it is easy to forecast the actions that would be taken by the utilities
industry if they lose the benefits of "the addendum." They would seek higher
immediate rates to salvage their earnings and competitive position in finan-
cial markets. Presently, some utilities are counting on the FASB settling
for a better explanation of the addendum's application rather than eliminate
it. Others are not so hopeful. At least, the FASB investigation should
give more credibility to utility reports.
•
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